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MERIT BADGE CLUB

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, March 12, 1932

A BUSY SESSION

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
Charter Members Initiated At Universalist Mission Circle
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Semi-Monthly Meeting In
Takes Due Cognizance of
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
Thomaston
St. Patrick’s Day
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established 1 The semi-monthly meeting of the
The meeting of the Universalist
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated Merit Badge Club of Honor was held Mission Circle Wednesday at the
March 17, 1897.

Wednesday night at the home of <he
honorary treasurer, Edgar Libby, in
•••
... Thomaston.
Suggestions the club offered at the
•*
All that Is great In man comes •»
last district committee meeting were
■» through work: and civilization Is
not read for some reason. As it is
— Its product,—Samuel Smiles.
•••
one of the club’s aims to promote
efficiency in the district committee,
the same suggestions will be offered
AT WAKEFIELD
at the next meeting, April 3.
(Birthplace of Washington)
Scoutmasters presented entrance
How tranquilly the broad blue waters ’ examinations, blanks, requirements
flow:
,
How still the cedars by the river here; 1 and initiations. Charter members
What peace pervades the very atmos were initiated.
phere
Mr. Whittemore suggested a while
Just as It did two hundred years ago.
ago. That the club equip its library
On this scene gazed the Infant Washing- ! with a set of merit badge pamphlets,
ton.
How strange It seems to think of him to be rented to Scouts after merit
badges. The club voted to purchase
as small
Who was to grow so stalwart and so tall j 68 of the set. Honorary Secre
And win such laurels as few men have tary Harold Whitehlll will be in
won.
charge of this matter.
Perhaps this spot of quiet loveliness
The club will hold a special meet
Came to his memory as gentle balm
ing next Wednesday night at the
In keeping with his own majestic calm
Through battles, turmoil, treason, and home of Walter Kimball. This meet
distress.
ing is called in order that the club
may formally initiate Executive A.
From such a vantage. It Is well to view
His new-born nation, now grown mighty, Kenneth McCartney as honorary
too.
member.
—Alice Lawry Gould In the Christian
The next regular meeting will be
8clence Monitor.
held March 23, at the home of Eagle
One great goal of science, declares a Scout Robert Allen.
speaker at an insurance convention,
A lot of people are willing to im
is to increase the expectancy of life.
Another clever trick these days is to prove economic conditions, ifc it takes
live on with nothing to live on.— Bos- j everything other people have.—
Manila Bulletin.
ton Herald.

An Announcement
s

JEROME C, BURROWS
wishes to announce
that his law offices
at 409 Main Street,
Rockland, will be

opened on

MONDAY, MARCH 14

A GREAT MUSICAL EVENT FOR MAINE
SEE IN PERSON AND HEAR

LAWRENCE

TIBBETT

Gala Opening Newly Decorated City Hall Auditorium
PORTLAND, MAINE, TUESDAY, MARCH 22

8.15 P. M.
This great artist is a complete sell out wherever he appears and
people travel great distances to hear and see this great singer.
Get your tickets now—we expect a complete sell out, including
stage scats
See Your Railroad Agent For Special Railroad Rates
PORTLAND MUSIC COMMISSION
TICKETS AT M. STEINERT & SONS CO.
PHONE Preble 3170
MAIL 517 Congress Street
31S34

TO DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS
This is to notify delinquent tax payers of Real

Estate of the City of Rockland, that we are now pre
paring to serve Tax Liens under Section 28, Chapter
14, Revised Statutes of the Laws of Maine, on all
1931 unpaid taxes.
As this means extra expense to all Real Estate tax
payers, I hope all who can, will make arrangements
to pay taxes at once and avoid unnecessary expense.

C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor.
25S37

TOMORROW THE CLOSING DAY

USES VIGOROUS ENGLISH

Sunday is the closing day in the gers will present, “The Story of Christ
series of Evangelistic meetings now in Music." The whole life of Christ
being conducted by Dr. Leon Tucker will be set forth. They will spend |
and the Musical Messengers at the | 10 minutes at the Cross playing and
First Baptist Church.
singing the wonderful music of the
Tonight a pageant in which 175 Cross,
children will participate will be given ! The final service of the campaign j
under the direction of the Messengers. | will be at 7.15, when Dr. Tucker and
This will be a colorful affair, with the Musical Messengers will give their i
many interesting features.
, best. This meeting will bring to a I
Tli ere will be three services Sunday. : close a series of evangelistic meetings '
Th» Messengers will furnish the spe- which from the point of attendance 1
I cial music at the morning service, has seldom been surpassed in RockI There will be a mass meeting at 3. land.
Last Sunday evening the
■ For more than an hour the Messen- church was taxed to its capacity.

Esten Porter’s Prompt Reply To Questions Asked By
Mr. Edwards of Michigan

LATE NEWS

A BIG DEMOCRATIC POWWOW

WASHINGTON

DEMOCRATS URGING BUTLER

SIM’S SANDWICH SHOP
SMILE

R..A-D-I-O-S

House-Sherman, Inc.

TUESDAY, MARCH 15

$19,685.42
Twelve years ago forty men, women and children of this com
munity took out 269 shares in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILD
ING ASSOCIATION and have paid $1.00 per month on each of these
shares. Now “what have you?” Saved, $269.00 per month for 144
months, $38,736.00. Earned, 24 semi-annual dividends, $15,811.82.
Total saved and earned, $54,547.82. Now if these Savers had been
Hoarders, on the same basis, what would have been the results?
Amount hoarded $38,736.00. But, during the time, Hoardings were
so handy in the tin box, sugar bowl or slocking, there were many
times when the temptations to borrow from them would have been
too strong to resist Isn’t it conservative to estimate that the amount
would have become reduced at least 10% ? Then the Hoardings
remaining would be but $34,862.40, The Saver beats the Hoarder
$19,685.82.
MORAL;

DON’T HOARD—SAVE

SMILE

SMILE! SMILE!! SMILE!!!

WANTED

OPENS TUESDAY, MARCH 15

HENS

SIM’S SANDWICH SHOP

28Stf
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
rect vote on the question itself or by
After reading Mr. Edwards’ “Tart reason of a straight-out issue based
Reply" to my recent communication upon the attitude of candidates, have
gone far beyond the results shown by
I suppose I should consider myself polls taken by the Digest prior to the
“properly bawled out” and meekly present one. Massachusetts, Rhode
acknowledge that I have been ac-! Island, Connecticut. New York, New
curately analyzed and catalogued. It j Jersey, Indiana, Ohio. Illinois, WlsIs a characteristic peculiar to those 1 consin, Louisiana, Montana and
who make a sacred cow out of the ■ Washington have overwhelmingly
prohibition liquor law that they sub-| declared against the law.
These
stitute personal opprobrium for logi- j states contain nearly 50,000.000 people
cal argument. However, I cannot see ’ or 40 percent of the population of all
wherein my personality has, any I the States in the Union. Such was
bearing upon the question under dis- I the situation over a year ago and ever
| since the tide has been rising with inMaine’s political leadership, so far others who will be present are State cussion.
He paints a graphic picture of the , creased power and volume.
The
as it affects the Democratic party, I Chairman John H. Dooley, National
bootlegger, whom he calls “a moral | “dry” Mrs. Partingtons and King
will
be
well
represented
at
a
banouet
Committeeman
D.
J.
McGillicuddy
Will be well represented at a banquet ( and National committewoman Mrs. pervert, he has no conscience, no I Canutes cannot stop its progress with
to be held at Hotel Rockland Monday Helen C. Donohue of Portland. The scruples; his whole idea is to satisfy their brooms and impotent commands.
Mr. Edwards asks me to explain
night March 21. The five candidates ' tickets are limited' to 100, and may be his avarice. His methods are con
for the gubernatorial nomination1 obtained from E. C. Moran & Co., temptible, his business is contempt what I meant by the well-being of
have been invited, and it goes with- ’ Judge E. W. Pike, McDonald’s drug ible,” etc., etc., ad infinitum. He the country requiring the repeal of
out saying that E. C. Moran, Jr., can- store, Thomaston and Hobbs Lumber winds up this pleasant little character | the law, saying that such was mere
C'idate for Congress will have an Co., Camden. The sale closes next sketch with a personal reference to i assumption or assertion and that
me. He says “We find him reverting ■ I have no facts to justify the stateactive finger in the pie. Among Thursday.
to the ethics of the bootlegger, to ment. Perhaps the few facts above
make personal gain out of a disreput stated will give him food for thought.
able business. I have more respect From his letter I judge his opinion of
for the bootlegger than I have for the the working of the law is based upon
man who seeks to hide himself behind observations in Birmingham, Michi
the protection of the law while he gan, and Rockland.
The Courier-Gazette hears on good
Tn other representative classes— safely pockets his share of the profits
♦ • ♦ ♦
authority that Krox Countv Demo- Herbert E. Messer, Union; William A. of an immoral and filthy business.
I have never been in Birmingham
crats are urging Gilford B. Butler of Smith, Vinalhaven; E. N. Hobbs. The bootlegger at least has courage
South Thomaston to run for State Hope. In the Thomaston class the and makes no pretence to respectabil (Michigan) but feel that I do know
Senator. For representatives from Democrats will have a contest be- ity.”
something about Rockland, being an
Reckland the names of E. C. Payson, tween Nelson SDear and RepresentaIn these short quotations, in addi occasional visitor there myself. Un
Mrs. Anne Snow and Joseph Dondis tlve Winthrop Whitney, with a pos- tion to saying that he has more re questionably, the more flagrant mani
are being mentioned.
s’ble Thomaston entrant.
spect for the bootlegger than he has festations of disregard of the law
for me, Mr. Edwards definitely calls are less outstanding in the smaller
me a coward and a hypocrite and one communities than they are in larger
MEANS BETTER TIMES
ROCKLAND FIFTH
whose object is to pocket profits from ones. Yet I do not believe that any
the liquor business. Outside of that one having an intimate knowledge of
Renewal Of Spring Highway Work
suppose I am all right. Yes. Mr. Rockland would declare that condi
Gives Employment To Thousands Rockland High School Has a IFditor,
the reply was “tart.” Quite tions there are ideal and that she
High
Rating
As
To
Honor
so. In fact, it was so tart that it Is a shining example of a thorough
Renewal of highway work in the
must have been the product of a sour enforcement of the prohibiting liquor
Ranks
spring is a sign that brings cheer to
disposition. It was rich in acidity law. Neither do I believe that any
the thousands of men and families
but its contents otherwise were—weli, such person would claim that any
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
who depend on road building and its
read it yourself. ,
one wanting liquor could not obtain
In order to answer some of the un
allied industries as a means of live
When a cause is so weak that such it in Rockland without much trouble.
lihood. And merchants who furnish founded reports which are being cir a l ne of argument (?) must be used It
would not b(. neces,ary to
the bread and flour, and shoes and culated, either through ignorance or m
defense, Its weakness Is clearly buyer or drinker of H
£
’
coal which these individuals buv— intention, I wish to issue the follow revealed. I must admit however that of this condition, although Mr EdAir
IPntTrnrrlC'
ni'Hrntn
rrvirAt
~
often on credit—feel a returning
Mr. Edwards’ private secret sendee wards probably would question the
optimism and see better times ahead. ing facts:
must be extremely efficient to enable truth of this last observation.
Maine would profit to the extent Concrete road building creates
Rockland High School is a Class A him to obtain all of this intimate in
THE POLITICAL POT
Doubtless it Is too much to expect
j of at least $752,000 through enact activity in cement mills, stone quar school, according to the rating of the formation about me In so short a
that those of Mr. Edwards’ tempera
Frank P. Washburn, Commissioner ment of the $120,000,000 emergency ries, gravel pits, steel fabricating State Department of Education. It time. He should be added at once ment will grant the sincerity of those
of Agriculture, has withdrawn from road construction bill passed by the plants, and contractors organizations is also on the list for the New Eng to the prohibition intelligence bu who believe, as does the writer, that
It makes more jobs through heavy
reau where his psychic powers would the 18th Amendment has brought un
the Republican gubernatorial con House some days ago.
The bill would appropriate $120.- demands for transportation and coal. land College Entrance Board, which be of the greatest service.
test in favor of the other Washing
told evils in its train. Yet I freely
000,000
to
be
distributed
to
the
variaccepts
any
certified
student
without
As
soon
as
monev
flows
out
to
» ♦ * •
ton County candidate Alfred K.
admit that most of the drvs are con
Ames. In so doing he keeps his ous BtatM upon a basis of population, workmen in waves, it begins to be examination. This college entrance
After all, what has my character,
persons. Their hearts are
agreement to abide by the choice of urea and road mileage for the con- spent and everybody benefits. The certificate board represents Amherst, good or bad, to do with the question scientious
right but their prejudices control
the Republican committee in Wash- i
hlSh^ays- worker buvs his food and clothing Bates, Boston University, Bowdoin, under discussion? We are concerned all
ington County
' Thf‘ $120,000,000, of course, would be from the local merchant; the mer Brown, Colby, Clark University, only with the effects, good or bad, their intellects, blinding them to the
real conditions. This attitude was
Three new candidates have ap- , ra’sed through taxes. Of the $120,- chant pa vs the jobber; the jobber buys Massachusetts Agricultural College, which have followed the adoption of well
illustrated bv a verv warm per
neared in the field for the Coneres- ' °°ooco fund, $1,070,000 would go to i new stocks from the manufacturer; Middlebury, Tufts, Wesleyan and the 18th Amendment.
Without sonal friend of mine, living in Rock
sional nomination in the Third Dis- Maine for highway work. And dnee Jhe manufacturer replenishes his raw Williams. These colleges require questioning the accuracy of Mr. Ed land. who, when told of my previ
trirt—rinrenee r qtetan nf Rnnenr Maine would contribute only $318,-1 supplies by purchases from mine and only 15 credits for entrance. Rock
wards’ strictures upon myself, it Is ous letter, said. “I shall not read it.
and^Xv k^ph oXwster Re- 000 in taxes toward raising the J’und, _fa_rm-the origlnajQueers. ^More
land High School requires 16 for clear that he Is far from accurate in I don’t agree with him."
according
to
past
revenue
figures,
road
miles
make
more
jobs
—
and
jobs
publicans; and John G. Utterback
* ♦ • •
the State would receive $752,000 more j create buving Dower all down the line, graduation. I know of no High most of hts other statements. He says
of Bangor. Democrat.
School which requires more than 16 that racketeers and corrupt polithan she would pay.
The enormous payroll of the road credits
Mr.
Edwards
says: “No law Mr.
of academic work.
ticians "existed to even a greater de-1
,
Senator Bingham is preparing to industry is most noticeable when it
gree"
before
prohibition.
As Porter ant* hls' k,nd can pass can
In
a
list
of
23
of
the
largest
and
best
make a strenuous fight against pas- is lacking. When times are good and
make the booze business respectable."
sage of the bill through the Senate, everyone has a reasonably steady in- High Schools and Academies of the proof he offers Tweed and Croker,
Rockland stands fifth on the former bosses of Tammany Hall, as He prefers that the business continues
but indications have It that his ef- come, little thought is given to the State,
forts will be futile. In the event extent of employment in so incohe- basis of percentage of honor ranks to shining examples of the pre-Volstead without regulation, permitting it to
grades taken by those students at era racketeers. By the way, Mr. Ed finance the worst reign of racketeer
passage seems inevitable, the Senator sive ah industry as road building, tending
Maine Colleges for the year wards, Croker was not the gentleman ing. blackmail, extortion and corrupt
plans to have the measure amended I During 1931 highway and street
1930-31. Dean Hart of the University who gained fame by “the public be politics that ever afflicted a civilized
so as to call for distribution of the building employed a million workers of
in a letter dated Jan. 20, damned" remark. Guess again.
country, rather than put it under
$120,000,000 upon a basis of popula- : directly and the labor of two million 1932,Maine
writes:
The two Tammanyites were pikers regulation and taxation and relieve
tion only, which would give Maine others was required in suppljing
“Rockland High School has shown and “small-timers" compared with an overburdened, tax-ridden people.
equipment and materials.
only $720,000 instead of $1,070,000.
When construction stops either for a much better record during the past the Capones and the innumerable He prefers that organized thuggery
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
seasonal halting of work or because three years 1929-30-31 than it did in other products of prohibition, many grow richer and richer.
The New England delegation in road monev collected in gasoline taxes the four years previous."
of the lesser ones among whom could
Crime on the one hand, corruption
the House is girding itself for battle is diverted into unrelated channels,
Word has just been received that buy and sell Tweed and Croker com on the other; cities going bankrupt,
against the one cent a gallon tax on the effect In added unemployment Is two of this year’s students at Bow bined. These days it is not neces school teachers going unpaid; busi
foreign oil and gasoline carried In apparent. Then It is that the im doin have been granted scholarships, sary to be the head of Tammany Hall ness never so bad and taxes on the
the tax revision bill written by the portance of the road industry as an as a result of their first half year’s to be “in the big money." The small Increase, while beer barons and
Ways and Means committee in an employment factor Is recognized.
work. I shall be very glad at any er satellites, from distiiot leaders to whiskey distributors take their place
effort to balance the budget.
time to give any Interested citizen, ordinary policemen are reaping rich among our most important industrial
From reliable sources it is learned
who will take the trouble to come to harvests because of the law. Were leaders and become arbiters of local
that the committee threw in the oil Englanders had threatened that the my office, information as to the Tweed and Croker to return to the politics. It Is possible that Mr. Ed
and gasoline tax just before the bill bill would lose at least 30 votes in schools, either grade or High School. scene of their former activities, they wards is so situated that a little thing
was completed in an effort to get the event the rate was included and
E. L. Toner, Superintendent of would feel they had been born too like taxation means nothing to him
soon and lament that there had been and that he can afford to strike the
Western votes for the measure. New Westerners had said at least 40 votes Schools.
no prohibition liquor law to aid them “Holier than thou" attitude on thia
Rockland, March 11.
from their region would be lost un
In their accumulation of wealth. question.
less the levy went in.
While these two worthies were out
Now, It seems that the New Eng
No other country in the world ap
POINTED
THE
WAY
standing In their day, their ,llke in proaches ours in its direful record of
ELECTRICIANS
land group will have to fight it out
intensified form are now to be found crime, culminating as it has in the
on the floor of the House. And they
ROLLINS & STRONG
are already at work organizing. Eastern State’s Exposition in every large city In the country. kidnapping of the Lindbergh child.
in the shuffle now. In no other country would the per
Tel. 824-M
Tel. 1009-W Leaders of the delegation claim that
Led All Others In Achieve They would be lost
• * * •
petration of such an outrage be pos
with but few exceptions the group is
Rockland, Me.
prepared to vote against the entire
ments of 1931
Mr. Edwards expresses himself as sible, nor would it be in this coun
♦
31-lt
tax bill unless the oil and gasoline
being satisfied, not only with the try if the underworld had not become
tax goes out.
New England pointed the way for law Itself, but with Its present degree emboldened and contemptuous under
Few who followed the deliberations the leading American fairs and expo of enforcement, declaring that It the stimulating and "coking up” in
on the tariff bill will fcfrget the
compares favorably with that being fluence of the “Noble Experiment.”
The New York Hi raid Tribune Is
strenuous fight against any tariff on sitions last year according to a com given those against "theft, gambling,
parative
statement
just
compiled
by
oil waged by the New England House
narcotics, etc." Evidently he has no the chief newspaper of the Republi
members. And now those same leg the secretary for the International more confidence in Mr. Hoover’s can party. Here is what it says of
islators are getting ready to do bat Association of Fairs and Expositions “fact-rinding" commission than he the source of the kidnapping racket:
"Kidnapping as a racket—that is to
tle just as earnestly against the pen which shows that of 23 of the larger has In my oninion. It is possible he
SOME PEOPLE SELDOM
alty on foreign oil which would be fairs reporting, the Eastern States has not read their report or has for say, as a professional pursuit of un
gotten what facts they found. To re derworld gangs—seems to have had
levied by the tax bill.
Exposition stands financially and fresh his memory, seven out of the its origin as recently as 1926. Like
The United States guarantees to educationally as the pre-eminent in eleven members declared the law to most of the other rackets with which
American scene Is cursed, it beprotect American lives and property stitution of its type In the United be unenforceable and recommended;
In nine cases out of ten the reason is indigestion, lack
that It be changed. Not one of the; J^an il® a■ by-product of the illicit
in Shanghai. This will make Shanghai States.
1 liquor traffic.
look good to a lot of people in New
of appetite and a finicky palate
Less state appropriations, the East other four expressed satisfaction with
“Kidnappings are nothing new’, nor
York and Chicago.—San Diego Union. ern States Exposition tops the list of It but did not go so far as to recom
mend its repeal at that time. They are other outrages on the peace of
Here’s news that will make them
those reporting with total receipts of thought It should be given a "further the community, but it is no mere co
$269,421. Following in order are Iowa trial.” No one can successfully claim incidence that with the progressive
failure of the prohibition experiment
State fair with receipts of $223,401; conditions are better now
The Literary Digest is now taking their
perpetration
lias
become
The
best
selection
and
service
Michigan State Fair with $191,082;
The original Sim of Sim’s Sandwich Shop at
Indiana State Fair, $188,492; Calgary another poll on this question. Unlike ' a na’iona' scaR^aI TT>e Eighteenth
Exhibition and Stampede, $176,312; the ooll of two years ago, it calls for Amendment, like a rotten apple in a
2 Park Street will reopen with a bang
Wisconsin State Fair, $161,229 and a ves or no answer to the question— barrel, has tainted our whole civic
ROCKLAND, ME.
“Should the 18th Amendment be re order. Its removal is a prerequisite
Ohio State Fair, $149,579.
28-tf
While the majority of the larger pealed?” Thus far over 80't have to the re-establishment of security.”
E. W. Porter
state fairs were created as educational declared for repeal and Carrie Na
New York, March 8.
institutions and are financed in part tion's State of Kansas is the only one
by state or municipal appropriations, thus far to show a majority for a
ST. PATRICK’S BALL
or both, as well as being publicly retention of the Amendment, and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
To those persons who wish for Sandwiches a Little
Monday, March 14
owned, the Eastern States Exposition that only by a narrow margin.
THREE SHADOWS
Of course it is too much to expect
derives no revenue from public funds,
Better, Carl will again produce his famous specialties
Cleveland Hall, Camden
either for deficits or by appropriations Mr. Edwards and hts like to attach I looked and saw your eyes in the
shadow of your hair.
Music by the Nite Hawks
for maintenance or fair operation. any importance to the result of the
that are tasty, zesty and appetizing.
As a traveler *ees the stream In the
] Receipts are determined entirely by poll, but to people whose minds are
shadow of the wood;—
The watchword will be Cleanliness, Service and
I ticket sales, income from concession open to the recognition of facts, the And I said. Mv faint hearts sighs, ah,
me! to linger there.
figures
are
significant.
The
well! and privilege fees, exhibition space
To drink deep and to dream In that
Happiness. And the motto:
! rental, entry fees and building rental. established fact that previous polls of
sweet solitude.”
As against this, the comparative the Digest on prohibition and elec
and saw your heart in the
[ statement shows state appropriations tions, when tested by actual voting, I looked
shadow of your eyes.
of $65 000 for the Wisconsin State have proven to be remarkably As a seeker sees the gold in the shadow
Fair, $60,000 for Iowa , $50,000 for accurate, forces thinking people to
of the stream;
To Buy Large or Small ' Michigan, $23,500 for Kansas, $23,000 believe the current poll closely re And I said, ‘Ah me! what art should win
the immortal prize.
, for Sherbrooke and $21,350 for Wyo- flects the present attitude of the
Whose want must make life cold and
Lots of
: mlng with others benefiting to lesser electorate.
Heaven a hollow dream?”
_________ DON’T FORGET!________________
Mr. Edwards says that I have no
I extent.
looked
and saw your love in the
It is worthy of note also that few facts to justify my assertion that "a
shadow of your heart.
i of these major Institutions take recog large majority of the citizens of the
As a diver sees the pearl in the shadow
of the sea;
nition of depreciation of grounds and United States are convinced that the
PETER EDWARDS
murmured, not above my breath.
buildings which is one of the heavier well-being of the country lies in re- j And 1but
apart.—
271 LIMEROCK ST. TEL. 80G-J charges in Eastern States Exposition pea, ” Let, us pass uo the Digest poll "Ah! youall can
love, true girl, and la
2 PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND
your love for me?”
accounting, together with interest on and whatever significance it may
30*31
—Dante Gabriel Rosettl.
possess. Twelve States, either by dibonded indebtedness.

home of Mrs. R. W. Messer, was one
of the best attended of the season.
Assisting hostesses were Mrs. J. A.
Jameson, Miss Caroline Jameson,
Mrs. U. G. Bird and Miss Myrtle
Herrick.
In keeping with St. Patrick's Day
season, the luncheon tables presented
a festive appearance, with green
cloths and appointments, and deco
rations of shamrocks and paper
napkins bearing shamrocks, harps
and other emblems of Erin. The
housekeepers as their contribution to
FROM
the decorative scheme wore trim
green caps. The very nice luncheon
was opened with grapefruit cocktail
with green cherries.
Relief sewing for Knox Hospital
and the making of patchwork were
Washington, D. C—The Senate
engaged in. The devotional exer this week confirmed the following
cises, presided over by Miss Alice postmaster nominations: Marion E.
Puller, president, included an inter Brown, Belfast; H. Emily Cunning
esting paper by Mrs. Jameson on ham, Damariscotta Mills; Winfield L.
“Miss Powell's Work at Sunburst.” Ames, North Haven; Carl W. Mitchell,
Miss Powell, who conducts Friendly Union; and Parker B. Stinson, Wis
House, schools and other philan casset.
♦ • • ♦
thropic lyork in the mountains of
North Carolina, has been a Rock
Two petitions from nine residents
land visitor several times in the past, of Camden, protesting against a bill
and is an intimate friend of Mr. which would give Washington bar
and Mrs. E. F. Glover in whose home bers Sunday off, has been presented
she has been a guest, so that the to the House by Representative Part
program subject was one of unusual ridge. The leading signers of the
interest for the Society.
petitions are Albert E. Mansfield and
Mrs. E. R. Veazie and Mrs. W. E. Sarah Sleeper. The measure opMorgan sang as a duet “In Heavenly [ posed, introduced by Senator CopeLove Abiding," with Mrs. R. C. Went- I land of New York, would make it un
worth at the piano.
j lawful to operate or work in a barber
At the business meeting a new ; shop in Washington on Sundays,
member, Mrs. Eva Pease, was report- , The signers of the petitions proed. Committees presenting reports I test against “compulsory Sunday obincluded: Sewing, Mrs. E. E. Stod- servance.” It is not the “preroga! dard, who stated that a comforter I tive of the federal government to
had been completed and given to destroy competition in any occupacharity, that two crib quilts had tion or trade on Sunday or any other
been made and given to the circle to day.” They add that the bill constii be disposed of later, and that a J tutes a “dangerous legal precedent,
quantity of pieces for patchwork had fraught with tremendous consebeen given by members; calling and quences for evil, and should be opprogram, Mrs. Glover; philanthropic, posed by every lover of liberty or
Miss Puller; cheerful letter writer,. conscience and the voluntary exerj Mrs. Nettie Stewart.
j cise of religion.”
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HE IS EVERYBODY’S BABY

MAINE’S LOBSTER INDUSTRY

UNION

[ WOULD DELAY A YEAR

WITH THE BOWLERS

The Knox County League standing
The last quarterly conference of the Union Taxpayer’s Wife Be
today shows three tics, Including a
Methodist Church for this conference
From Atlantic To Pacific Every Mother Heart Cries White-Nelson Bill Proposes To Equalize Conditions of year will be held at the vestry this
lieves In New School Build deadlock for first position between
the Kickapoos and Federals. This
Saturday evening at 7.30. Rev. A. I.
ing, But This Not Time
Catch In the “Down East” Territory
Out For His Return
is how they rate:
Oliver, district superintendent, wiU
w L PC. P.F.
preside; all members of the confer
Union, March 10.
Kickapoo.
14 6 .700 5727
ence are urged to be present. Rev.
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette;
—
Fbderals,
14 6 .700 5753
(By Alfred Elden]
(Boston Evening Transcript Editorial)
Mr. Oliver will also preach at the
May I be permitted space in your Texacos,
12 8 .600 5453
church Sunday. Let’s make it a go
For God so loved the world that
limit
which
Maine
one-half-inch
Canada's
rapidly
growing
traffic
valuable
paper
for
a
few
words?
We
Boiler Makers,
14 11 .560 7134
There is no tenderer word in our [ for the safe recovery of Baby LindHe gave His only begotten Son that
to church day.
•«••
are to hold our annual town meet Gulf Refining Co., 14 11 .560 6833
whosoever believeth in Him should language than the word “baby." 1 bergh. Because he is so universal, with the United States in lobsters sct^.
But
the
demand
is
now
for
the
ing next Monday, and among the Perry's Market,
11 14 .440 6872
Mrs. Elsie
B. Hager
not perish, but have everlasting life. Into its very sounds the charm of [ he becomes personal and particular, threatens to put the Maine lobster______ _______
Barbers,
. men out of business. Maine waters “chicken" size between nine and ten
8 17 .325 6864
Funeral
services___
for ___
Mrs._____
Elsie___
B.matters to be considered Is the rais—John 3'16.
the whole utterance of a race seems Every baby-carriage that passes on produce fine lobsters and the annual and one-half inches. And Canada Hager of Union were held at her late j ing of money toward a new High Burpee Furn. Co., 8 17 .325 6820
to have passed. Shakespeare loved the path, its ineffable occupant , catch there is greater than all the seems able to supply an ample quan home Feb. 28, Rev. Mr. Moyle of the ■ School building, which is also A, & P„
5 15 .250 5492
Thanks to the service clubs speak
« * * •
sweetly answering the smile of hu-! other lobster-producing States com- tity of these almost the year around. Methodist Chruch officiating. Two , planned to accommodate the grade
the
word,
and
used
it
many
times.
ers of unusual note are frequently
•
i
..
T •
i bined On the other hand Canada is As long as it can do this and as long hymns, “Nearer to Thee" and “Beau- i schools.
A.&P. had its ups and downs WedIt is a labial caress. Or so it seems {n‘!n,t> u
th / Lindbergh
[argest ]obster-producing country as the law is as It is. the large wholeWe realize that this building is nesday night, the ups being at the
heard in Knox County, not infre
tiful Isle of Somewhere” were feelto us, with the image of the uni baby. He blinks at us from under- in the world and ils lobsters also are sale distributors arelikely to favor ingly sung by Mr. and Mrs. H. E. i imperatively needed, but in view of I expense of Perry's Market which requently men and women who have
versal lovely child in all our hearts. neath the tired .working woman’s I excellent. For a great many years! the shorter lobsters of the other Maiik and Mrs. Walter Ayer. The | the present financial situation j tired with a single point. French was
achieved national, or even interna
The charm of the very word has enveloping wrap. His sacredness is Maine has enjoyed somewhat of a lobster-producing States and those floral tributes were very beautiful. : would it not be wiser to postpone' celebrating the Washington Bi-Centional fame. There was such an In
Interment was in Lakeview cemetery. I action for one more year? Union tennial apparently, for he had high
opened to it the doors of the Euro enhanced bv every mother’s nervous , monopoly of the lobster industry, of Canada.
stance in Thomaston Wednesday
Mrs. Hager died Feb. 25 after an ill- | has had a lower rate of taxation than ' single (122) and a high total of an
trrasn '
Now U flnds itself arrayed not only j
Lobsters For All
pean languages. And what of the shelterimr
.neitering grasp.
against Canada but frankly against.
ness of ten days, a heavy cold having i many towns around us, but even J unusual calibre. The summary:
night when Capt. J. S. Dexter of New
sentiment that has begotten it on our
We are all m search today tor much of the organized wholesale: It is not surprising that the Mid- been contracted which developed into j then 1931 has been a hard year for j Jk.&P.—Woodcock, 258; Leighton,
York addressed the Joint meeting of
lips, as evidenced by the pang that the Lindbergh baby, because he has ; lobster business of other lobster- Atlantic Fisheries Association, the bronchial pneumonia and removed a j the collector, and 1932 will doubtless -‘0, Harpsworth, 259; Clark, 289;
the Lions Clubs. An audience of 100
loved one from our midst. She was be even harder.
French. 343; total, 1419.
. Narragansett
8
the hideous crime committed by the become everybody’s babv. The mo- , catching States.
saw a modest appearing man who was
Perrys Market—Schofield. 279; Abof life is
The so-called White-Nelson bill re-! tion and other bodies are vigorous y born in Union, Feb. 20, 1857, daughter 1 Those of us who remember the
wretches that ravished the Lind live ’ the re-«,m the nhiect
,
i
cently introduced in Congress was opposing the White-Nelson bill, of the late Wii.iarn Augustus and' long years of struggle before the town bott, 27L Melvin, 264; House, 291;
very much interested in his subject of
bergh babv from his cot, and concentrated in him. As the rep- gjven its first hearing March 1. And | They claim the bill would force all Elsie (Fitch) Kavanah and had al- was freed- of the debt contracted by Shute, 285; total, 1390.
aviation. Very few of them knew' that
dragged him, without his little resentative of this deeply appealing i the country at large will hear a lot ! States to conform to the Maine lO^- ways resided here. She was married! the building of the Georges Valley !
Capt. Dexter has 4523 flying hours to
blanket, into the wintry outer air? natural affection, he is the “centre about lobsters. The bill aims to pro- j inch standard, and they do not con Nov. 18. 1884. to Reuben Herbert) Railroad will not be blamed for
A.&P. showed a sad reversal of form
his credit, that he saw service on the
that an expedient standard. Hager. A devoted and loving mother, j dreading to begin all over again, in its match with the Federals, fail
Every newspaper in the country of a world's desire.” Not just be hibit importations into the United, sider
Despite
the
arguments
favoring
the
Western Front under two nationali
an industrious and ardent housewife, And those of us, natives of our town,
to register a single point. "Old
has printed the picture of this pretty, cause he is the Lindberghs' baby, States of lobsters measuring less 10 4-inch measure as a protection her absence is deeply felt by all. Be- ■ remembering the graduates of old ing
Man” Benner starred in this episode
ties—first as an ambulance driver in
than ten and one-half inches from
well-born child. It is a picture hut because he is everybody’s babv. tip of nose to end of tail. It also for lobsters too small to bear eggs, sides her husband she leaves three , Union High School who have gone with a string of 117 and having high
the French Army and later as a pilot
much like that of any other baby. It The universality of this sentiment prohibits the importation of lobster it is pointed out that the rate of de sons, Leland S. Hager of Wakefield, I out to different walks of achievement total. The summary;
in the American air forces—that he
Federal'—Perry, 291; Philbrook.
has the lineaments of everybody's* lies at the bottom of the deep shud meat extracted from the shell un pletion in Canada with its shorter Mass.; Harold C. Hager of Union, and I in life are anxious that a new buildhad mapped the Central American
measure is no greater than in our Howard K. Hager of Bingham; two | ing shall come as soon as the venture 294; Dudley, 301: Benner, 313; Racklittle one. It is the type of infancy, der of resentment of the crime that less it is packed in hermetically own waters.
sisters. Mrs. Delora Law' of Union and seems practicable.
iliff. 296; total. 1495.
tropics w'here insects and a blistering
containers which, of course,
the emblem of all love. The cries has passed over the country. Who sealed
As a result of this situation. Maine, Mrs. Rose Lincoln of Spokane, Wash.;
We appreciate Xhe interest and ■ A.&P.—Woodcock. 266: Leighton,
would make it canned lobster and
sun play strange tricks upon air
of this particular babe, smothered in can blame, who shall even appraise, [ wouid do away with the fresh lobster I for the first time in a Quarter of a and a brother, Chesford Gavanah of hard work of the members of the 1287: Hapwood. 264: Clark, 275;
planes; and that he had flown in the
century, is taking the lobster out of Woodfords.
Community Club in obtaining several FYcnch, 290; total* 1382.
the grip of the cold wind, are muted the general desire that the outrage | meat trade.
Canadian air mail service on the
thousands of dollars in tentative j
♦ » » »
Maine has built its lobster reputa the luxury class. With a seriously
• • « «
to the ear, but they tremble in every j perpetrated at Hopewell, as an out
pledges toward the new building.! At the Rfcreation Alley Monday
Toronto to Buffalo run.
Capt.
on a law which prohibits the lessened demand from out of the
heart. From the Atlantic to the rage against all humanity, shall ulti- tion
Junior
Class
Present
Play
taking of any lobster less than ten State for the large and more costly
But we also know that this fact re- night the competing teams will be
Dexter looks the part, but doesn't
Pacific, all mothers cry and pray mately he atoned for?
The three-act comedy, "Beads On a ; mains unchanged. When tfle build- Kickapoo, Texacos and A.—P.; Tuesand a half inches long. All the other , crustaceans, Maine dealers are trytalk much about it. “It Isn't my am
night. Burpee Furniture, Fedlobster-producing States and also in" in
way to develop local String,” was presented Monday night J inS has been begun by vote of the J
bition to be the fastest or greatest
Canada, with the exception
_ „
of „a rpart
___ markets. They have certainly . made
.
by the junior class before a large i townspeople in a legal town meeting j ej-ais and Barbers; Wednesday night,
pilot, but the oldest," he modestly
I of Charlotte County, may legally! h Possible for any family in fair cir- i audience. The parts were W’ell as-' assembled it must be completed, no j Boiler Makers. Kickapoo. Gulf Refin! handle any lobster that measures cunistances to enjoy a lobster din- ■ signed and all the characters were | matter what the cost. And this ing and Perry's Market.
told Interviewers.
, nine inches overall as the minimum!ner| worthy of praise The scene of the seems hardly the year to venture un
measurement For many years, al- i Ordinarily in the winter months piay was iaid jn a modern living room,less we wish to go hopelessly in debt.
Tho Courier-Gazette’s recently cre Here Is a Remarkable Prohibition Plea, Written By
FRIENDSHIP
! though the United States levies no 1live lobsters cost the consumer from , furnished with library table, daven- Some of us have seen our girls and J
ated department "Guardians of Our
i tariff on lobsters coming from Cana- flfty t0 sixty and seventy cents a ] port, easy chairs and radio. The lead- boys graduate with honors since the
Victim of the Rum Craze
I d’a/that
.
.laUe^^ount^VidToruke'POund
..
...
...
oru-i
—— —
_____
____
iby Philip
; i; — Creigh- I i nlH
and HrUloH
boded loHctorc
lobsters civtv
sixty tn
to i :fng'roVwas''taken
old hllilrtinrr
building boc
has boon
been bnnnrAA
known tzv
to be 1: A HvJ,
mrs'Almon Packard'Vm
Coast" has proven a tremendous suc
—
advantage of the situation. Only eighty cents. This winter there has ton wh0 played the double part of entirely inadequate to the demands' an all.day X op ™
23
cess from the start, affording new
Fourth—I have seen sailors after a for a few weeks each summer did it been an abundance of fine live lob- Bennie Davis and Zezzalee Davis, fill- ° s° ’arge a student body^True metrbers and visitors present. The
inspiration for those who operate Editor of The Courier-Gazetter—
few hours Permit its lobsters to be exported into! sters retime at twenty-five cents a mg both with exceptional ability, and , there is not sufficient room for ,
committee Drovided work for
I have read much, yea and nay, long voyage, spend in a
Uncle Sam's outposts, and steadily
the States. That period when the! Pound. with boiled lobsters perhaps his fine acting held the closest inter-; classes, no suitable laboratory. n°\he day aXt ^on a ^ntifffi picnic
what
it
took
them
months
to
earn.
|
gaining new recruits from among this about the liquor question, but have
Mrs Packard
and when drunk and broke, get the shorter, cheaper Canadian lobsters ten cents higher. It is tough on the j est of the audience throughout the , gymnasium, and the grade schools j dinncry was served
pouriS’in. chiSy, toBwton, w«lobstermen themselves, and not more play. Abner H. Dinkier, a detective, ^stairs are badly crowded. But
newspaper's general readers. The never seen anything purporting to bounce, if not worse.
liers and sailors all brief that it had little effect on the than a third the usual number are i was played by Sulo Juura, who com-| these students in question completed
________ _ ss'
lightkeepers and Coast Guardsmen be from experience with the thing Uncle Sam's soldiers
itself.
ace
to
their
uniform
New
England
coast
fishery.
Male
’
s
|
of
the
low
prices
amd
plimented
himself
upon
_
being
a.
“
high
|
a
standard
frade^Hig^
&hool_couree
LONG
COVE
stewed
up.
a
disgrace
have written and said many kindly
Personally, having had as much to
big lobsters continued to supply the curtailed markets. But it is hard class defective." He interpreted the in spite of these drawbacks, and
words since the inception of the de- do w’tth it as any one man should I have worked in insane asylums and bulk of the demand. Fishermen were i make the average householder rec-! part W’ell and won much applause by j some were prepared to take honors
observed the large percentage brought ___ _____ _______ _________ ____ _
.
partment, and now comes Keeper . have, I feel qualified to give a few to their condition either by their own , paid good prices, the middlemen were ognize a menace In a condition that his jokes and apparent ignorant man-! at higher educational institutions. 1' St, George Church (Episcopal) Rev.
W. W. Wells of Saddleback Ledge with opinions.
folly, or through drunken progenitors. satisfied with their profits, while the! makes it possible for him to afford ner. adding much to the life of the • We appreciate the hardships of our E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Services for to, universally popular and exception- ' morrow will be appropriate for PasFirst—I cannot distinguish the dif I say, that if the 18th Amendment ultimate consumer recognized that J lobsters frequently,
occasion.
a blanket invitation to members of
ference between light wine and beer
Jefferson Davis, Bennie's father,; ally well qualified superintendent sion Sunday: church school at 3
The Marne fishermen claim it
The Courier-Gazette staff with wives, and whiskey. There may be a differ reduces the above conditions 50" it lobster was more or less a luxury costs
them twenty cents a pound to i was a character well portrayed by | and the school board, but we hope o’clock; evensong and sermon at 3 30.
is a good law and should stand. I
sweethearts and children, to a lobster ence in the method of manufacture, won't say there are not cases like and expected to pay a stiff price
produce lobsters. If this is so—well,' Robert Farris, Jr., who in need of' the voters will pass the school build- Fveryonc in the Long Cove commu
Staggering the Seasons
nity will be welcome at the services.
they are out of luck unless the : money arranged a clever scheme to >nS project along one more year.
dinner at Saddleback during the sum but I can assure you that the size of the above today. There are, but not
A Taxpayer's Wife.
But hotel men and restaurant pro- White-Nelson bill passes and stops get help from a rich uncle. Annjf
mer vacation. “Just give us 24 hours’ the head the morning after a skinful so many. They are brought more to
of either is not to be measured by per our notice, because we think, that ac- prietors have gradually been finding the Canadian imports. Upon this Rhodes succeeded admirably in the
Wife (Recently married)—“Have
notice and the lobsters are yours."
centage. The beer head is. if any- cording to law there should not be out that they were giving more for they are banking their all. Every part of Mrs. Jefferson and w’illingly
you really engaged a cook, darling? I
And If that isn't a kindly and allur thing, worse. Poison is poison, no any. But then, if all crimes were the money than was necessary. It lobster-catching port of prominence helped her husband ln his plans to Senja Wallenius gave a fine char- didn't think we could afford to keep
ing proposition to men and women matter where you place it. You may committed openly, all could be pun- makes little difference to a patron on the Maine coast has sent dele get money. Edward Doughty very ef- acterization as Cleopatra Oleomar-I one."
tolling steadily amid the city's heat, place alcohol in wine, beer, water, Ished.
with a lobster appetite whether he is gates to the hearing in Washington. fectively sustained the character of j garine Johnson, the colored girl, and Husband—“Well, we can’t afford to
soup or cream puffs, but it is alcohol
the rich uncle. Colby Messer as Har- j her anxiety over getting her wages, keep one long, so you had better learn
Fifth—Nobody would build a costly j served with a big Maine lobster or a —Boston Evening Transcript.
we miss our guess.
allee-samee, and would not lese its house, place In it expensive furnish- smaller Canadian one. To him a
old Becm. was Bennie s best pal and I Between the acts Miss Susan Gath all you can whilst you have the
potency, any more than arsenic.
successfully aided him when Bennie . entertained the audience by acrobatic chance."—Passing Show.
ings, and then let it go to rack and broiled live is a broiled live. To the
The Public Library needs books
Second—One of your correspond ruin. Neither should we pass a law hotel and restaurant man. however, IN FIGHTING AGAINST was in disguise.
J stunts, receiving much applause.
Molly, Bennie’s fiance, was pleas- | In spite of the fact that it was a
and money for books. Here is an ents makes a crack about bootleggers, that is to safeguard our citizens, and ; there is a difference.
Awnings are cneaper. Let us make
nlacing them in line with the pro then allow it, through neglect, to
ingly represented by Louise Burns.' new experience for most of the par- vbur awnings now—help create em
He buys his lobsters by the pound,
FLU-GRIP
| opportunity for the numerous social etc.
hibitionist. Now every living thing languish. The law can by diligence ' A ten and one-half inch Maine lobNiemi as Jeanette Blue was , ticipants they all seemed to feel at ployment and save money at the
| clubs the city embraces to lend their has its parasites. The barnacle, ad
Keep the bowels open and take Miriam
admired because of her pleasing per- j ease during the performance. The same time. This is a local concern
be made effective. Local option is no ster, the smallest obtainable, weighs
aid. Books are much cheaper than of hering to the ship’s bottom, is not an remedy. We don t extinguish fires about a pound and a half, while the
sonality. and also for the tact and play was coached by Mildred Merri- all year round service.) Rockland
BROWN’S RELIEF
skill which she used in getting the ' field. It is possible that “Beads On a Awning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E.
yore, and the Library is able to pur integral part of the vessel; neither is b( putting out a little here and there. iarger ones handled may go to two
on
arising
and
retiring
the
bootlegger,
to
be
classed
as
a
We put it all out.
good will of Uncle Ben, and inci- ’ String" may be repeated after spring Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
chase at a discount. Look through
[ and two and a half pounds. Now the
cousin of prohibition. He exists in
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tf dentally her share of his fortune. I vacation.
And finally, the man, be he a poll- | nffie-ffich‘‘canadik^~Tobster*’wel^s
21-23
your book shelves, chests and attics spite of it, not because of it, and he
...................... ................. ”*
tician, or any other, who places in the bon,
nonnd If thp restaurants
actnda°wea^nr<?tkher ?r
m6 and hoKan satisfy theh patrols
and make up a list of books you can iXXTfleX85 We SCraPC
spare, and present it to the librarian
Third-Any nation in the world's of potentiarhomicide
' *
* with that size obviously u * mone>’
I for inspection. The library plays a
history, that has fostered alcohol or j i have used alcohol and know it is in their pockets to do so. So, with ;
vitally important part in the city's whose rulers and individuals have ; not good for me. I have in the past, the trade, the Canadian one-pound. f
daily life, with particular relation to over-indulged ip its use, has gone to j been made sick by it. It has put me or "chicken” lobster, is now the fav-!
the demnition bow-wows.’ It is not ( on the bum. It has made me careless orite.
I the schools.
Canada, finding that there was an
a thing to be played with, politically cr I of the other laws. I have lost poslunlimited market for its lobsters be
otherwise.
Why
the
law
’
should
be
tions
because
of
it.
I
am
poor
today,
That's an excellent suggestion, repealed to cater to a few disgruntled
both physically and financially, be- cause of this difference in size, which
Imade by the Bates Student, that brewers and tipplers is not evident. cause of its use. The stuff is no good. Maine could not meet, began to see
OF THE. Q
| President Clifton D. Gray become The individual who wants liquor and and anv law that will stamp it out is
light. Heretofore it had imposed
NEW O
candidate for the governorship can't get along without it has the O. K. with me. I'm a dry who has lonS dosed seasons along its coast
option of going abroad where there is been not only wet, but saturated and when no lobster fishing was perInominatlon. Nobody questions his plenty. If wealthy, he can go on an I've had enough.
mitted. Now instead of sweeping
leminent fitness for that high office ocean liner, first cabin; if poor, on I don't care to advertise the fact , general restrictions it has worked out'
71-HORSEPOWER
\
lor his ability to win the election, if a cattle boat or as a stoker. Those that I have been a rummy in the past,1 a system that is making it the domiCYLINDER ENGINE
who
don't
want
it
can
remain
at
but if anyone is interested enough to nant world-figure in the lobster busiIr.ominated, hut everybody does quesItion whether Bates College would home, and thus everyone will be satis wish my name, the editor has my per- ness.
fied.
87-HORSF.POWER
mission to reveal it. Fourteen years
It allows one coastal section to!
(consent to the loss of an executive
No matter where he is. a dissatis ago. in the Salvation Army People's j take lobsters say for two months, i
STRAIGHT 8 ENGINE
“ri
(who has meant so much to the growth fied man is always better off some Palace, in Boston, I signed the pledge. which is followed by a ten months' I
ban. But when that section stops
Water Wagon
(and success of this educational insti- where else.
LONGER WHEELBASE
fishing another section may be
Itution.
opened
up
perhaps
for
two
months'
!
KICKING CP ITS HEELS
. NEW STREAMLINE
STRAND THEATRE
fishing and then a closed season of'
STYLING
Representative Snow seeking reap Spring Exposition In Portland Opens
------i ten months. And so on and on. It’s j
Joe E. Brown appears as both fire- a long coast line! New these short
pointment In the Third Congressional
Today With Variety of Events
man and baseball hero in his latest intensive seasons of fishing are so i
ROOMIER AND
district may find no mean opponent
MORE COMFORTABLE
Maine's third annual boat and picture, “Fireman, Save My Child,” planned that a steady stream of Ca
]ln Clarence C. Stetson, chairman of
nadian crustaceans flows into the
'
FISHER BODIES
he Maine Development Commission, sports show and spring exposition, an coming Monday and Tuesday. He is United States all but about four or
a
natural
born
fire
fan
who
would
added
feature
of
Portland
’
s
Centen

r. Stetson’s activities have not been
flve weeks of the year!
,
SOUND-PROOFED
X BODY CONSTRUCTION
confined to this country for he held a nial Exposition, opens in that city rather go to a fire than make love to
Yes, Cellophane!
his best girl. He drops everything,
Saturday
of
this
week
and
will
con

number of official positions In Eu
baseball game or love, at the sound , Meantime this plan seems to work !
rope, and for two years was associated tinue until Saturday, March 19. Sport of a siren. This conception of the wonders in a sensible way of mainRIDE REGULATOR ANO
lovers,
recreational
leaders
will
come
with President Hoover in connection
small town hero by Robert Lord, 1 Gaining Canada’s supply. For a few '
DOUBLE-ACTION HYDRAULIC
SHOCK ABSORBERS
[with the European Relief Council, to Portland from all parts of Maine Ray Enright and Arthur Caesar, three ! weeks there is generally superb fish- [
le gained wide national contacts as and other New England states during humorists, gives Brown great latitude j >n8- then when the cream of the
in securing laughs from audiences.
■ catch has been made and one lobster I
FREE WHEELING
xecutive secretary of the Colorado the seven day period.
As “Smokey Joe" Grant, Brown in-' fishing area begins to dwindle, the J
Features unusual to an event of this vents
WITH THE IMPROVED
liver Commission.
a fire extinguisher. Needing! closed season comes. That means j
WITH NEW APPEALS IN STYLE, COMFORT,
SYNCRO-MESH
nature have been planned by the com money to exploit his patent, he ac- j that that particular section will have I
TRANSMISSION
Writes the press correspondent of mittee which is embraced by members cepts an offer from the St. Louis | ten months in which to recuperate
AND PERFORMANCE A brand new Oldsmobile product,
the Woman's Educational Club: Just of the Cumberland County and Pine Cardinals to pitch for their team. He or to replenish its supply of lobsters,
SILENT SECOND GEAR
suppose you've never been greatly Tree Fish and Game Association, makes good as a pitcher, but is ln The Canadian Department of Fish-1
nterested in a certain project, though over 2000 strong. These bodies take constant difficulties with the team eries believes this is practical consera new Straight Eight priced below $1000, is now on display. This
Lou concede it to be a worthwhile over the event on Thursday night, manager because of his penchant for | vation as well as good business,
ENGINE DECARBONIZER
Another sore point among Maine I
thing but ‘for somebody else not your March 17, when members and their dropping everything when a fire
brilliant new Eight is offered in addition to a larger, faster, finer
self.' It may be religion, education, ladies will have a banquet and en truck shrieks by. In the city, every- . lobsteir fishermen. Their laws do
FULL AUTOMATIC CHOKE
art. drama, music, politics, prohibi tertainment in Exposition Building one regards him as a rube and he falls j not permit them to have in their !
Oldsmobile Six. > > Both cars are refreshingly different In style, with
tion, fish and game, cats. Jazz, ballv- where the show is being staged. In into the clutches of a blonde adven possession, or to sell, fresh lobster j
noo, contract, public health, talkies, vitations have gone to other Fish and turess, In spite of his love for Sally, meat extracted from the shell. Ob
OIL TEMPERATURE
long, low body lines and well-chosen appointments. > > Both are
linance, any old thing. Well, all light Game Associations in Maine to par the home-town girl. His difficulties viously this law was enacted to bol
REGULATOR
are
smoothed
out,
however,
and
he
lo far, but what arc the necessary ticipate with the two local bodies in
ster Maine's ten and one-half-inch
luxuriously
comfortable,
with
roomy
interiors,
the
new
Ride
Regulator,
returns
to
the
hometown
more
a
hero
Iteps for you to take to cultivate a this sporting jamboree.
measure, for otherwise meat could
PRESSURE LUBRICATED
than ever, rushing to his marriage be picked out of lobsters of any
lew or stronger interest in whatever
Competitive
events
have
been
PISTON PINS
|t may be? Can it be done or must planned for the entire week and with with Sally in the local fire wagon.— length provided the picker did not
and double-action hydraulic shock absorbers. > > In addition, both are
|ou stay put, immovable, just as you sport lovers in competition for the adv.
get caught at it. Now Canada is |
(re now without change? Think this many trophies which are being placed I
DOWN DRAFT CARBURETION
remarkably able performers, with big, powerful engines designed on
developing this lucrative branch of,
|ver and take your conclusions to the
the business. Its own laws impose
by merchants and manufacturers in
March 18 afternoon Educational Club Maine. Prize awards are to be made
the efficient high-compression principle. > > You are cordially Invited
no such restriction, so it is building
MOHAIR OR^yHIPCORD
FOR SALE
liscusslon.
up a big trade in fresh lobster meat.
each day of the show. Boat builders
UPHOLSTERY, OPTIONAL
RUUD
This is picked out of small, tender
to see and drive either car, or both. Free Wheeling and the Syncroand boat dealers will place special
J The Speech Readers Club met Wed displays, while the casting pool, on
lobsters, wrapped in cellophane,
Instantaneous Automatic
FIVE WIRE OR
lesday afternoon with Mrs. Ralph which fly casting and bait casting!
frozen and shipped in cold storage
Mesh non-dashing transmission, with silent second gear, are standard.
FIVE DEMOUNTABLE
all over the United States. In plain
Lycrs conducting the les'on. Mrs.; t,vents are to be staged, will also hold
WOOD WHEELS. STANOARD
| C. Hill gave an interesting talk on i some of the sma!ler craft. This pool I
words it is Canada and not Maine
V Bok Singing Tower and Mountain j ts 70 feet long and 35 feet wide and
that is monopolizing the lobster in
THC
O • l»II i T
VALUES
ake Sanctuary, prompted by the ] is one of the show spots in the expo-!
O L D S M O
dustry.
25
ILK
HISTORY
The New Six s875
hautiful illustrated booklet sent the s.tion
Commissioner Henry O'Malley, of ]
tub by Miss Elizabeth Porter who is I ’ An urdian Village replete in every j
Size 4. Style F
the United States Bureau of Fish
The New Eight s975
Entering in Florida. The Interstate | detail will make its appearance this
eries, is supporting the White-Nel
Practically New
|p reading tournament planned bv year and the band of eight Indians
son bill as the only salvation of the
PRICFS TWO-DOOR SEDANS >
Can
Be
Seen
At
This
Office
Tie Speech Readers Club of Portland wdi b? headed bv Princess Watawasa
New England lobster industry. He
f. o. b. Lansing
130-tf
1 creating much interest in tlie clubs and chief Poolaw Tribal dan ces and !
points out that the decline of the
Liberal G.M.A.C. TinttPayment Plan
Maine.
songs, handicraft of the Indians and ‘
New England lobster has been from
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 886
Pro.7<ii4s of Genera/ Motors
ortland is chairman, and Mrs Hill other unique bits will be introduced
30,000,000 pounds in 1889 to 10„322,as charge of local arrangements.
by the Indians including archery as DR. PERLEY R. DAMON 000 in 1929. To prevent further de
the Indian employs it, as compared to
crease Commissioner O'Malley be
| News has been received from San the method used by the white man.
lieves the only logical thing is not to
DENTIST
(lego, Calif., of the birth of a daughThe event will open Saturday noon
take lobsters before they are large
Ir to Mr. and Mrs. Park Sutton. of tihis week with special inauguration 302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland enough to spawn. This spawning
|rs. Sutton is a Rockland girl, daugh- exercises by the City of Portland in
139*60 does not occur in great volume until
Ir of Mrs. Robert W. Hussey.
the evening.
the lobster has attained the ten and
______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland. Me., March 12, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
March 10. 1932, there was printed a total
of 6202 copies.
W. H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

“NOT ONLY WET, BUT SATURATED”

For

Great New Eight
• and a Larger Six z

I

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

HUSSEY MOTOR COMPANY.

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES
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The gallant Celtics added two more
victories to their long string last!
night when they defeated the Junior j
High 36 to 5 and the Freshmen 38
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 5-13—Evangelistic services with to 11. Full report next issue.

.TALK OF THE TOWN

Dr. Tucker at First Baptist Church.
March 6-12- National BPW Club week.
March 14—Union town meeting.
March 14—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 14—Cushing town meeting.
March 14—Hope town meeting.
March 14—Monthly meeting of Par
ent-Teacher Association.
March 14—Camden town meeting.
ICorrectlon 1
March 16—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.
March 17—St Patrick's Day.
March 17—Old fashioned costume
supper. Belief Corps.
March 17—St. Patrick's Night enter
tainment by Sunday School of St. Ber
nard's Church.
March 18 13 to 9.30)—Woman's Educa
tional Club meeting. Copper Kettle.
March 20—Spring begins.
March 20—Palm Sunday.
March 21—Rockport town meeting.
March 21—South Thomaston town
meeting.
March 21 (7 p. tn.)—Democratic ban
quet and get-together at Hotel Rock
land.
March 23—Medal speaking contest,
under auspices of W. C. T. U. at High
School auditorium.
March 25—Good Friday.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 28—Thomaston town meeting.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention ln Portland.
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion In Portland.
April 1—Student Day program of Ru
binstein Club.
April 4 — Thomaston — Williams- Brasler Post minstrel show.
April 7—Relief Corps play, a mock
wedding.
April 7—Camden—Annual ball of Cam
den fire department at the opera house.
April 19—Patriot's Day.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 30—Memorial Day.

Adelbert Miles superintended a jolly
get-together of his Sunday School
class of boys Thursday evening at the
Universalist vestry. Hot dogs were
served, games of various types were
played, and the boys pronounced the
occasion "one good time.”

Advanced Refrigeration

R«realizing that there are many thousands of

Mrs. F. R. Ames of Gardiner. State
treasurer of the D. A. R., is still an
other leading Maine woman to send
to the president of the Educational
Club a liberal sum for membership
dues. Her name has been added to
the honor rolls.
William H. Weed was frequently
observed shaking hands with himself
the other day, and it developed that
he had escaped unscathed when the
steering gear of his car went blooey,
and the machine mowed down several
fence posts before coming to a stop.

Old time revival services are being j
held at the Full Gospel Lighthouse
Mission over Newberry's store, meet
ing at 7.30 nightly with Sunday serv
ices at 2 and 7.30.
....
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “Kidnapped." |
"the Sunday school will convene at the
noon hour. The Comrades of the
Way will be entertained by the Fol
lowers of the Way of Camden.

people who would like to own a genuine
Frigidaire, and whose purchases have been
delayed only because of first cost —

SERMONETTE
Follow Me
Truly, nothing in life is more
important than companionship;
friends that abide. It has been
lightly said you cannot help your
kin, but you may choose your
friends. Not only your living, but
your inanimate friends. Your art.
music, flowers and books. Not
alone are you influenced by these
friends, but you are judged by
them. They mark the breadth of
your culture.
The converse is of course equal
ly true. Nothing so mars a hu
man life as an indifferent choice
of companions. Nor is compan
ionship limited to the earthly, for
you may walk hand in hand,
through life with God. or with
Satan. If you are in tune with
the infinite you will note the
eternal purpose in all the uni
verse, or you may see only blind
nature and a thoroughfare that
ends with death.
Some men and women live in
love to the very end. Jesus loved
companions. He called and they
followed him to Calvary and be
yond into eternity. Since his
death he has called men to his
service and he has walked with
them through life, through hard
ship, famine.tsorrow. poverty, and
has spoken words of comfort, of
cheer and joy. He made them
real men—men of consequence,
men of influence—Judson. Living
stone, Grenfell; one to Burmah,
another to Africa, and to the
bleak Labrador. Booth to the
slums. Booker Washington to the
Negroes. Phillips Brooks to the
cultured of Boston. What ro
mances compare with the experi
ences of these men? He did not
tell them he would make, them
great, but they became great
when they heard him say "Fol
low Me.”
W. A. H.

We announce new prices—the lowest in
Frigidaire history.

Circle supper will be served at the
In doing this we have considered all the econ
Universalist vestry Wednesday at 6,
with Mrs. E. W. Peaslee as chairman.
omies in manufacturing that can be effected
She will be assisted by Mrs. O. E.
Wishman. Mrs. R. L. Stratton, Mrs.
by greatly increased production and are offer
L. E. Daniels, Mrs. C. W. Lowe. Mrs.
» . ♦ «
John H. McLoon, Mrs. Donald Leach,
At First Church of Christ. Scien
ing the public the advantage of these savings.
Mrs. T. C. Stone, Mrs. R. C. Perry,
«
Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr. and Mrs. Arn tist, corner of Cadar and Brewster 1
streets,
Sunday-services
are
at
10.30
old Rogers.
and the subject of the lesson sermon
tomorrow will be “Substance." Sun
day School is at 11.45. Wednesday
CONSTITUTION NOT COMING evening
testimony meeting is at 7.30.
The reading room is located at 400 ,
WEATHER
The frigate Constitution, “Old
Main street, and is open week days j
Fair and cold has been the rule
Ironsides," will not be available
from 2 until 5 p. m.
since Tuesday and is predicted to hold
for the George Washington cele
• • • •
over the weekend. This morning was
bration at Thomaston, July 25,
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church,
20 at 7 o'clock, sunny and wind west;
Admiral Pratt, chief of naval
Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor, morning
o. b.
yesterday noon temperature was 32.
operations, has told Senator
service at 10.30 will have as its sub- |
Hale, because the Navy Depart
ject, "The Attractive Power .of
R. C. Perry has resumed his duties
ment has promised the bi-cen
Christ;" evening topic, "Elim With
at the coal office of M. B. & C. O.
tennial commission that the old
Its Palm Trees and Wells of Water.”
Perry after a siege of intestinal in
ship will remain in Washington
Sunday school will meet at 12 oclock;
fluenza.
all summer. It will arrive from
Epworth League at 6; midweek j
Florida in April and stay till
prayer and Bible study service Tues
the celebration is over. The re
The Sunshine Society meets Mon
day at 7.15.
quest for the ship was made at
day afternoon at the Central Maine
* * ft *
club rooms. 447 Main street. Go pre
the instance of W. O. Fuller,
At St. Peter’s Church, Episcopal, |
now in Florida. Rockland
pared for work.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv- j
wanted the ship July 25 because
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
the bi-centennial celebration
Miss Ellen Thompson of the Junior
The General Motors Value
for Passion Sunday: Holy com
will occur on that date jointly
High School faculty is ill with grippe,
munion at 7.30; church school at
with the annual Gen. Knox me
and Miss Katherine Veazie is sub
in the Refrigeration Industry
9.30; choral eucharlst and sermon at ■
morial celebration.
stituting in her absence.
10.30; Way of the Cross and Adora
tion of the Blessed Sacrament at 7.30.
Something of great interest is in
Tuesday, study class on the prayer ,
store for the members of Knox Lodge
Fred P. Winslow, employe of the book by Fr. Franklin, at 7.30; Wed
ot Odd Fellows at the meeting next Arthur Shea Co., stood in the cor
Monday night. This calls for a large ridor of the Court House yesterday nesday, holy communion at 7.30;
Thursday, quiet hour for women at
attendance.
affectionately patting the new radi 2.30; Friday, holy communion at
ators he had just installed. And
A Democratic caucus in the City they certainly do add to the attrac 7.30; Saturday, story hour for chil
Government rooms next Wednesday tiveness of improvements which were dren at 4.30 with devotions. Ves
will choose 18 delegates to the State made there when John A. Karl & Co. pers at 7.30. « * • «
and Spcond District Congressional re-decorated the corridor during the
Tel. Rockland 967; Camden 2007; Damariscotta 105-4
503 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
“Jesus Attends a Wedding Feast"
conventions.
early winter.
will be the subject of Rev. L. G.
Perry's morning sermon at the Lit topic, “The Trustworthiness of the
The Brook is soon to gain an im- I
Associate Dealers—
portant accession, if report is true. I The chorus and principals ot the tlefield Memorial Church. The choir Bible as Containing axRevelation of
Said report asserts that House-Sher St. Patrick's Day minstrel show will sing a selection. Junior church | God." Mrs. E. R. Veazie and Mrs.
WALTER S. BOWDEN, Cooper’s Mills, Me.
GORDEN & LOVEJOY, Union, Me.
man, Inc., are to move into the va Thursday evening in the parish hall will meet in the vestry for the chil W. E. Morgan will sing as a duet
cant store of the Everett L. Spear of St. Bernard’s Church will be assist dren; Sunday school at 11.45, with j Macfarlane's “O Love Divine," and
ed by an orchestra led by Alfred classes for all ages; young people's ■ the Immanuel Choir will present a
H. L. BOSSA STORES, Friendship, Me.
ERNEST RAWLEY, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
block.
Rougier. The interlocutor will be meeting at 6.15. continuing the study- number. Church school, Knicker
The Past Grands and Past Noble James Pellicane and the principals on the book of Matthew, using the bocker Class and adult woman’s class
Grands Association of Knox and Lin will include Helen Pietrosky, Jose fifth and six chapters. The subject will meet at noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at
coln Counties meets Wednesday eve phine Pellicane, Ethel Hayes, Mary of the evening sermon will be, “The 5 p. m., with James Wentworth and i
BORN
GEORGE C. COLTART
SOUTH THOMASTON
WASHINGTON
ning at Odd Fellows hall, with Miriam Sncw, Sanford Delano, Roland Robi- Great Invitation." There will be j Richard Spear, leaders; the subject i
NOCERY—At New York City. March 6.
Rebekah Lodge in charge of the sup shaw, Felice Perry and Beatrice Has four successive evening prayer meet of Lent will be continued for study,
to Mr and Mrs. George Norcerv (Merle \ The funeral services of the late
kell.
Past matrons and patrons night was
Richards, formerly of Rockport), a son. George C. Coltart, held at the family
ings beginning Monday, in prepara and work will be done on the pageant
Arthur Gove and daughter Muriel
per. Mrs. Helen Paladino chairman.
tion of the coming of Evangelist B. "Why Didn't You Tell" which is to | and Mrs. Carrie Gove and son Arthur KOSTER—At Rockland. March 6. to Mr. 1 residence Tuesday afternoon, had a observed by Forget-me-not Chapter,
and Mrs William E. Koster, a daugh , very large attendance, and many
The Courier-Gazette has some curi C. Bubar, who will conduct a special be presented at the Union’s Easter I of Taunton, Mass., visited Mrs. Ruth
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues
O.E.S. March 7. Past Matron Ethel
ter. Janice Harriet.
day evening, with suppar at 6. Mrs. osity to know what the thermometers evangelistic campaign at this church sunrise service.
Sukeforth
last
week.
Senior
Y.P.C.U.
SUTTON—At San Diego. Calif.. March 9. floral offerings served to comfort the Harrington acted as worthy matron
The bearers were
Annie Aylw'ard, chairman. Charter recorded on the coldest day of the beginning March 20.
Miss Marcia Hatch recently spent
to Mr and Mrs Hark Sutton (nee bereaved ones.
meets at 6.30. The week’s activities
Hussey), a daughter.
* » * »
Neil Packard, Samuel Peterson. Er in a most creditable manner, though
Members' Night will be observed, and present winter in, Rockland. The
two weeks' vacation with her parents
include
circle
supper
Wednesday
at
WALL—At Rockland. March 8. to Mr. nest B. Packard and Leroy Rollins. ! it was an office she had not filled for
the exceptionally pleasing program lowest temperature the writer has
At the Universalist Church Sun 6 p. m. and the showing of the film Mr. and Mrs. Will Hatch.
and Mrs, Charles Wall, a daughter The interment was in Achorn ceme 19 years. The other officers of the
will include readings bv pupils of noted was one degree above zero as day morning at 10.45, Rev. George "King ot Kings" Friday afternoon
Mrs. Fred Gove and son Arthur,
Phyllis Louise.
Miss Adelyn Bushnell, piano numbers "ecorded by the reliable thermometer H. Welch, continuing his series on and evening in the church audi Mrs. Inez Leigher, Mrs. Ruth Suke
tery.
evening also did their work well. An
bv pupils of Mrs. Sadie Leach and at the Comer Drug Store, Main and the Articles of Faith, will have as his j torium.
The deceased was born in Scot interesting program was presented
forth and Evelyn Sidelinger visited
MARRIED
Limerock streets. It is possible that
selections by the Harvie family.
AKERS-STUDLEY—At Nashua. N. H. land Aug. 24, 1880, and had made his under the careful supervision of Elizarelatives in Jefferson recently.
Rockland has seen another winter
March 1. by Rev. John W Copplestone. home in this country since he was
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ludwig’s
Jasper Day Akers of Covington, Va. eight years of age. He became pro I beth Babb, Charles Watts and Ethel
Lovers of a good detective story
The Pilgrim Choir will give Stain- many friends extend to them hearty
The housekeepers named for the without sub-zero weather, but not
and Katherine O. Studley of Rockland.
will make a serious mistake if they er's "Crucifixion" on the night of congratulations and best wishes for
supper which precedes the meeting of within the writer's memory.
ficient at the stonecutters’ trade and Harrington. Special mention is made
fail
to
see
"Charlie
Chan
’
s
Chance
”
j
Good
Friday
at
the
Congregational
the Baptist Men's League next Wed
followed that vocation until 13 years of Sister Babb, who in a solo num
a long and happy married life.
DIED
Church.
nesday include Mrs. Hattie Richards,
Registration of automobiles for 1932 today at The Strand.
LINCOLN—At Washington. March 10. ago when he came to Rockland to ber impersonated the colored gentle
chairman. Mrs. Lois Cassens, Mrs. effective March 1 has had no appar
Rev. George H. Lincoln, aged 95 years, enter the employ of the Rockland
man to perfection. Mr. Watts showed
4 months. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
BURKETTVILLE
Rockland High was defeated 22 to
Chloe Farrington, Mrs. Florence ent effect upon car owners judging
Alpheus L. Whittemore will present
& Rockport Lime Corporation.
from late residence.
marked ability as soloist in one of
Stackpo'.e, Mrs. Earle ludwick. Mrs by the traffic over the Kennebec 11 by South Portland High in the a talk on manual training at Mon
'
Death
followed
an
illness
of
three
—At Waldoboro. March 11. Eliza
Mrs. Roland Prior and son of Me- MANK
Ada Prescott. Mrs. Mildrrd Havener bridge. It was somewhat expected Bates tournament last night. The day’s Forty Club session enlivened by
the late Thomas A. Edison's favorite
beth F . widow of Erastus J. Mank. months.
Mrs Cora Richards, Mrs. Lena Rokes that car owners who had been riding Rockland team made a very effective articles made in the local depart demak have been visiting at Charles
aged 99 years. 10 months. 9 days. Fu I Mr. Coltart was a member of St. songs, “I’ll Take You Back, Kethleen."
Smith's.
neral Sunday at 130 from late resi
and Mrs. Hattie Bickmore.
on 1931 plates during 1932, might showing in the first half and South ment.
dence. Interment ln Comery cemetery. George Lodge, I.O.O.F., and Rock Preceding the meeting was a bounti
Sanford Jones has completed his
delay registration for 1932 after the Portland led at the end of it by only
MORTON
At Rockland. March 12. Rena land Encampment. His death brings ful supper, the committee in charge
Group 6 of the Universalist Church, last day of grace, Feb. 29. but if the four points.
The Comrades of the Way will be work at Robert Esancy's.
M (Hewett), wife of Herbert H. Mor ! sorrow to a very large circle of Mrs. Gilchrist and Mrs. Fullerton,
Mrs. Gladvs Morgan chairman, an bridge traffic is a criterion, there is
guests of the Followers of the Way in j The March Farm Bureau meeting
ton. aged 53 years Funeral Monday j friends by whom he was always held aids rs. Harlow, Mrs. Allen, Mr.
nounces the showing of the notable no falling off in traffic for the first
at 2 o'clock, from late residence.
Plans are completed for the com the Parish House of the Camden Con was held at Mrs. Ella Grinnell’s. Dur
in highest esteem. He was married Crowley and Mr. Sleeper. The bi
film "King of Kings" <The life of week of travel. March 1 to March 7. plimentary banquet tendered the gregational Church Sundav night. ing the forenoon the subject, “Uses SKINNER At Cainden. March 10. Ellen in April 1903 to Gertrude Smith of centennial
color scheme was carried
E . wife of Burton G. Skinner, aged 58
Christi in the church Friday, March inclusive, shows a gain of virtually employes of the cement plant by Supper will be served at six o'clock. of Molasses” was taken up, in charge
years. 1 month. 15 days. Funeral Sun | St. George, who survives him. to ' out. and in the center of the table was
of Mrs. Nettie Grinnell. A picnic din
18. There will be a matinee at 4 $20 per day over the corresponding President Frank H. Smith and the
day at 2 o'clock.
gether with four children, Ruth, 1 a beautiful birthday cake commemo
for school children and adults, and period last year.
There was much question about the ner was served at noon followed by
company commemorative of winning
Lewis, Helen and Doris; his grand- rating the 27th anniversary of the
an evening showing at 7.30. The film
CARD OF THANKS
the safety trophy fpr 1931. The af correct number of the Cape Racer dis the business session. At 2 o'clock
! son, Lewis, Jr.; two brothers, David chapter. May Forget-me-not have
The
family
of
the
late
Julia
A.
Shaw
Miss
Lawrence
with
the
assistance
of
is beautifully colored and is syn
played
in
the
window
of
Perry's
Mar

The Easter sale conducted Wednes fair will be held in Temple hall with
wish to extend their heartfelt thanks to and Robert Ooltart of Lawrence, many more such birthdyas, was the
chronized for sound. The opportunity day afternoon by Fales Circle. Ladies several fine speakers and an enter ket. The number is 885 as determined Miss Elizabeth Libby of Augusta State the
many friends and relatives for the
sentiment voiced by the visiting mem
to see this remarkable picture at a of the G.A.R., brought in a tidv sum tainment.
at last night's Legion meeting. Any Library took charge of the subject sympathy shown during our recent be Mass.; four sisters, Mrs. Charles Ro bers from Golden Rod Chapter who
small fee will be welcomed. Tickets to repay the efforts of the ladies in
one interested should phone Com Library.” A box of 25 books has reavement in the loss of our dear land and Mrs. Jennie Wright of pronounced it the best past matrons
also for the many beautiful Clark. Island, and Mrs. Elizabeth
been secured from the State Library mother;
will be placed on sale Monday by charge: Mrs. Priscilla Smith gen
Lively interest is being manifested mander Augustus Huntley at 1125.
flowers contributed. We especially wish
to be kept at Mrs. Charl.se Grinnell's to mank those who contributed the use Richards and Mrs. G. W. Wiggin of and patrons night they had ever spent
members of the committee.
eral chairman; aprons, Mrs. Marcia in the meeting of the Parent-Teach
’ at South Thomaston.
, Rockland.
Dr. Walter D. Hall yesterday told who will act as librarian for six of their cars.
Green; candy. Mrs. Susie Lamb: er Association which takes place
Members of Edwin' Libby Relief cooked food. Mrs. Bernice Jackson; Monday evening at 7.30 at the High the Rotary Club about his adventures months. This box is open to all Farm
Corps devoted Thursday afternoon to fancy work, Mrs. Mary Rogers, and School auditorium, for it is to be a in Mexico back in 1899. His descrip Burpau members, also any one in the
sewing for the Red Cross, the amount grab bag, Mrs. Ella Flye. Easter Boy Scout get-together, with Ken tions of the Mexican jungle, peoples community desiring to have books.
accomplished being viewed with satis colors of green, yellow and orchid neth McCartney, scout executive, as and customs were vivid. An especial
The 4-H Club met March 5 with
faction. It was voted to exemplify were used in the decoratipns. The the speaker. Mr. McCartney will talk interest was manifested in his de their leader Mrs. Florence Calderthe work at the State convention Circle plans a card party to be given on Camp Hinds and the advantages scription of the climate and insect meetingwood. After the regular busi
which meets in Rockland the week of in G A R. hall Wednesday evening, of summer camping for boys and pests, his hearers uniting in a desire nessmeeting sewing buttons on aprons
June 12. Plans were completed for March 23. with Mrs. Priscilla Smith will outline the club program for to remain in Rockland. Visiting Ro and laundry bags were done bv the
the old-fashioned supDer and cos and Mrs. Lena Merry in charge.
younger scouts. All the Boy Scout tarians included H. A. Thomas, Hugh girls. One member whose birthday
tume party to be given Thursday eve
■troops in the city are invited. The Montgomery and Kendall Hopkins of anniversary occurred that dav was re
ning, March 17. when St. Patrick's
Camden. John H. Schellinger and membered with CRrds. At the close of
Resumption of service by the Maine meeting is open to the public with a Leland /J. Means were guests. Dr. the atfernoon’s work the girls made
Day will also be aopropriately ob
special invitation extended to the
Transport
Co.
Tuesday
was
hailed
served. Mrs. Julia Huntley was ap
parents of Boy Scouts, and the vari James Kent, club asrtrologist, present molasses candy and enjoyed a candy
pointed chairman of the 6 o’clock with delight by the island folk. The ous troops are competing to see which ed the rather snappy horoscopes of pull.
new
plane,
similar
to
the
faithful
public supper, the menu to include
E. B. Crockett and E. L. Brown.
ship recently destroyed by fire, is a one can induce the largest number of
old fashioned delicacies.
Presidential candidates arc trying
300 h. p. Travelaire with a Wright parents. A social hour will be afford
The Woman's Foreign Mission- to take all the controversial issues out [
ed during which refreshments will be
whirlwind
motor.
It
accommodates
Cartoonist Edgar Crockett (and he
1 ary Society of the Methodist Church of politics. We are pleased to note this ,
wields a clever pencil) got busy yes six passengers comfortably. Capt. served.
1 met Thursday afternoon at the home tendency to get down to the funda- ■
terday while Harold L. Karl was at Wincapaw is delighted with the new
' of Miss Minnie Smith, Spring street, mental question; Who will get the
Through
the
courtesy
of
the
Cen

his West Rockport cottage, “Twin plane which outperforms its able tral Maine Power Company the club with Mrs. Ella Lurvev, vice president, jobs?—The New Yorker.
Maple Farms,” and produced on predecessor. In the trip down from room was put at the disposal of the presiding in the absence of Mrs.
pasteboard a sketch of the. quasi New York two hours 50 minutes was Thrift Shop committees and interest Edith Tweedie. Mrs. Lurvey also
"Those girls are alike. They must be ;
farmer attempting to operate a consumed, a stop being made at the ed friends Thursday afternoon, with acted as program leader in the twins.”
patent milking machine. The milk East Boston airport to pick up Stanley Mrs. Maud Blodgett presiding. It place of Mrs. H. H. Marr, and used
“No relation. They patronize the
ing stool is occupied by a radio set Boynton. Trips are made at 8 and was voted to close The Thrift Shop as the basis of the program Chapter ame beauty parlor.”—Lustigc BlaetWe
3.30
to
Vinalhaven.
North
Haven
and
and the cow. wearing a set of ear
April 1st, and voted to have such a 3 of the Text Book “Christ Comes to ter.
phones, looks typically contented, Stonington.
shop next year, leaving the present the Village." Tt^ree dialogues were
carried out in a very interesting man
albeit somewhat puzzled to know
The Church School of Missions of officers in force until next fall, when ner, those taking pari including Mrs.
what the city man is trying to do
a meeting will be called to elect their
the
Littlefield
Memorial
Church
met
Hens, pigs and other denizens of
successors. It was also voted to give Ida Simmons, Mrs. Essie Day, Mrs.
the barn-yard are watching opera Monday evening after the ■ praise more money to the milk fund if neces Ivy Chatto. Mrs. Marr, Miss Smith
service,
each
member
presenting
a
and Mrs. Margaret Philbrook. The
tions in awestricken silence.
Scripture verse containing the word sary to carry it through April and devotions were under the direction of
May. During the few months The
Offers Two New
'
'Blessed.
”
A
quiz
was
conducted,
two
The body of Francis Willard Hall, of the questions asked being: Who Thrift Shop has been in operation Miss Smith.
Range Burners
former Rockland resident, who had was the first Baptist missionary to $1016 has been deposited. It was a
After years of research the Lynn I
been missing from his home in New the Indians? and who was the first matter of great disappointment to
Products Co. now offer to the public '
ton Centre, Mass., since Christmas American Baptist foreign missionary? Miss Gertrude Smith who has so effi
an entirely new range oil burner, at |
time, was found on the beach at Ne The Woman's Missionary Society will ciently conducted this work that so
no increase in price; also a quality
ponset, Mass., yesterday, the news soon send its mission box to Miss few townspeople came out to this
burner in the so called cheap class at
being received here in the early after Martha Howell, Rio Piedras. P. R. meeting. The Thrift Shop is an ac
an amazingly low price. The same j
noon broadcast by the Boston Globe. The Teen Age and Junior Guilds fin tivity of the townspeople and those in
high quality workmanship and mate- j.
Services are being held in the ished vases and covered new ones. charge need and urge the support of
rial is being used in these burners as,
Stoughton Baptist Church this after For the Junior Guild Genevieve Gray everyone in this worthy enterprise.
has been the custom of the Lynn
noon, and there will also be services told the story from its study book.
Products Co. during their years of'
at the Burpee parlors in this city "Mary Jones Finds a Way.” Elinor
business. You owe it to yourself to |
next Monday forenoon at 9 o'clock, Sylvester read the chapter "Boyhood
1855
1932
investigate the Lynn Range Burner I
Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiating. Days on an Ohio Farm.” A letter was
for your home. Call or write.
The deceased was a son of the late read from Miss Sara B. Gowen,
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
A. C. McLOON & CO.
Richard C. Hall, and is survived by Balasore, India. Miss Laura Sylves
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Waldoboro and Rockland
SIMON K. HART
313-319 MAIN STREET
McLoon Wharf Rockland Tel. 51 [
his wife, two children and one sis ter told the story from the Crusaders'
Highlands
MONUMENTS
30-32
ter, Mrs. E. C. Herrick of Newton story book, and the Crusaders worked
Artistic Memorials In Stone
[ 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rocklan<j
ii
Centre.
1228-tf
on their honor points.
31Stf

Today you can have a genuine Frigidaire
with all it offers in convenience, economy,
dependability and known value—the 4 cubic
foot Moraine Model—for as little as $130
f.
Dayton, Ohio,

FRIGIDAIRE

LIME CITY SALES, INC.

REMNANTS
Floor Coverings
of All Kinds

are making a Special Cleanup of Many Remnants and Odd Pat

LYNN PRODUCTS
COMPANY

terns as a feature of our

Early Spring Furniture Sale

All Sizes. Prices Below Belief. Remnants of Room Size in Many

Cases at a Fraction of the Regular Price

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

r
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'The Hou se
of "the'Three
-Ganders -

W.NU
lERVICt

bq Irving Bachellei*
“These nre the facts.” Blake be
gan. ‘‘Bumpy had learned that Doo
little—a married man—was making
love to hls daughter. He warned
her against him. Then he warned
his daughter's seducer and prob
ably in rather hot language. Doo
little pushed him off his place.
Bumpy may in his anger have sworn
to get even. After that whenever
he was in his cups he d—d Cy Doo
little. When he was indicted for
murder and his life in peril he must
have suspected tlie truth that Doo
little had tried to get rid of hls
wife so that he could have Carrie.
But old Bumpy held his peace. Why?
Not even to save his life would he
bring discredit on his daughter. To

SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
ged. and starving, a boy of about
sixteen is found ln the woods, and
befriended, by a camping party. He
has fled from his brutal father. Bat
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
hie new friends conceal him. Fed,
and ln clean clothes, the boy, who
fives hls name as Shad (Sheridan)
s sent on his way to Canton, with
a letter to Colonel Blake.

f

CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and thelr young daughter Ruth,
are impressed by the boy’s manner.
The colonel secures him a situation
in the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth of
his age, ’'Bony,” and Bun-py Brown,
tinker, a village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad is a fre
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
known ln the vicinity as the "Fun
Shop." Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
hls son back to hls own dissolute
life.
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
lawbreaker, is overawed by Colonel
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and his father passes out of Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
pretty, comes to Brown’s shack, in
quiring for him. Shad applies him
self diligently to his neglected edu
cation. Two years pass.

CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
and with much of hls unoouthness
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
on his heart. The community is con
vulsed by an attack made on the
Perry family. In which Oscar Perry,
the*father, his daughter. Mrs. Doo
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
convinced of his friend's innocence,
and with boyish confidence deter
mines to prove it.

CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
ert Royce, strengthen the case
against Brown. Shad loses his Job,
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
Spenlow's. The two boys seek and
find disguises the murderer had
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
tive Interest ln the case.
CHAPTER VI.—The colonel is almost convinced Bumpy Brown is not
the murderer, and encourages Shad
to continue his investigations. The
friendship between the youth and
Ruth Blake kindles into love. Colonel Blake arranges for Shad to take
up the study of law, under his guidance. New evidence points to Robert
Koyce as the murderer of Perry, or
at least of serious Implication in
the affair.

CHAPTER VII.—Bumpy Brown is
released on bail. A stranger in the
neaxby town of Ashfield attracts the
attention of Doctor Gorse, friend of
Shad and Bony. There is proof he
could
have
‘‘planted”
evidence
against Brown, and his description
fits a proclamation calling for the
arrest of "Donald Algyre,” bandit
and bank robber. The stranger has
associated with Robert Royce in
Ashfield.
CHAPTER VIII.—Colonel Blake Is
convinced Algyre at least ls acces
sory to the murder of Oscar Perry.
He deciphers incriminating tele
grams between Algyre and confed
erates, then sends a message, ap
parently from a friend, urging Al
gyre to meet him on the dock at
Morristown. Shad, cleverly disguised,
is used as the decoy. Blake and the
sheriff are concealed nearby. Algyre
falls neatly into the trap. An acci
dent discloses the ambush. Algyre
attempts to escape by swimming.
Shad, following, overpowers him,
and the two are brought ashore.

CHAPTER IX-—Algyre refuses to
make any statement, but Blake is
satisfied. Doctor Gorse recalls Shad's
attention to the girl who had visited
Bumpy Brown while Shad was there.
She. unwed, has given birth to a
child, refusing to name the father.
Evidence seems to prove that Rayce
ls the man. and points to a motive
for the Perry tragedy.
CHAPTER XIV.—Though Doolit
tle refuses to confess, the facts con
necting the threads of the mystery
become known, and Bumpy Brown
stands forth in the light as a man
of worth and honor, far from the
shiftless character known and pitied
as a drunkard in the village of Am
ity Dam. The Christmas gathering
at Colonel Blake's house marks the
end of tragedy and the dawn of
love and life for Sheridan Morryson
and his beloved Ruth.
CHAPTER X.—Shad sends the new
evidence concerning the girl and
Robert Royce to Colonel Blake. On
hls next visit to Bumpy Brown's odd
abode he christens the shack, "The
House of the Three Ganders."
CHAPTER XT.—Colonel Blake,
talking with Bumpy Brown, is con
vinced of the tinker's inability to
commit any crime, least of all, that
of premeditated murder. The mys
terious girl admits she Is Brown's
daughter, but has been ashamed of
the relationship because of Brown's
drinking habits. She and her baby
are at Miss Spenlow's. She still loves
the man who has wronged her, and
refuses to name him.

j
)
’

1
I

him death was better than shame.
1 donbt if in all the records of hu
man action we may find a nobler
sense of chivalry. It is curious tiiat
this shabby old tinker, often tipsylng about tlie countryside, should
now have us all sitting humbly at
his feet. Of course lie wanted the
girl to marry Koyce. Now, Koyce
is an honest but rather stupid
fellow—a good deal of a dunce, I
would say. I don’t wonder that the
girl wouldn't have him. Doolittle
and Algyre made a tool of him In
one way and another—notably in
buying the rubbers, in building up
file alibi of the giillty man and In
misleading the detectives. I have
never thought that his brain could
create tlie mystery we have had to
solve.”
•
••-••
•
•
That Christmas day at Colonel
Blake's house was never forgotten
by those who had a part ln It. The
reward of five thousand dollars was
distributed according to the plan of
Shad and his chief.
To Bumpy Brown the income on
two thousand five hundred dollars
for life.
To Bony a sum sufficient for one
year’s board and schooling.
To Sliad a certificate of deposit
for tbe balance.
Bumpy cooked the oysters and
thp turkey and by request prepared
tlie mashed potatoes with unlimited
allowances of cream and butter.
Then the cook was called to the
table. He said:
"No. sir, by Jeedix, I'm too scared
an’ nervous to take a place in the
front ranks. Besides I’m liable to
bust out a-cryln’ any minute—you’ve
been so good to me.”
Bumpy was finally induced to
come nnd drink his coffee with
them. Colonel Blake arose and
with characteristic humor reviewed
the career of Shad Morryson.
It was then that Sheridan Morrysnn made the little speech now
quoted from his memoirs:
“Colonel and Mrs. Blake: The
little things I have done are partly
due to your faith in a homeless lad
nnd to your interest In his welfare.
For all that I thank you. I must
also thank Bony for his help and
friendship. I do not forget the
friendship, the kindness and the
good heart of Mr. Brown. I may
know handsomer men, but I shall
never know a better man. There is
one whose name you know to whom
I am more indebted than to all oth
ers. That is a debt which I can
only pay, which I shall gladly pay,
with my life and my devotion if I
am allowed to do so. I hope that I
am not breaking the rules of the
court in saying this much. I fear
that I am like a bee tliat has been
forbidden to trespass in a flowery
meadow.”
Tlie colonel laughed. Then he
turned to Mrs. Blake and said:
“Mother, this boy is not like other
boys of his age. He's really quite
a man. If he and Ruth want to be
encaged I suppose that we may as
well take down the trespass sign.”
"Bees can’t read, anyhow,” the
gentle lady answered with a smile.
Sliad went to Ruth’s side. They
embraced and kissed each other. A

CHAPTER XII.—Bony witnesses
a meeting between the girl and her
lover. Doctor Gorse arranges for Shad
to take a photograph of the two
while they believe they are alone.
The plan succeeds. Shad takes the
photograph to the doctor, who does
not divulge the identity of the man,
but gives the developed picture to
the boy, telling him to take it to
Colonel Blake.

CHAPTER XIV

Shad's Appeal to a Higher Court.
OOLITTLE recovered from his
fainting fit. lie did not confess,
as the colonel hoped he would do.
The sheriff took him to the county
jail that day. Colonel Blake and
Shad went to the hotel for dinner
and waited for the evening train. As
they were sitting together in their
room the colonel said:
I?
“Tomorrow Is Christmas. Bumpy
Brown and your friend Bony are
coming down to spend the day with
They Embraced and Kissed Each
us Do you realize how old Bumpy
Other.
has been growing? He's a whale
of a man.”
gale of merry laughter had arisen.
The colonel lighted his cigar and
In the midst of it Colonel and Mrs.
smoked a moment. In the silence
Blake and Bumpy and Bony came
Shad wondered what was behind
and embraced the happy youngsters.
the words of Ws chief. __
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Granger Tells of Pre-War
Farm Wages and Conditions Aris
ing.
*

TkeMome andThat floi/ ofHuns

I
By F. H. CHELEY
*
•
Jr
3
5
.Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
4
6 1
I am submitting herewith a clip- j
1
rH 8
‘SAYING” VERSUS “DOING”
ping from the United States Official I
Record, hoping that your readers willj
i
IO
'JpHE greatest problem of the ★ pernmental conflicts of bis parents.
II
12
peruse it carefully:
I
Honore Willsie Morrow and her
* * * *
home, so tar as the boy's best
What we are and what we uo,
husband seem to have solved the
interests are concerned, is not so speak so loud to that sensitive, out
w
w 16
H
13
15
'7
Farm Wages Below Pre-War
problem of vocational cooperation
much what parents say—it is what reaching personality that he simply
w
The farm employment situation is
very successfully. She writes novels,
w
they
do.
Fathers
need
to
be
re

cannot
hear
what
we
say.
Con

now the least favorable it has been
he publishes them. Living In suburban
19
20 w 2(
18
minded
often
that
boys
go
where
scious
knowledge
and
intention
play,
in the 13 years for which the Bureau )
Connecticut, they vacation in Eng
w
w
they
go,
regardless
of
what
they
the smallest part ln the training of
of Agricultural Economics has com
land each spring. Mrs. Morrow is
55
22
24
23
say. It is the demonstration which boys. It ls the unconscious be
parable statistics, says the bureau.
fond of gardening and swimming and
counts. We dare not overlook the havior and actual attitude of par
The demand for farm hands is only
finds time to write magazine articles
>7
26
29
45
overwhelming effect of parental ents and other children ln the home,
60.5 per cent of normal, but the sup
as well as books. In recent years her
ply is 120 9 per cent of normal. The I conduct and attitude upon the grow which count.
talent has turned to historical tales,
30
bureau's index of labor supply in reing boy.
three of her best known books dealing
31
Cliaractrr cannot br taught. It
, lation to demand is 199.8. Numerous ;
With
the life cf Lincoln. Tired of the
How well mothers recognize the
is caught or “learned.” Boy. are
j instances, particularly in the North
over-sexed, oversentimental novels of
utter futility of saying over and
39
32 33
35 36
great imitators. Undoubtedly the
37 38
Central States, of men working for
today, 6he decided to write a story of
over “how many times have I told
truly significant contribution
| feed and lodging alone, were reported
mature and deep-abiding love. The
which we make to our sona ia
you so and so.” It fakes a demon
WO
41
39
' to the bureau in its January survey
result is her “Black Daniel”, the story
what we are.
stration.
To-wlt,
the
classic
ex

•
| cf the farm labor and wages. (
w
of Daniel Webster and Caroline Lei Eliminating the hands working with-1 ample of Benjamin Franklin—He
This Is a basic principle In boy
V2
45 i 46
43 'nSNv'C 44
Roy. It is missing a memorable ex
knew
that
plaster
sown
ln
the
fields
j cut any cash pav, average wage rates 1
training. We must be ourselves
w
perience not to read this book.
would
make
things
grow.
He
told
....
i on January 1 were 98 per cent of the
physically, mentally, socially, spir
♦ • • •
50
46
49
his
neighbors
but
they
were
skep

11910-14 average in the bureau’s in
itually, emotionally, what we de
tical, so the ingenious Franklin sire our boys to be. That ls tbe
Further evidence that the English
dex. a droo of 12 per cent since Oct.
SI
selecting a field along tbe road inexorable law of personul char
52
language is becoming more and more
11. whereas the average decline from
widely used is seen in the establish
October to January the last eight J planted the letters “This has been acter. The results of “like father
ment in Havana, Cuba, of a circulat
years was 9 per cent. The bureau 1 planted, with seed mixed with plas like son" are not essentially biolog
1
1
finds lowest day wages in the South | ter," while the general fleld was ical as ls commonly supposed, they
ing library, making available an ex
Central and South Atlantic States
tensive collection of English books.
sown as usual. -The result was are ten times more the result of
at 72 to 74 cents a day with board and
Some time ago Cuba announced that
effective.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
day by day conditioning by what
96 cents to $1.02 without board.
the study of English was to be com
1-Wind instrument
40- 6upport (Simplified 11- lmage
It Is not difficult to understand we ourselves are. Think that over!
Highest day wages are being paid in
pulsory in grade schools and as most
7- Country of Europe
spelling)
12- The knee (Latin)
why boys grown tall repeat con
We can actually pretty largely
the North Atlantic States, where the
of the students are well advanced the
13- Colonists
8- ln ancient Greece, a 41- Long grass stem
sistently
with
scarcely
a
break,
gen
determine
for
a
boy
hls
character
average rate is $1.70 with board and
English library has a definite place
roofed theater
42- Maritime signal of 14- Large drinking cup
eration after generation, the same by demonstrating fine character to
$2.37 without. Monthly wave rates
for students as well as English-speak10-A line of ancestors
distress
(pl.)
unfohunate
mistakes
of
their
par

rance from $14.43 with board in tbe .
him, giving him the advantages of , . ing residents of Cuba,
13-Rest
44-Plural suffix of some 16-Concise summaries
ents and consequently why it ls an environment that Is character' ' ‘
i South Atlantic States to $32.39 with
nouns
17-Feminine name
15- Prefix. From
board in the far Western States: and
that progress comes so slowly when strong and then by tactful Interpre
19- Slumbers
46- Look
16-Girl‘s name
The Literary Vespers, a Symposium
without board, from $21.80 in the
we remember that 70 per cent of tation, help him “choose wisely"
47- 1 n ship building, a
20- Wore a cheerful
18- Dash
of the Arts, conducted by Edgar
South Atlantic States to $51.45 in the I all a boy knows, he Imitates. He from »he undesirable environment
curved supporting
19- Male descendants
aspect
far Western States.
finds it very difficult to take advice he cannot' escape. That seems sim White Burrlll, offers an international
timber (pl.)
23-Taverns
21- Mimicked
* * * *
51-Obsolete spelling of 24-To send out
22- Half a score
and counsel,' but not so the condi ple, but it is the art of character prize of $80 for the best poem con
cerning Edwin Markham. The prize
steam
23- To illuminate
27- lndefinite article
tioning imposed upon him by the education.
This is not rumor; it is not guess
,j will be awarded at Carnegie Hall dur
(Poet.)
52- Part of a tree (pl.) 29-Into
work. It is carefully established fact.
emotional immaturities and tem(©. 1931. Western Newspaper Union.1
ing the celebration of Mr. Markham’s
53- Clear
25- Anger
23-Land measure (pl.)
It is a condition that your subscribers,
80th birthday, Sunday evening, April
26- An American
35- To make a note of
in this county have to contend with.
24, 1932. The contest closes March 15.
VERTICAL
36- Suffix to adjectives
Arctic explorer
Do you, or dees anyone, suppose that
All poems should be typewritten and
1- Head covering
to form abstract
28-lmitative (abbr.)
TENANT’S HARBOR
the chain store systems (which are j
on one side only of each page. All
2- A legal claim on
nouns
30- Feminine name
not stores but agencies of great tax- :
property for debt
28-Sly glances
I Town meeting was held here Monnhou?,? ~e addressed to Edgar
31- Linotype (abbr.)
exempt financial systems) are going J
3- Conjunction
43-Walk
day and dinner was served to 166 in White Burrlll, Director of the Literary
32- M istake
to buy in New England, with its $2.37 '
4- Likewise not
45-ln a little while
34-jOld musical
i Masonic hall by the ladies of the East620 West 116th street, New
per day labor, when th'ey have the '■
5- Paradise
47-Ocean
instrument
ernstar.
’ Yortc City
privilege and opportunity to buy of
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
6- Golf term
4S-Empire (abbr.)
37-1051 (Roman)
At the regular meeting of Naomi . Ic ,WaL.ln 1899 ,that Edwin Marktbe South with its 98 cents per day
7- Turnstile
49- Native metal
39-Measure of length
Chapter, Feb. 19, an observance of a??s The Man With the Hoe", was
labor. They are good fellows and do
9-Not at all
50- Drunkard
(pl.)
Washington's birthday was carried Puh“ttied, the poem that suddenly
ing good service, but they are agencies
FAUST
j out in a very interesting and enter- cauFf11
exc'ted attention of the
'Solution to Previous Puzzle)
of outsiders and they ought to pay,
' taining manner. The lodge room was
tllen 11 has been transat least, $5.00 a year per store, for the
MARTINSVILLE
T WAS no grisly bargain with | prettily decorated with red, white and lated into 40 languages, sold 250,000
Ie c
snecial privileges they receive. The
r
the devil that made Faust the j blue bunting with pictures of Wash- C?P.15S’ and become the battle hymn
farmers are not going to pay $60 on a j
1
O R
A R aJI
Mrs. Aden Hupper of Port Clyde thousand on an over-valuation. They ,
nJ A
, n.eT' soc;a! democracy. Farmer,
central figure of at least two plays ington and carnations adorning the
N A Pill eirIT
was recently guest of Mrs. H. H. are going to swarm into the villages and three operas. In Main, Ger pedestals in the East, West and blaCasmith, cattle and sheep herder,
HZ
2
N
Hupper.
E ■S A
and show the dole-receivers what many, in the Fourteenth century, South. The banquet haU was espe- schoolmaster, Mr. Markham’s rich
jZ
Arnold Hooper of Rockland spent competition is like.
C
people won a reputation for undue daily attractive with its artistically'' exPerience had enlarged his viewdecorations of crepe paper, P°lnt;
his poet’s souL And
last week with relatives and friends
(e E
Jesse A. Tolman
Intimacies with the devil very arranged
the work of members assisted by a
ln tus 80th year he has selected
here.
easily; and Faust won hls over committee from Eureka Lodge, 80 P°ems written since his previous
SUBSIDIZED PHYSICIANS
Clyde and Dwinal Stanley. Mr. and
- 'rc- Rl
r
H| IrlEME
night, almost, with a printing press! F.&A.M. The menu was of fruit dook was Published, 12 years ago, and
Mrs.
Cecil
Andrews,
Ethel
Stanley
and
ATE R| |R ATE D
Johann Gutenberg had just in salad, bread and butter sandwiches, . s made a book of them. This book
Gertrude Hupper recently had a M J Harris Does Not Believe Such
vented tlie process of printing with whipped cream cakes and fruit purCtt. Ls to be issued on the day he reaches
sMtc
1g a BI
a Course Necessary Down In St.
washing bee on the Grange hall floors.
George
movable type. To commercialize his Much praise was bestowed on the fa the age of four score, and its name
PARA d Ll_|S e[
Cecil Andrews, Clyde Stanley, Theo.
invention he formed the first print vors, miniature baskets in blue filled will be: “New Poems: Eighty Songs
Stimpson, Lee Andrews, Arnold Hoop
A 2>1S TOO CBT J .S
ing company, Gutenberg. Faust and with red and white candies. After at 80".
er. Edgar Ervine ar.d Mr. and Mrs. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
IB’E N T
nIoid
As a citizen of the town of St. Shoeffer. to which he contributed lunch a game, “Washington Crossing
» • • •
Harold Hupper waxed the main hail
floor.
George I would like to know why we the idea, and J'aust tbe capital and the Delaware," was enjoyed with ElIn Crowell's advance spring list we
Mrs. oean Bacnelder entertained had inserted in our town warrant an a flare for sales promotion. Shoeffer mer Allen and Maud Patterson as cap- note “College Shakespeare" by WilAgain a scrap from the memoirs: the Ladies’ Circle at jts meeting last
was Faust's son-in-law. Since there tains. Elmer s side sure did their bit ilam John Tucker, which is an ex“Yes, it was unusual. 1 say only week. This week they met with Mrs. article to raise the sum of $1000 as were no patent laws at the time, and made the crossing, winning the tremely interesting study of Shakeincentive
for
a
physician
to
come
and
tliat it was good for us. We were Gertrude Hupper.
The committee comprised jpeare's plays from a new angle
Tt
the printing had to be done be prize.
in the same school and college until
Many from this olace attended town locate here, when we have between hind closed doors, often at night, to Worthy Matron Mfidred Slingsby, fLxes the^hough^fthe r^der^n the
we were twenty-two. Our love filled meeting. A very orderly and busi 2000 and 3000 people living here, good prevent the idea being stolen. Tbe Associate Matron Maud Patterson, characters of- Shakespeare's heroes
Harriet Rawley and Nannie Allen.
and heroines, and on the problems
roads, High School, lodges and
the years with happiness and In nesslike session was reported
On the following Monday the they suggest
Mrs. Rena Dow is visiting her sis churches. All the doctors who have public, accustomed to slowly and
spiration and mutual understanding.
laboriously hand-printed letters, Masons of Eureka Lodge held WashDid you kno»’ that the first edition
We helped each other. We knew ter in Rockland.
been here have made good, and there
Capt. F. B Balano of Staten are a plenty who would like to come.' gazed In awe at the freshly print ington observance. Families of the of Shakespeare's “Hamlet” was pubeach other. We had learned the
ed
pnges
turned
out
so
rapidly
In
members were invited and a large lished in 1603?
Island. N. Y„ was a guest of Mr. and
gentle art of keeping step. We were Mrs. H. H. Hupper Monday and I have had 14 letters from doctors 1 that mysterious shop, and hinted company gathered to enjoy the eve• . « .
k
in no danger of falling out when Tuesday.
,
,
...
asking about this place, as I under- I magic. Faust perceived the sales ning. A fine program was arranged,1 _
we were married the day after our
an
orchestra
of
four
pieces
gave
some
For
dev
°tees
of
biography
there
is
William Cook is at home after hav stand it, the out of town dodtors do value of that word, encouraged its
graduation—a trouble that comes ing served as a delegate to the Lobfine selections, and supper was served. a never endihg list of books, coming
use
and
became
popularly
known,
most avid reader to
too often of slight acquaintance. stermen's Conference at Washing not want us to have a man come here not as a printer, but a man with after which everybody enjoyed an old J_°° 'ast ^or
as they would be out of a fee of from J
fashioned sing led by the Scotch male xeeP UP with. Glancing through reBumpy Brown came with his par ton, D. C.
some
strange
allegiance
with
the
quartet.
cent 1,0011 catalogs we note:
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hart of Clark $15 to $20 for a call in this town. I devil!
rot and a handsome gift of money.
The ladles' sewing circle met at the
The
ol lUsen by Halvdan
Robert Royce and his wife Carrie, Tsland visited friends here last week. could have gotten a physician to come
Old
records
show
that
Faust
later
church parlors Tuesday afternoon .for ~t 'translated by Ruth Lima),
Miss Josephine Thompson of Port and I am convinced he would make
and Bony, then an able law clerk,
won a law suit ngainst Gutenberg its annual meeting with 20 members
tms book there ha^ been no
and Betsy Spenlow and Doctor Clyde was a recent guest of her teach good.
Now there is no one throwing for funds invested and lost in tbe and two visitors present. The house- comPIete biography of Ibsen, which
Gorse and Mr. and Mrs. Smithers er. Mrs. W. A. Simmons.
Mrs. Jean Baehelder spent Friday these bouquets to any business printing of the famous Gutenberg keepers were Alice Wheeler and Mar- seeais extraordinary, as Ibsen's imwere at the wedding. We were a with Mrs. Gertrude Hupper.
man in town; everything is going out | Bible, a single copy of which, per garet Cant. Supper was served at P^ttutce in the history of drama is
famous pair and people came from
Relatives and friends numbering and nothing coming in to help busi haps proving the theory of magic, 6.30, the menu consisting of roast outstanding. Prof. Koht (recently
far and wide to greet us.
pork with dressing, mashed pota b, Coolidge Professor at Harvard) is pre
25 gave Mr. and Mrs. Harding Cold ness, and as we are trying to cut down sold in 1926 for $305,000.
“For twenty-five years we have a surprise party Thursday evening of on expenses for the benefit of all, I
turnip, hot rolls, pies, cakes and cof- ^'oef'tly suited to this task. Coming
<®. 1932. Western Newspaper Union.)
fee. These officers were chosen: fr?.m n^eris birthplace, Sklen, he ls
lived and wrought together. Time last week to welcome Mr. Coid home for one protest this move. We surely
President, Margaret Reid; vice presi- lotimately aware of the Ibsen tradihas been kind to us. There ls still after an absence of several months need a good doctor. I agree, and
dents, Alice Wheeler, Nillie Wiley, tl°?sLas,ed?tor °lIbs5n s le^re‘ P°b"
gold in her hair and the glow of while working in the South. Games when we need one we may need him
Nancy Wktts and Alice Muiphy; s;c- lished darlLg, ,th® dramatist's lifethe corn-flower in her eyes and the and stunts were a part of the eve badly. I am saying this in all respect
retary, Mildred Slingsby; treasurer,
F^of' ^oht had exceptional optint of roses in her cheeks. I—well. ning's entertainment. Refreshments and kindness to all our good citizens,
Maud Patterson; directors, Etta Hoi- P°rtu?.ities for conferring personally
I am still a lover. Have we not were served and the time for depart- also to our selectmen who have
of the guests came all too soon. worked hard the past year and have
brook, Tena Barter, Mabel Wilson and with Ibsen and learning at first hand
seen enough of the peril of stray ure
Mr. and Mrs. Coid and son Harding been elected for the ensuing year.
Dora Falla. After business the com his own interpretation of passages in
ing to keep us in the straight way?" left Fridav to visit his parents at Deer
In my boyhood it was a well known mittee surprised the members by his life.
M. J. Harris
• • * *
saying, "On the Maine coast there are serving pineapple sherbet and nut
| Isle.
[THE ENDJ
Tenant’s Harbor, March 8.
| two seasons, one in which you can dig cake which was delicious. Everybody
The Abnakis 4-H Club of Tenant’s
Then there is “Benedict Arnold,
j clams, and one in which you cannot was pleased to have Alice Murphy and Patriot and Traitor" by Oscar Sher' Harbor met at the home of Mrs S. T.
Lowe. Thursday after school and
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE dig them on account of the ice on the Nancy Watts with them again as win. In this biography Mr. Sherwin
THORNDIKEVILLE
flats." Well, 50 years ago the clams both of these members have been ill catches up the various threads of the
elected these officers: Seniors: Presi
must have had quite a respite from and have been missed. The beat story of Benedict Arnold as told by
William Lothrop received gratify dent Adele Hawkins; vice president,
the attacks of the clam-diggers, ac meeting for a long time, was the com- different narrators and gives a fair
ing news from his grandson Leslie Ruth Clark; secretary. Jennie Lep
cording to “Dad's Diary” of April 1, ment of all.
and at the same time dramatic ac
Spaulding, a senior at the College of panen; treasurer. Margaret Marriot;
1882. "Clear and cold this morning,
count of his stormy life.
! Osteopathy in Iowa. Mr. Spaulding reporter, Jennie Wiley; color bearer,
10
above
zero.
Wind
S.
E.
Harbor
Mr. Sherwin teaches English on the
| is vice president of his class at col- Florence Newhall; cheer leader, Irene
NORTH
WARREN
frozen over to Southern Island.” That
Juniors:
President,
faculty of the Long Island University.
1 lege and also president of his fra Underwood.
meant that the ice must have been
“The Autobiography of Knute K.
ternity, the Beta Chapter of Iota Tau ’ Geraldine Sprague; vice president,
Friends are sorry to learn that Mrs, Rockne" edited by Mrs. Rockne, was
two feet thick on the flats and a sign
Sigma. He graduated from Colburn Jennie Coolbroth; secretary. Agnes
“No clam-digging" was not needed.
Classical Institute in 1927 witli hon- Holgerson; treasurer, Margaret Pratt;
I wonder if any reader of this arti an appendicitis operation. Her many met his tragic death. Mrs. Rockne has
j ors and while there was prominent reporter. Doris Wood: color bearer,
cle can remember a town meeting friends hope for a speedy recovery.
endeavored to complete the volume
I in athletics. He has not yet decided Arlene Falla; cheer leader. Beatrice
Albert McPhail of Rockland has as he would have wished it, and it
when there was an article in the town
1 where he will begin work after gradu Barton. There were 20 girls present
warrant: "To see if the town will vote been demonstrating a lighting plant stands as the final memoir to the
with
their
leader.
Mrs.
Claribel
An

ation in June. Friends here extend
' to prohibit the digging of clams in the for the Grange hall, and it is hoped great football coach.
drews. and assistant leader, Mrs.
best wishes for a successful career.
j town by others than the inhabitants before many weeks that electric lights
“Dark Glory" by Dorothy Dow, is
Mrs. Ada Upham and son Earle Gertrude Hupper.
i thereof." The sponsor for that arti- will shine there.
the biography Ul
of CiUKUF
Edgar Allan X'UV,
Poe,
ta.
T-, . r i
‘x ili LUC
recently visited Mrs. Upham’s par
I cle had to leave the meeting before
J'
“
’
r
a
"
d U aald to be a book of beauty and
SOUTH WALDOBORO
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cotton, Hos
1 they came to vote on it, but returned She is attended by Dr. Coombs of anguish. There have been many
mer Pond road, Camden.
later. SteDping up to the platform Waldoboro.
biographies of Poe, but none which
Mrs. Ida Yeaton was Sunday
Mrs. Emily Pushaw has returned
he said: “Mr. Moderator, may I in
Levi Robinson is helping his brother
caught his personal tragedy, m
guest
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Leland
Whi

home after ten days’ stay at the home
quire what they did with my clam Clifford Robinson in getting his fire so
this book, you see, too, a vivid pano
of George Merrill in South Hope chenbach.
law?"
“
Passed
over,
”
was
the
answer.
wood.
4?
rama of the people and the times
Nellie Wallace will entertain ttle
where she was caring for the late
I never had a chance to vote at a
Everyone here is interested ill the presented ln a comprehensive and
Mrs. Lydia Merrill during her illness. M. E. Ladies' Aid March 16.
town meeting or at any election in my Lindbergh baby and wishing he might colorful
lnanner. .Farrar & RlneMr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig of
Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield en
native State.
be returned to his grief stricken par- hart,
Hope were visitors Sunday at C. C. tertained at bridge one evening last
I read in the HaTbor items that the ents.
I
week, with four tables in play.
Childs’.
eel grass has all gone from the head
Geoige Merrill of South Hope is Highest honors were won by Laila
? v;'7'
of the harbor. What a cinch to go
OLD-TIME READING
The teacher had been reading the
staying at Lester Merrill’s for a Blanchard and Edgar Winchenbach,
•43 .4° 3?
floundering. Come on boys! sharpen
did It ln the long ago.
story of “All Baba and the Forty WeBut
short time.
lowest scores by Dorothy Donnelly
somehow turned aside
up
your
flounder
spears,
get
a
bottle
■
4a
S’
thought it would be good to know
Mrs. Flora Pushaw has a flock of and Austin Winchenbach. Those
of oil, nut the nunt in the water, and Thieves" to her class of small boys. And
The thrills of sham and pride.
she reached the end she closed
’j?
chicks, the first of the season in this , present were Mr. and Mrs. Foster
let's go out and get a mess. Not When
the book and proceeded to question w? started running round the town
vicinity.
| Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
“filet of sole." just plain ordinary
r
"In every sort of weather
regarding the story.
And had no time to settle down
The Community Club will meet at j Blanchard. Mr. and Mrs. Austin
flatfish of the genus Platessa. And them
30
“
Now,
can
any
one
tell
me."
she
And read a book together.
the home of Clifford Wellman, Eope. Winchenbach, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
I’ll proclaim to the world here and
March 18, with Mrs. Abbie Merrill and Winchenbach, Gladys Bailey, Doro
now, that in the spring after you had said, “what Ali Baba said when he In earlier days, ere life took on
Its present rate of speed.
Lucretia Pushaw as hostesses.
been on a “bam and" diet during the wanted to open the entrance to the
thy Donn lly, Alma Glidden, Lois
Always upon the shelf was one
Friends were saddened at the news Hagermann, Betty Weston, George
winter, a mess of fried Platessa was cave?”
■ JS
book we'd planned to read.
One child, an ardent film fan, I’dGood
of the death of Mrs. Lydia Merrill Kuhn. George Boggs and Mr. and
like a banquet set before the gods.
read to her. and she to me.
promptly
replied:
Two gay, light-hearted lovers
which occurred at her home in South Mrs. Scofield.
Hang ’em up in the sun, dry 'em out
A MARCH SKETCH
"Open, sez me!"—Wall Street Who wished to share the mystery
Hope March 6. Mrs. Merrill, or “Aunt
well, roll 'em in corn meal, fry 'em in
Between the crimson covers.
Journal.
Sammy is sketching a picture pork fat. O boy, what a feed!
Lydia," as she was called by all who
DEER ISLE
Then arm In arm. or seeming so.
Mark Twain once remarked that
knew her best, formerly lived in this
on his new blackboard. He says
We'd journey hill and dale.
A freshman at Indiana University,
everybodv talked about the weather
place on the farm now owned by Wil
Capt. and Mrs. Caleb A. Haskell it is a March Sketch. Sammy is but nobody did anything about it. At taking out permit to use his car while And smile at mirth and grieve at woe
liam Lothrop. Had she lived until
That made the printed tale.
quite an artist for he can draw
March 11 she would have been 93 who have been spending several from his imagination and make the beginning of this article I quoted in residence, found himself con Sometimes when I to work had gone
The plot had so enwrapt her
years old. She leaves one son George weeks in Portland and vicinity have
as to the weather of April 1, 1882. fronted by the following question:
w besides grandchildren,
.....
___. |arrived
that she had hurried on
very good sketches for so young Here it is for Anril 2, 1882. “Quite
Merrill,
greatarrived bemn
home,
“Purpose for which car is to be I'dTofind
look ahead a chapter.
grandchildren, nieces and nephews,
CaPt- ,G??r8? W T°I7ey, and mate an artist. If you want to sketch foggy sometimes this forenoon, with used?” In the blank he wrote:
what Sammy drew on his black quite a heavv thunder shower 10 to
"Now wait for me." once more I say.
and sympathy is extended to them in Bertrand G. Dow of the foul- mast
“To ride in.”—Indianapolis News.
"Don't skim the pages through!
ed schooner Zebedee E. Cliff arrived board, take a pencil and join all 12 a. m.; wind S. W."
their bereavement.
We'll read this book from day to day.
from Norfolk, Va., Monday. The the . numbered dots * together,
Germany says that she is misunder
Why go South for a change of cliAs oft we used to do.
arm ln arm. we've walked the years.
Those who blame Mr. Hoover for vessel is laid up there for want of a starting with dot number one and ma’e when vou can get 24 changes stood by America. How we wish we As.Through
board, or leather
had misunderstood her when she was Which bindspaper,
everything should at least give him ; charter
ending with dot number fifty- in 24 hours in New England?
a volume’s smiles and tears.
Boze
asking for all those loans!—Dunbar's
credit for a mild winter.-New
Henry S. Haskell recently had his five.
We'll read our way together."
Britain Herald.
1 house wired for electricity.
—Edgar A. Quest.
Weekly.
Somerville, Mass.
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ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Holmes St., Near Broadway,

ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y

Rockland

Tel. Rockland, 11 07
Tel. Rockland Night 1105—243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds

Larro, The Ace of Modern Dairy, Poultry
and Hog Feeds Has Made Fine Record in
Knox County — A Word About the Mill
and the Research Farm
—

Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Always Open Week Davs

from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.
HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

LOWEST PRICES

SLAVERY

ofiBURN
Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 127

MEMORIALS OF DISTINCTION
.... —

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

CEMETERY WORK
Dealers in

GRANITE AND MARBLE
W. H. GLENDENNING

Telephone 502-W
LINDSEY STREET,
ROCKLAND

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT
J

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
422 MAIN STREET

TEL. 378

ROCKLAND

Acts, not words, best tell the story
R. W. Davis and Son are staunch Larro farm with ten recognized ex
of the famous Larro feeds for cattle, | boosters for Larro dairy feed and j perts studying the problem of bethogs and chicks, l he Larro prod-i their records testify to securing ex- tering conditions of stock and poulucts are the best the market affords,' cellent results on sustained feeding try and making possible further imnot the cheapest in first cost, hut by i of the Larro products. A. H. provements on the already splendid
far the cheapest in the long run. In-! Hunter of Tenant’s Harbor fed a J Larro feeds. Constant experimentacidentally the great Larrowe Mills June pig 350 pounds of Larro hoghion with different types of ranges
at Toledo, Ohio, are immaculate, I feed and one bag of meal. On Nov. and housing conditions produce
pronounced by Government in 24 he killed the pig which dressed valuable information for the poulspectors the most sanitary grain i 350 pounds. Larro Calf Meal has try raisers. All modern inventions
been placed on the market within j are utilized, particularly x-ray phomills in the country.
the past few months fojlowing de-j tography.
A. W. Martin, hustling young
tailed experimentation which covgreat Larro mill at Toledo
manager of the local Larro agency, ’
ered a period of nearly ten years.
Ohio,
is more immaculate than
J. B. Ham Co., does not have to i
The
local
plant,
located
on
Walmany
homes.
Every modern de
look far afield for proofs of Larro j
efficiency. H is own enthusiastic pa-: nut street, is one of the 24 J. B. j v ice for securing the perfectly comtrons furnish ample and readily Ham Co. stores in Maine. Mr. bined formula is used on each
available testimonials.
For in Martin is the manager and is as-j product. The ingredients are levstance: Cliff Robbins of Camden sisted at present by Ralph Fowler, —.—-------------------------------------made a test with a pen of 520 though in the busy season the staff
chicks. At six weeks the average is increased. All the Larro products i
weight was 1 J/> pounds. At eight and large stores of all grains are!
weeks it was between 2 and 2'4 kept in the commodious storehouse, j
pounds. During the next fortnight Truck service to all points is
he fed fattening foods and at 10 ! promptly available.
No product can be better than
weeks the chicks’ average weight
the organization that produces it i
was a strong 3 pounds.
Larro poultry feeds have been ' and Larro takes a deal of honest
given a most interesting test by John pride in the splendid experimental
Pierce who used the laying mash on farm at Detroit, Mich., by Jar the
a flock of 120 pullets and through largest and best equipped of its kind
November and December had a sus in the world. This huge model
tained flock production of better farm is carried on along ideal lines
than 80 percent. In spite of low though it is in practical production j
prices these birds paid $65 those in all lines all the time.
A completely equipped laboratory j
two months over and above grain
is in constant operation at the great I
bills.

el led perfectly smooth in even lay
ers in the great 7500 ton mixing
room by a distributing device that
runs the length of the building.
Taken from the bottom, these ma
terials fall thus evenly mixed but a
100 percent uniformity is further
guaranteed through the use of agita
tors and a poidometer which in
sures complete accuracy. Special
devices are used to eliminate all
foreign substances and some idea of
the thoroughness of this process may
be gained from the fact that every
ounce of Larro feeds passes over a
jumbo electro magnet so strong that
it will pull the head of a sledge ham
mer through four feet of grain.
These words bring some idea of
the efficiency of the Larro products,
the extreme pains used in studying
the formulae and the remarkable
accuracy and perfection of the great
mills. All these factors are at your
service when you are a patron of
J. B. Ham Co. and to it is added
the advantage of prompt, intelli
gent and courteous service at this
store.
A year ago Manager Martin was
high in sales for the whole State,
leading all 24 stores hy a substantial
margin and as part of his reward
was given a paid vacation trip to the
great research farm at Detroit.
This year the local branch is second
in the list, and this in spite of the
fact that the J. B. Ham Co. has
branches in all the great agricul
tural sections.
'I bis company policy results in its
most progressive managers attaining
a first hand knowledge of the re
search farm and its experimentation
department which gives a new in
sight into the feeding problems
which dailv arise in every manager’s
customer district.
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“He doesn’t mind giving money for a
worthy cause, but he always remembers that
charity begins at home.” I guess that’s why
lie never passes up an opportunity to make
Mom happy by giving her new home furnish
ings from Studley Furniture Co.

STUDLEY FURNITUREjCO.

COMPLETE
61 PARK

HOME

F^URHISHlNCS

ROCKLAND. MAINE

ST.

Infants’ Layettes
No. 1 Layette consists of I 5 pieces; price $1 0.00
No. 2 consists of 25 pieces; price $1 5.00
We also have Dennison’s New Sanitary Diaper
Linings, 50 for 25c

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP

393 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
Insured and bonded

TRUCKS D».»LY BETWEEN
PORTLAND & ROCKLAND

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
SIS Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

Press-agents have stopped having
actresses lose $89,000 necklaces. Even
movie fans know that for nearly two
years all the $80,000 necklaces have
been up as collateral.—Norfolk
Virginian-Pilot.

FORD SERVICE...
By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment
With our ability to handle
your car expertly you'll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

ING

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SERVICE

SALES

PHONES 333—334

583 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

DL

PLUMBING AND HEATING

FREDERICS

FISH AND SCALLOPS

PERMANENT WAVE

RODNEY E. FEYLER

Brings out the charm in your hair.
We Do All Kinds of Beauty Culture.
Phone For Appointment

INSTALLING—REPAIRING

Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service

WHOLESALE DEALER

FISH PEDLER TRADE
. A SPECIALTY

ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC IIEAT
-ia

WILLIAM T. SMITH
477 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON

ROCKLAND

67 PARK STREET

Marie

A.

Laney

BREAD & PASTRY

Because It's Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE
SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN

476 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 250

PHONE 898

FOOD YOU LIKE
KEEP HER HITTING

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

ON ALL FOUR...WITH

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

LARRO

present problem of home heating and winter health.

Larro builds heath that boosts production and holds

To those who have chosen oil heat

it up . . . eliminates off-feed days, constipation and

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and
Ease of Operation

FEED,

COURTEOUS SERVICE ALWAYS

DO YOU KNOW

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT

That concrete made with 4 gallons of water to

FLOUR, SUGAR

as will

gallon concrete in 28 days?

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Think it over

J. B. HAM CO.

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.

A. W. MARTIN, Manager

New County Road

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL
And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

A. C. McLOON & CO.
TEL 51

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Albion Wot/on of Friendship
was guest of Mrs. Isadore Hoffses
Monday.
At the Democratic caucus the fob
lowing delegates and alternates were
elected1 to attend the State conven
tion in Portland: Mrs. Dora H. Yorke,
William R. Walter, Elmer Hahn,
Ernest Castner, Percy E. Storer as
delegates; Gardiner B. Walter, Sarah
Lash, Sanford Winchenbach, Alton
Winchenbach and Nellie Overlock,
alternates.
The Missionary Society of the Paptist Church held its March meeting
with Miss Edna M. Young, Miss Helen
Jones, vice president, in the chair.
The sum of $30 was earned by the
members during the year and each
told her experience in so doing
either in poetry or prose Readin-s
were given by Miss Mary Castner and
Mrs. Cora Winchenbach. Refresh
ments were served by the hostess. A

17 WALNUT STREET,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1

ROCKLAND

special all day meeting of the society George G. Genthner, treasurer; War
will be held Tuesday in the vestry of ren W. Creamer, Leola Oliver. Ina A.
the Baptist Church when work will Smith, Fred L. Kaler, Chester B.
be done on hospital supplies. Lunch Jones, Fred W. Scott, Ralph Miller,
will be furnished by individual mem Lydia B. Morse, Elsie Mank, Roy
Mack, Viola Kuhn, Leon A. Ludwig,
bers and coffee will be served.
Rev. Charles Titus was speaker at W. H. Crowell. G. O. Winslow, Edwin
the meeting of the Lions Club at L. Miller. Fred S. Simmons, Nellie B.
Stahl’s Tavern. The guests of honor Wallace, Gladys Winchenbach. O. E.
were four high school boys, Wilbur Ludwig, Ida C. Stahl, Marjorie Ralph,
Hilton, Sherman Vannah, Everett | Everett C. Teague, Annie L. Thomp
Achorn and Allen Reynolds, who held son, Fred A. Hovey, Annie B. Genthhighest rank in their individual I ner, Glenys Burnheimer, Ethel Ludgrades at Waldoboro High. Mr. Titus [ wig, John H. Miller. Katherine Mack,
gave an interesting and inspiring talk Sace K. Weston. Herbert A. Geele,
to the boys and the occasion was Blanche Morse, John W. Palmer,
much enjoyed by members and Hazel Ludwig. Samuel H. Weston,
guests. Thursday evening the local Charles A. Geele, Nellie Reever. BesLions attended a joint meeting with i sie Creamer, Maude C. Gay, Percy
Marcia
Blaney,
Lewis
the Rockland and Camden Clubs at I Ludwig.
i Schwartz, John T. Gay, Stephen Burthe Knox Hotel, Thomaston.
At a Republican caucus held in the ! rowes, Winfield Davis, Walter P. Quiselectmen's office the following mem ner, Sidney P. Creamer, Guy A. Levbers of the town committee were ' ensaler. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Merle
elected: Enoch B. Robertson, chair Castner, George Genthner, John T.
man; Rena D. Crowell, vice chair I Gay and Mrs. Rena D. Crowell were
man; Fred S. Simmons, secretary; chosen delegates, and Enoch Robert

• • » •

308 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

each sack of cement will be as strong in 3 days

UDDER TROUBLE.

GRAIN,

CONTRACTORS I

son, Roy Mack, Fred Simmons, Willis their home. Honors went to Mrs., town: "Richard Hall entered the
hotel business in 1920 in Bath. Later
Crowell and Miss Marcia Blaney al Annie Lane and Maurice Brown.
Mrs. Floyd Robertson and children he was in the steward's department
ternates to the State Convention in
Phyllis, Geraldine and Floyd, Jr., of the Essex Hotel, was front office
Portland, March 31.
were guests Wednesday of Mr. and cashier at the Copley Plaza of Boslon
Mrs. William Smith at East Boston. for five years, then went to Greenfield
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Jeanie Gilchrist entertained where he has been located for the past
the Star Club at her home Wednes five years. For two winters he was
At Union Church Sunday morning day.
assistant in a hotel at C.carwater,
Rev. P. J. Clifford will speak on
Mrs. Susie Small and daughter Cas Fla. He took the hotel course at
"What’s Around the Corner,” and at sie have returned home from Ston Boston University in addition to his
the evening service his subject will ington where they spent the past two many other duties. He is a member
I months with relatives.
be “That Baby."
of the M. H. A. and several allied as
A town meeting will be served in | Mrs. Susan Hopkins entertained the sociations. He won the respect of
the G.A.R. rooms March 14. There “Butterflies" at her home Friday, for everyone on the party and proved that
will be plenty of good things to cat a quilting.
he is one of the ‘comers’ in the busi
Rev. A. I. Oliver of Lewiston, Meth ness."
and those attending town meeting
should avail themselves of this op odist district superintendent, was in
At the town meeting next Monday
portunity. Chairman of arrange town this week and attended the mid there are many important articles to
week meeting of Union Church. While be voted upon and the attempt to
ments, Rev. P. J. Clifford.
Walker Fifield returned Wednesday in town he was the gue. t of Rev. cut town expenses will doubtless draw
and Mrs. P. J. Clifford at the par- . forth considerable discussion.
from Worcester, Mass.
Wilbur Strong of Thomaston has sonage.
This clipping from a Greenfield.
Depositors are people who get
been in town this week.
Mrs. Charles Kittredge and daugh- Mass., newspaper in praise of Richard scared and break a bank and then
’ ter Mrs George Geary entertained C. Hall, a former Vinalhaven boy, will cuss it for breaking.—Elizabeth
four tables of 63 Tuesday evening at j be of Interest to his many friends in I Journal.

“Save The Pieces”
We Weld ’Em

It may look like a bad bump to
you ... but don’t give up so easily.
Bring it in to us, let us make it
look like it |ust came from the
factory.
ABRAM W. NYE

Telephone 585
AUTO REPAIRS
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Knight who directed the Sund:
school through the fall.
Reports lrom Knox Hospital
Peter Hill Is drivr.g a new Chevro
that Brainerd Thurston is gaini
let truck.
Mr and Mrs. Fr;d Brcnkie of Na satisfactorily and is now able to sit l
tick, Mass., mad • a visit this week
VVES1 ROCKPORT
with Mrs. Bionkic’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Clo’igh.
Wednesday and Thursday wi
Mrs. Acel Trueworthy of Bath was
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter busy days at Rocky Pond while t
annual crop of ice was being hi
the first of the week.
Mrs. F. W. Robbins spent the week vested.
A stereopticon lecture, "Livingsti.
end in Portland.
The buzz of the sawing machine as in Africa.” was given at the chui
D. A. Sherer, Fred Keene, J. H. Ran- Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes,
lett 8nd Vesper Hall have been having
their piles of wood manufactured, re were guests Sunday of Mr. and
minded one that spring is near.
J. F Heal.
The cottage prayer meeting
Miss Mabel Oxton is In Rockland
held at Mrs. Inez Varney’s Wedn
this week nursing at V. A. Leach’s.
After a siege with grippe G. Clinton day evening.
Many from this village have
Young is out again feeling fine.
There is an open space at the lower tended the special meetings at
end of Chickawaukee Pond, caused First Baptist Church. Rockland, di
ing the past two weeks.
by the ice harvesting
’ inr
XArc Hpnrv TCpV
A welcome visitor in the village this
week has been Miss Margaret Mc-

ROCKVILLE

Every-Other-Day

CAMDEN TOWN MEETING
HARD COAL, $14.50 Only One Article Of Unusual Interest
In the 53 Which Are Offered

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Notices of Appointment

In Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices

i, Charles L. Veazie. Register of ProSTATE OF MAINE
Annual mpptin? and election of
Advertisements in this column not to
J i bate for the County of Knox, In the
Annual
meeting ana eiccuun ui , exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25
Mis. Leila Smalley and Miss Helen
To all persons interested in either of
State of Maine, hereby certify that in the
officers
of
the
Camden
Board
of
Trade
estates hereinafter named:
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Ifciadley will leave Sunday afternoon
■ *’*’’* ♦ •*♦*•*•**• —
j the following estates the persons were
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
„
.
•„
at the Y.M.C.A. Wednesday evening. tional lines five cents each for one time, I FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres. I appointed Administrators. Executors.
llor a weeks visit in Boston. They will
Camden voters will go to the polls Refre£hments wiu be served.
10 cents for three times. Six words modern buildings, pasture land. hay. Guardians and Conservators and on the in and for the County of Knox, on the
lhave rooms at the Parker House
16th day of February, in the year of our
make a line.
next Monday to pass judgment on
j apple orchards, lumber and fire wood. I dates hereinafter named:
Mrs. Richard Damery and son Al
one thousand nine hundred and
Clifton Felt. Irvin Condon. Charles
MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain ; ALFRED TOLMAN. late of North Lord
the 53 articles in the town meeting den return Sunday from Roxbury,
thirty-two. and by adjournment from
Iperry. Ted Libby. Arthur Stevens and
j St-’ Camden. Tel. 2597.___________ 21-tf 1 Haven, deceased, January 19, 1932, Frank day
to day from the 16th day of said
warrant.
The
specimen
ballot
shows
Mass
wberc
Master
Alden
has
teen
t GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with H Ingraham, of Rockland, was appointed February the following matters having
♦
|Kenneth Peyler went to Vinalhaven
the following list of nominees.
I a med(cai patjent at the Baptist Hos
I ! one year guarantee for sale. New list.
aJl^ qualified by filing bond on been presented for the action thereupon
Friday to play basketball with a team
♦
Selectmen. Assessors and Overseers pital.
, I Just out. Prices reduced on new 1932
2. 1932.
hereinafter indicated it is hereby Or
Ithcre. They made the trip by toat.
♦
of the Poor, James M. Chandler,
•
|
motors.
A.
L.
ANDERSON.
Camden.
HENRY
JAMESON, late of Vinalhaven. dered :
Gardner Lawson has returned to
The Woman's Auxiliary of Williams24*35! deceased, January 19. 1932, Leslie B.
That notice thereof be given to all
Warren B. Conant, Zelma M. Dwinal, his home in West Tremont after a
interested, by causing a copy of
BOAT 28 or 30 ft. long wanted
Jrasier Post were sponsors of a card
ONE DODGE ton truck for sale cheap. Dyer, of Vinalhaven, was appointed persons
Fred T. Heal, J. Crosby Hobbs, Ralph visit with Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wil inPOWER
this
order to be published three weeks
goM
condition
Write
‘
BOAT.*'
care
1
exch
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n
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e
formilch
Admr
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
party Thursday evening at the Le
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W.
Johnson,
Thomas
W.
McKay,
J. B. PAULSEN
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
The Courier-Gazette.
bur, Elm street.
cow. Inquire E. F. RUSSELL, 12 Knox Feb. 2. 1932.
gion rooms, with four tables in play.
Joseph W. Regnier. Myrtle B. Sher
31»lt
27-32 1 CHARLES O. ROKES. late of Thom- newspaper published at Rockland In said
Rockland,
The Monday Club met this week ~ MIDDLE-AGED woman wanted for St..nnv
that they may appear at a Pro
First honors went to Miss Katherine
i
.
j
,
aston.
deceased.
February
9.
1932.
Annie
man and Frank J. Wiley.
housework. Write M. B , care _ DR\ FITTED hard wood under cover. | t poves of Thomaston was aDDOlnted County
bate Court to be held at said Rockland.
with Mrs Peail G. Willey, High street. general
Zinn, second to Mrs. George Ludwig,
this office.
30-32 $10; Junks. $10; long. $8; soft wood (d
Town Clerk. John L. Tewksbury.
and quanned by’ fifing bond on on the 15th day of March A. D. 1932. at
[thi’-d to William Flint. The members been in operation four and a half
da?"a quannea Dy min* 0011(1 on nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
JERSEY GIANT eggs wanted mixed. $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. |
Town Treasurer, J. Hale Hodgman.
Ghibe. tl and the Baptistry Doors I at once Communicate with F L.
26-tf, ‘
....... heard thereon if they see cause.
of the
oi
me auxiliary
auxiliary did
mu not
uui sell
°cn tickets years and is being carried on along
Tax Collector, Frank P. Alexander. and
.
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n
MARGARET
MINIHAN. late of Rock“Giotto and the Campanile in i young. Friendship.
3l*lt
WAYSIDE STORE for sale. 10x12. : land, deceased. February 9, 1932, George E.
|but depended upon the loyalty of ‘he
ag wfcen first estab.
School Committee. Ralph H. HayNELSON B. COBB, late of Rockland,
Florence," was read by the hostess.
girl wanted forhoroekeeper. overI electric fights, two show cases, counter McLaughlin, of Rockland, was appoint- deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
nembers and friends^ Tno^e P«se«< . UshecL Briefly it may be outlined as den.
and
oil
stove.
$150.
MRS.
AUGUSTINE
ec
j
Admr.,
and
qualified
by
fifing
bond
The club will meet with Mrs. Marcus ' ness sarkesian. 157 Talbot Ave. *
thereof, asking that the same may be
vere Lawrence H. Dunn, M.
nrt
*°’ on same date.
•
Auditor. John L. Tewksbury.
<
follows: Bedside nursing: actual care
29*31
proved and allowed, and that letters
•Chandler Tuesday of next week.
|
31,33 NEWHALL. Ash Point.
Junn. Mrs. R. E. Dunn,
Testamentary issue to Earl McIntosh
With
one
exception
the
articles
in
SECOND-HAND
stroller
wanted,
in
DRY
hard
fitted
wood
$10.
Junks
$10.
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BENJAMIN
F
WILSON,
late
of
Cam' of the sick in the home and advice
Rehearsals
are
in
progress
for
a
’
rurner, Miss Eliza Whitney, Mrs. | to the family. School work: assist the warrant relate largely to routine
good condition. TEL. 645-W.
29-31 4-foot wood $9, delivered. M. LOFMAN. den, deceased. January 19. 1932, Bertha and Albert S. Peterson, both of Rock
land, they being the Executors named
R.
F.
D.
1.
Rockland.
Me.
Tel.
263-11.
E.
Wilson,
of
Camden,
was
appointed
OWN Boss
“>-*12 8
ieorge Ludwig. Mrs. Lucy Clark. Mrs. ing the school physician with an an affairs. The exception is Article 24. "The HiXdGU«r’reto £ presented ine Hiaaen uuesr. io oe preseniea day Local bubiness No depression sup- _________________________________27*32 Administratrix d. b. n.. and qualified in said Will, without bond.
enjamin Smalley. Mrs. Nicholas An- :
which
reads:
puHORSE two heifers, new one-horse by filing bond Feb. 11. 1932.
EDWARD B. INGRAHAM, late of
at St. Thomas parish house on the plying dally needs. Start now. Expert
kalone. Mrs. Edward Venner of Cu?h- nual physical examination
carried of
Qn all
during
"To see if- the town will accept a evenings of April 14 and 15
ence unnecessary. We finance you. Mc- work harness, contractor wagon and sec-! MARTHA J. FARNHAM, late of St. Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
for
Probate 'thereof, asking that the
ond
hand
harness
for
sale.
H
H.
WALGeorge,
deceased.
February
16.
1932.
NE85
COMPANY.
Div.
S-725.
Freeport.
conveyance
from
Mary
Louise
Bok
png, Mrs. Rodney B a ‘ :
all the year that corrective work may
. , At a meeting of the World W’ide
31-83 Ernest Rawley. of St. George, was ap same may be proved and allowed, and
31*lt DRON, 42 Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
PjnT^rs^harlerSmPh Mrs W B be accomplished: monthly examina- of five parcels of land located on the ; Quild hpld thl$ wepk Rt th(? Baptist Ill.
that
Letters Testamentary issue to Eliza
pointed
Special
Admr..
and
qualified
by
SEVEN-ROOM ho/-e for sale. bath, fine
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to sell flav
beth M. Ingraham, of Rockland, she
n was area’so-ial gather- tion of PuPils: heaIth instruction in shore front of saidCamden^bouuded Church the foliowing officers were oring
extracts after school; send for free cellar, barn, 14 acxe field, Oliver St., fifing bond on Feb. 23. 1932.
being
Executrix named in said Will,
. Gray. It was a
g
all grades. Clinics: those held during on the southwest by land owned by i ejectecl: President. Miss Louis? Dick- sample. WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO . 34 mile from postoffice. Quick sale JOHN P. BARBOUR, late of Rockland, withoutthebond.
22*31 $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St deceased. February 9. 1932. Irving G.
. ____
fnrri ! the past year were for children of J. Hugh Montgomery and Ruth M. ens; vice president. Miss Elsie Light; Sanbornville, N. H.
Tel. 1080.
18-tf Barbour, of Rockland, was appointed
GEORGE W. AMES late of Rockland,
Arthur Risteen is to mote his Tam-conferences with Perry; on the north by Atlantic ave secretary. Miss Barbara Belyea; treas
Admr.. and qualified by filing bond on deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
OUR BID FOR BUSINESS. Golden i peb jg 1932*
he fooTof GreekstreeUo'his^aTher^ i mothers- and dental clinics intended nue: on the northeast by land of urer. Miss Hazel French. "The Way
thereof, asking that the same may be
Bantam
and
Golden
Sunshine
corn.
Im1
’
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♦
EVERIN G. DAVIS, late of Friendship proved and allowed, and that Letters
to furnish aid for children unable to Cyrus H. K. Curtis, and on the of the Cross" will be presented by ♦
proved Golden Wax. Bountiful string
ouse on the St. George road.
southeast by Camden harbor, upon members of the Guild on Easter ♦
♦ less. Burpee's stringless. Dwarf Horti-1 deceased. February 16. 1932. Merle D Testamentary issue to Mirah Ames, of
meet
the
cost
of
recommended
corof Gorham, was appointed Admx. Rockland, she being the Executrix
Mrs. Clifton Morse who has been rection of defects. Social welfare cor'd’1’011 that the same be used for
t
-----~
4 cultural beans. Laxatonlan and Dwarf Files,
named in said Will, without bond.
night.
without bond.
Telephone
peas.
New
seed.
Pound
25c;
I
park
purposes,
and
be
under
the
con

uT/ “idayTh.
j work: investigating and reporting
Mrs Alice Burkett entertained the
MELVILLE P. JORDAN, late of War
5 lbs. $1. Postage extra. MAINE SEED
W. F. CLOUGH, late of Rockport, de
trol
of
the
Board
of
Trustees
of
the
Philathpa rln« Fririav nivht
PRACTICAL NURSING work desired,
P.U111VU
->
i cases of nepd. advising relief neces31*33 ren. deceased. February 16. 1932. Llzettc ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
pnilatnea class rriaay nignt
References. C. L ROACH. 132 Park St. COMPANY. 78 Elm St.. Portland.
Jordan, of Warren, was appointed thereof, asking that the same may be
Ilvde.
Camden Public Library."
CLARION range, hot water coil, C.
sary
and
dispensing
relief
when
so
Regular
meeting
of
Seaside
Chapter
Tel 441 -J
30-32
Chester Overlock who has been ill
proved and allowed, and that Letters
equipped with silent glow oil burner, Admx.. without bond
O.E.S.. Monday evening.
LELAND G. MORTON, late of St Testamentary issue to Mary L. Clough,
two bottles, two drums with faucets. In
vith intestinal grippe is much im directed.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Brewster
are
to
n
♦
of
Rockport, she being the Executrix
The major portion of the nurse's Seeds Retain Vitality
first class condition, will sell for $60. George deceased. February 16. 1932. Al
proved.
Can be seen at 67 WILLOW ST.
31*33 bert Sllngsby, of St. George, was ap named in said Will, without bond.
time
is
spent
in
actual
nursing
work,
I
entertain
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
L.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton left
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing
for Hundreds of Year3 Tewksbury, Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Cal- 1
CELIA B JAMESON, late of Union, de
but from these figures taken from her
A NUMBER of used cars, open and bond on same date.
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
?r*day /»< B°ston f°r lbe
I report a fairly accurate idea of the
closed models, for sale cheap. Terms to
When buildings are demolished, der and Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong •
thereof,
asking that the same may be
EMILY
B
REDMAN,
late
of
Thomas
A.bcrt Mank is out again, mu.h bet- (i amount
om„„n, and
Qr,rf vvariety
,rio»v nr
ho, <in*u« mnv I
» responsible parties. E D. LINSCOTT. 73 ton. deceased. February 16. 1932. Fred proved and
• - * and that Letters
of her
duties may city dwellers are astonished at the at dinner and bridge tonight.
Crescent St. Tel. 812-W.
29-31 Redman, of Thomaston, was appointed Testamentary allowed,
ler of his recent illness.
three
issue to John Swanton
Capt. and Mrs. W. F Annis of
furnished apartment of
FOUR ROOM bungalow, just off Main Admr. c. t. a., without bond.
* Jameson, of Union, he being the Execu
Capt. Eldredge, Lieuts. Slader. New- , be gained: Visits for nursing care, wonderful crops of grass and wild
More nv mircte zxt rooms to let at 49 Pleasant St
Adults
South Hanson. Mass, are guests ol onlv Lillian bicknell. 82 Limero/'k St. in Thomaston for sale. In perfect
kert and Hoffses left this morning by 1489; obstetrical care, 12; visits for in flowers tliat apitear.
EDWARD D. SPEAR, late of Rockland, tor named in said Will, without bond.
large lot of land. Many other
FRED H BURKETT, late of Rockland,
On a large piece of ground be Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur, Sea st.'_________________ 30*32 condition,
February 16. 1932, Aldana C.
auto to attend an officers' meeting of struction and demonstration. 303; so
desirable properties. DR ALLYNE W. deceased.
cial
welfare,
102;
investigation,
82;
Spear,
of Rockland, was appointed Exx.. deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
, five ROOM furnished apartment to PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
hind the buildings on the west side s^lee^Ihe C.A.C. in Portland. They will re
thereof, asking that the same may be
without bond.
Mrs. Della Clark is spending a few
good location, rent reasonable,
children accompanied to dentist, of London's Russell square, which
28-tf
turn Sunday.
GEORGIA E. WARDWELL. late of proved and allowed, and that Letters
hospital, physicians and oculists, 60. lias been boarded up for some days with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thcmi? ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main st. Tel
* * ♦ •
FOUR TOULOUSE geese and gander Camden, deceased. February 16. 1932. Testamentary issue to Jessie H Seavey,
and
later
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will
visit
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___________________________
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3 to 5 years old. A-l for breeding. Cash Edward J. Wardwell, Louis E. Wardwell, of Rockland, she being the Executrix
Beginning today, the Saturday aft The nurse assisted with tonsil opera years, one can find over a dozen ter Clark in Belmont. Mass.
i ^SE UEATTO rooms with bath, to or trade for poultry. EDWARD BI OM. both of Camden, and Ensign Otis of named in said Will, without bond.
1
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SMITH. 37 Spring St. Ash Point. Tel. 425-16.
ernoon town carrier service will be tions on four children; assisted at all species of wild flowers. These ap
30*32 Rockland, were appointed Executors,
ADDIE J. LARKIN, late of Vinal
Mr.
and
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Howard
Weed
have
°
clinics and physical examinations of
29-31
haven deceased. Will and Petition for
discontinued.
LATHE screw cutting hollow’ spindle without bond.
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! children.
Probate
thereof, asking that the same
,
4
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for
rent
four
medium
15 in. x 8 ft. $65; cord wood sawing ma
The little misses Phyllis and Nath
SIDNEY F MAKER, late of Rockland,
immediately after tlie old buildings after passing the winter in Camd?n. prlce tenements. $15. $20. $25 ernest chines
$25. saws $5. some surface planers. deceased. February 16, 1932. Clara M may be proved and allowed, and that
alie Hall are weekend guests of their
Henry Lawson and family have c. davis at Fuiicr-Cobb-Davis.
26-tf M. E. DUNN, 105 Washington Ave.. Port Maker, of Rockland, was appointed Exx.. Letters Testamentarv issue to Joseph
Dunn & Elliot Co. carries a full had been cleared away.
grandmother Mrs. A. M. Johnson in
Edwin Lindsey, of Vinalhaven. he being
Me._________________ ___________
29*31 without bond.
moved from Sea street to the Eowlev
single house to let at 8 Rorxiand
,land.
------ —
supply of the nationally advertised
the Executor named in said Will, with
We are told by some that the rent
dockland.
on Mountain street.
electric lights, toilet, garage.
MR. I HOME MADE molasses and sugar candv
HELEN M. CUMMINGS, late of Union, out bond.
Carpenter-Morton
Scf-Glos
paint.
—
seeds are carried hv birds, but it
sale, delivered anywhere in city. deceased. February 16, 1932. John J.
Services at the Baptist Church Sun adv
Mrs. A. T. Newhall left Friday for SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.28-tr . for
WILLIAM H MURPHY, late of Rock
29*31
tel. 242-M
31*33 Paul and Alice Paul, both of Camden, land.
seems more than strange that such Portland where she will visit Mr. and
day will be: Bible school at 9.45;
Will and Petition for
furnlshcd room6
were appointed Executors, without bond. Probatedeceased.
all
modern,
to
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hard
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sale.
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thereof, asking that the same
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jnent of the Law;" Y.PSCE. at 6:
burst into life by the agency of the companied by little Joan Pooler who ningham Tel. 152-M.____________3t-tf 1 under cover. DODGES MT. FARM. Tel. Rockland, deceased. February 16. 1932. Letters Testamentary allowed,
issue to James A
eople's service at 7, topic “The Un
30-35 Ensign O Wlnchcnbaugh. of Rockland Murphy, of Jamaica Plain. Mass., he
London sparrows and pigeons.
has been spending several weeks with _ two apartments in Harmon Davia! 352-24
was appointed Executor, without bond.
Mrs. Leslie C. Dean and daughter
being the Executor named in said Will,
known Soldier.”
Block. These tenements available at
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
The true explanation, says a her.
SABRA F. WITHERSPOON, late of without bond.
once, are heated. Let me show them to $10. Junks $10. W L OXTON. West
Mrs. A. M. Johnson. Mrs. Lewis Mrs. Ralph Wilson who have been ill I
Mrs. Grace Bemis entertained the you FREEMAN S. YOUNG. 163 Main Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
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deceased,
February
16.
1932.
writer
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EDWIN P ANNIS. late of Camden,
31-tf
ohnson. and Miss Hilda Foster of from pneumonia are showing satisCarrie F. Crockett, of Rockland, was sp deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Friday Reading Club this week.
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29-31
lockland spent the day recently with factory progress toward recovery at the seeds have been lying dormant
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Administratrix,
without
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thereof, asking that the same may be
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in the ground for hundreds of years,
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WILLIE D CUSHMAN, late of Frlend- proved and allowed, and that Letters
jtirs. Parley Hall. Wadsworth street, their home on West street.
hair cuts March 13.. from 9 to 12 a. m. private family, gentleman preferred S?m
vamoen._____________________________ 24 3i shlp deceased. February 16. 1932. Cora E. of Administration with the Will An
At the Federated Church tomorrow
Rockport radio listeners had the and these flowers are tlie descend at Leo's barber shop, Main street.
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TEL 96I'M____________________
POWER HOISTS for all trucks for sale. Cushman, of Friendship, was appointed nexed be issued to Z. M Dwinal. of
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Mrs. Greely Small entertained the
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ce at 11. subject “The White Side of Sunday afternoon a song written by
bodies, combination dump and stake Feb. 23, 1932.
Twilight Twelve Thursday night at DEAN 28 Washington St.. Camden
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RANDALL JUDSON CONDON, late of
ESTATE HARRIET A. MORTON, late
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Proof of this is found in an in her home on Harden avenue.
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26-tf :
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Rockland deceased. Petition for Ad
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ministration. asking that Edith M.
February
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It the home of Mrs. Davis Tuesday ' Capt. W. L. Robbins left Wednes- transplanted there by the wind, for 50th anniversary and the bovs are Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESI OTT
’ ■ Taken this twenty-third day of Febru- Keene, of Rockland, or some other suit
26-tf !
■vening to mark the birthday anni- day for Bar Harbor to take command when tlie willow herb was seeding presenting several special features. 240 Broadway.
person be appointed Admx. withe-- 1932. on execution dated the tenth able
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han at Old Orchard
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are so wonderful in their natural
day of April. 1932. at two o’clock
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26-tf in the afternoon, the following described French, of Lincolnville, Admr.
of Waldoboro. The funeral will b? mrs e. c. grant 184south Main st
At the 6.30 supper which precede^ ness that even in a photograph no held Sundav at 2 o'clock and burial Tb: S?6-M____________________ *6-«
filing for Mrs. Ecnjamin Critt;nd?n
HARNESS andGeather goods, also re real estate and all the right, title and
ESTATE CHARLES S ROBBINS, late
the regular meeting of Harbor Light difference can be detected. The ar
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« e « *
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I grandfather, repaired. Cal! and deliver. eighteenth
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The fierce, warlike gods need erty
ESTATE EUGENE M. STUBBS, late of
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LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
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My Commission Expires March 11. 1932. quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Kociation Friday evening these Chorus, sermon "The Religion of the pears on special occasions now, in been extended at values approved by the
Rockland, Maine.
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leers were elected: President. Mrs. Second Mile." Monday at 4. Boys' a smart New York home. Tlie linen National Convention of Insurance Com
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missioners.
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Class
in
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TrytoCHARLES
L. VEAZIE. Register.
Ha V. Elliot; vice president. Mrs.
damask cloth was woven by band
25-S-31
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Trie B. Singer; secretary-treasurer. help Club meets at church, in the eve- in the days when George Washing
&SON, Inc.
BS Marv E McPhail; members of ll:n8. Wednesday. Ladies Circle w.ll ton was more than a memory, and Stocks and Bonds ............... $3,107,348 15
in Office and Bank ...... 160 280 79
Tcutive 'committee for three years. I 'llePt at the parsonage: Thursday at hand woven so finely that linen ex Cash
Cemetery Memorials
Agents’ Balances ................. 199.418 16
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<
Is. Ruth R. Brackett and Myles!7- Pra>'er meeting, followed by choir perts of today marvel at it. Nar Interest and Rents ................. 17 908 00

FOR SALE

*

2

SOFT COAL, $7.75

Delivered in Rockland, Thomaston
Outside Towns 75c Extra

WANTED

Telephone Thomaston 84-2

SITUATIONS

TO LET

’ MISCELLANEOUS

Mrs. Ellen Skinner

of

liy

i

EGGS AND CHICKS

♦♦»♦
Church Notes

RECTAL DISEASES

lit

N’ursc Association Report

IMIfAimiYIU
EMBALMING

EAST UNION, MAINE

Iston. The nursing service has now : ‘'tarsal_________

LYNN RANGE BURNERS
Bear the name Lynn Products C'o. No
Etrout Insurance Agency
burner is manufactured by this
IgREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. other
company as claimed by the repre
sentative of some firms. If in doubt
Insurance in all its branches
khate Bonds
Notary Publit call or write
A. C. McI-OON A CO.
Alfred M. Strout Mcl.oon Wharf Rockland Tel. 51
Halter Strout
Stf

30-tf

row looms compelled the weavers
to make their elotli in two strips,
which are sewn together down the
middle of the table.
An interesting feature of this set
ting is that the ancient damask cre
ates a background of harmony for
the latest silver, whose design iden
tically matches the china.

Gross Assets ......................$3,484,955 10
Deduct Items not admitted .... 222 073 15
Admitted ........................... $3 262.881
LIABILITIES 'DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $49,008
Unearned Premiums ............. 598.951
All other Liabilities ............... 389.978
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.224.943

95
00
59
95
00
41

Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,262,881 95 i
31-S-371

4-tf

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washing*
Called For and Delivare*1*
Parcel Delivery Service
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R

MOTOR AMBUIANU
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served thf families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Keys made to order. Keys mane
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother. Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Price*

Crie Hardware Co.

408 MAIN ST.

Telephone

ROCKLAND
791
M-tf

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
889 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1250
56-tf

"ON MY SET”

In addition to personal notes regard-(
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart-!
ment especially desires Information of |
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE . ........ . ............ 770 or 794-W
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Every-Oth^r-Day

Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw had one
tfor
luncheon nnd bridee Wed, ror luneneon ana unuge vvta
nesday afternoon, her guests being
Mrs. Edward Gonia, Mrs. Lena K.
Sargent and Mrs. A. R. Havener.
______

Austin St. Clair of Westbrook has
Mrs. Charles Schofield gave a: been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
bridge luncheon Thursday evening, i E. Leach a few days.
when honors were carried off by Miss
Hazel Marshall, Mrs. A. R. Havener
Mrs. George Everett who has been
and Mrs. John M. Richardson.
very ill at her home at Ingraham
Hill, is gaining slowly.
Mrs. L. F. Chase was hostess to
E. Mont Perry, who is spending the
the Tango Club Thursday evening at
her home on Talbot avenue, with winter in Vinalhaven, has been in the
honors going to Mr. Chase and Mrs. city on business for a few days.
Island air is evidently agreeing with
Orrin Smith.
this veteran retired business man.
Mrs. Carrie Brown and Mrs. Mary
The postponed meeting of the Pro
Brewster are to entertain members
of Ruth Mayhew Tent Monday gressive Literary Ciub will be held
afternoon for sewing and to ‘‘patch next Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
a shirt.” Supper will be served by Cora Snow.
the hostesses and the evening will be
The YF B will meet at the home
spent socially. Members are re
minded to take some article of food of Mrs. Mildred Washburn on James
(canned goods, vegetables, fruit, pre street, Monday evening at 7.30.
serves, etc.) to be used in making up
Les Bijous met with Miss Susan
a basket for a needy family.
Spear Tuesday evening. Mrs. Ray
Mrs. Harry Brown entertained re mond E. Thompson had high score.
cently at an evening bridge luncheon.
Mrs. Austin J. Moody of The High
Mrs. Fred Collamore went to Port lands. who has been confined to her
by illness several weeks, is now
land yesterday to visit relatives and home
able to sit up about two hours each
friends for a few days.
day. She has been suffering from
strained heart muscles, and while
Merle Hutchinson was given a de there is decided improvement in her
lightful surprise party Monday eve condition, she is not yet able to re
ning as a celebration of his birth ceive callers, but finds her greatest
day, the guests being Mr. and Mrs. enjoyment and comfort during her
Bert Witham, Capt. and Mrs. F. L. shut-in hours in the numerous letters,
Green. Mr. and Mrs. C. Waldo Lowe, books, cards and other messages sent
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar, Mr. by thoughtful friends.
and Mrs. Ralph Lufkin, Miss Irene
Weymouth, Mrs. Hutchinson and son
The Sleeper Bible Class meets Mon
Richard. Luncheon and cards oc day afternoon with Mrs. George A.
cupied the time, with Mr. Lowe and Wooster, Limerock street.
Mr. and Mrs. Witham carrying off
honors.
Mrs. Elmer Teel entertained with
two tables of cards Wednesday eve
The Tuesday Night Bridge Club ning, honors going to Mrs. George
were entertained at luncheon by Mrs. Hallowell and Miss Susan Spear.
Lawrence Leach at her apartments
on James street, with Mrs. Raymond
Jasper Dav Akers and bride (Kath
Cross, Miss Beatrice Barham and erine O. Studley) of Fitchburg. Mass,
Miss Madlene
Rogers winning are guests for the weekend of Mr. and
honors.
Mrs. Fred E. Achorn. They are on
their honeymoon.
Mrs. J. O. Stevens. Miss Esther
Mrs. Ethel Snow entertained the
Nickerson, Mrs. Herman Hart, Miss
Dorothy E. Parker and Miss Mary M. Noname Club Thursday evening at
Pike motored to Lewiston yesterday her home on Laurel street. Honors
in bridge went to Miss Marie Dorgan
for the Bates tournament.
and Miss Mary Holbrook. Other
Mrs. Clarence Beverage is tiostess guests were Miss Alberta Knight,
to the Cardinal Club this afternoon. Miss Anna Richardson, Mrs. Ruth
Campbell, Miss Alice Hodgkins and
The Saturday Night Bridge Club Miss Margaret Egan.
is having luncheon at Green Gables,
Mrs. John G. Snow of Orange
with Mrs. Luella Tuttle as hostess.
street entertained at sewing Wednes
The League of Maine Coast Guard day evening.
Women is sponsoring a benefit bridge
Members of the T Club had lunch
Monday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Johnson, Grace eon at Chisholm's Spa Tuesday eve
street, with playing to begin at 8. ning and then attended Strand The
This will be the third party in a atre.
scries which is to have a capital
The Junior Harmony Club held
prize awarded at the close.
another interesting meeting Wed
The lesson in
Mrs. R. H. Britt entertained Thurs nesday evening.
day evening at her home on Summer 1 musicianship, on ear training, was
street, among the guests being Mr. conducted by Mrs. Faith G. Berry,
and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Portland. . who also had charge of the short
Honors in bridge were won by E. L. chorus rehearsal. Mrs. Leola Noyes
Toner, Mrs. Sumner Perry and Mr. played as the final numbers in the
music memory contest "Scoth Poem"
Talbot.
by MacDowell and “Serenata" by
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons Moszkowski. A letter from the State
have gone to Winthrop, Mass., where junior counsellor was read, announc
they will spend the month of March ing the hymn, rhythm band and
harmonica band contest to be con
with relatives.
ducted in Portland the latter part of
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess to May, the program, which was short
the Thursday Auction Club at picnic ened, due to illness, included a piano
solo, “The Christmas Tree Marche”
dinner.
(Garde) by Ruth Thomas; a violin
Mrs. W. R. Gill who has been seri solo, ‘‘Moonlight Waltz" (Sparrow)
ously ill in a Boston hospital is re by Flora Hooper, with Geneva
ported as showing definite improve Hooper at the piano; and a paper on
‘‘English Opera” by Esther Shapiro.
ment.

OBSERVED TEMPERANCE DAY
Mrs. Ernest Gamage entertained
formally at luncheon and bridge
ednesday evening, the occasion Pupils Of Purchase Street Schools
Present An Interesting Program
rving as birthday observances for
rs. Harold Coombs and Albert
Temperance Day was observed at
uptill. Green and white decora
ms were used artistically, and two the Purchase Street School with this
rthday cakes—one made by Mrs. program:
image and the other by Mrs. Ero
“America" and the Twenty-third
mm—graced the table.
Psalm, school; Frances Willard's
Pledge, Loleta Knight; quotations,
The Shakespeare Society meets j Shirley Allen, Dorothy Widdecombe,
Monday evening at the home of Mrs. Priscilla McGraw, Robert Stevens,
Ella Buffum, with Miss Lucy Rhodes Oscar Malburg and Robert Rogers;
as program leader. Act V of “The song, girls of grade four; poem,
Barretts of Wimpole Street" will bc Beverly Bowden; roll call, grade
read, and papers will be presented by four; song, “Our Heroes,” grade
Mrs. Helen Orne. Mrs. Maud Blodgett three; exercise, "Courage." Almon
and Miss Helen York.
Young and Beverly Harmon; moral
code for boys and girls, James
A 13-table bridge party was con Moulaison and Floyd Young; dia
ducted under the auspices of Group 5 logue, “Boy Wanted,” Russell Wil
of the Congregational Church Wed liamson and Sumner Waldron.
nesday evening at the home of Miss
Poem, "When I Grow Up," Jennie
Helen D. Perry, North Main street.
Thompson; story, “A Wise Bird,”
Dorothy Banks;
poem,
Robert
The Moonlight Auctioneers were Smalley; story, “A Brave Boy,” Trafentertained at luncheon and bridge ton Sprowl; poem, “The Temperance
Wednesday evening by Miss Esther Bear.” Maxine Cheyne; reading,
Ahlberg. Winners were Miss Lenore "What Shall I Drink,” Virginia
Benner, Miss Madlene Rogers, Miss White; exercise, “Apple Teetotalers,”
Gladys Bowen and Mrs. Ethel Suke- Priscilla McCaslin, Richard Sullivan.
forth.
Evelyn Seavey, Helen Searles and
Donald Payson; reading, “When I
John A. Snow who has been in Am a Man," Milton Robarts; poems,
Florida for the past three months Donald Kalloch, Richard Seaman,
arrived home yesterday.
Linwood Harmon, Richard Thomas,
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot Barbara Boardman, Dorothy Foley,
Thompson, William Vinal,
of Portland are guests over the week Margaret
Ercell Widdecombe, Harold Gregory,
end of Mrs. David Talbot.
Kenneth Payson, Juanita French
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Bowley were and Ruth Hatch.
Broom and Brush Brigade, Rich
hosts to the Friday Night Club at
ard Achorn, Louise Smith, Phyllis
supper and cards.
Shaw, Kathleen Weed, Alice Pinker
In the report of the Lady Knox ton and Gloria Mills; exercise, James
Chapter, D.A.R. meeting last Monday ' Johnson, Seward Dinsmore, Maisie
the name of Mrs. Eva Wisner as one Johnson and Edward Roberts; poem,
of the hostesses was inadvertently “What's Good For Me,’ Rosemari
i Conti; song “How I Grow," subomitted.
’ primary class; dialogue, "Mistress
The Methebesec Club will meet Mary." Merton Wall and Elizabeth
next Friday afternoon, at the-home j Robishaw; poem, “Little Miss Mufof Mrs. Angelica Glover, w’hen a fett,” sub-primary class; poem,
program on “Irish Music” will be | “Milk,” Clementine Conary; talk to
presented under the chairmanship of the school, Miss Alena Young of
Mrs. Irene Walker. Miss Anna W.C.T.U.; Flag salute, school.
Coughlin as guest speaker will have
Gandhi has gained two pounds in
(as her subject “Ireland and Irish
Music." At this meeting the annual prison, and Mr. Hoover has lost
reports will be heard and such busi twenty-seven pounds in the White
ness as is usually conducted at the House. The Germans refuse to worry
annual meeting will be taken care of. about debts, and Germany’s creditors
The subject for study next year will walk the floor at night. What a world,
what a world!—New York Times.
also be decided upon.

fr

B. P. W/S NOTABLE MEETING

THE VALUE OF GREENS

Which Featured Local Observance of National Business
Women’s Week—Mrs. Gay Guest Speaker

Sulphur and Molasses Been
Getting the Credit That
Belongs To Them

You’ll enjoy stopping at
this ultra-modern buteL

Dandelion greens — and other
Located “a step irom
National Business Women’s Week I of a wider education for women. A spring greens for that matter—come
Broadway”, overlooking
saw Rockland's chief observance, few words were devoted to the im- at the time of year that grandmother
world-renown Times
Thursday evening at the meeting of portance of club life, the valuable
Square. The city's most
the local BPW Club, one of the ban accomplishment gained by group used to dose the family with sulphur
interesting places, thea
ner events of that organization. work, strengthened by State and Na and molasses. So it was, according
tres, smart shops, busi
I Mrs. Maud Clark Gay of Waldoboro, tional Federations, the "mothers.” to a distinguished authority on foods,
ness centers are all near*
Nothing has created so much secretary of the State Federation of Pithy reference was made to the that sulphur and molasses got the
by.-. 1400 outside rooms,
interest in local radio circles as Women’s Clubs, and a former direc younger generation, and the opinion credit, while dandelions did the
each with a private balh
the unannounced visit of Hobble tor of the ninth district, was honor was expressed that here lies the so work.
ltubandahower),aradio ''INW
Stevens, the “villain" of the Steb guest and speaker of the evening. lution of the present day problems, In other words, says the Bureau
and servidor. Note sur
bins Boys’ nightly program. Mr.
Supper was served in cabaret the young people with their courage of Home Economics of the U. S. De
prisingly moderate rates.
Stevens (or Humphrey, if we are style under the direction of Mrs. ■ and daring, their sureness and alert partment of Agriculture, the appe
to give him his real name) came Maud Hallowell and Mrs. Annie ! intelligence. A plea was made for tizing dish of spring greens which
SINGLE 83-8.T.r,d-(t I
on to Bo: ton from New York, with O'Brien, with Misses Dorothv Harvie I the older women to help the young ( grandmother served, cooked no doubt
iwmu. 81-85-btt
the intention of making a trip and Harriet Baird serving. The head people to carry on the traditions of ' with salt pork or bacon fat, was
down or.to the Cape. “Why don't table, at which sat Mrs. Gay, Mrs. their ancestors, to develop respect for what the familyneeded in the spring
you run up into Maine,” advised Exie Perry, president, Mrs. Gladys the law, devotion to home and city I and not the dose of medicine. For
Lawrence L. Winship, editor of Morgan and Miss Margaret Stahl, and loyalty and patriotism for coun- winter foods they had depended
the Sunday Cjlobe, And to Maine guests, was laid with a white cloth try and flag.
i largely on the vegetables stored in
came Hobble Stevens, hatless, well
MOUITON
The entire subject was splendidly j
cellar, and these for the most J
44 n> 45 st..
had as a centerpiece a large
tanned, and the picture of good and
Manager
of green carnations. The other worked out, and Mrs. Gav's manner i Part were roots' which Srow underet«HiAvo.,N.V.
health and geniality. He had bowl
were laid with cloths in keep of presentation held her hearers ab- 1 ground and away from the -sun. By
hazy notions about going up to tables
1 springtime the family felt the need
ing
with
St. Patrick's Day sea sorbed.
Buckspoit, locale of the Stebbins son, and the
WASHINGTON OBEYED
Mrs. Morgan, with Miss Stahl at' of something to “thin the blood;"
had
small
vases
of
green
Boys’ sketches, but he found carnations. Other decorative ideas I the piano gave a group of Irish songs I whereupon the sulphur and molasses
Rockland so much to his liking,
An Incident In Which the General
keeping with the season were car including “The Rose of Tralee,” came down off the shelf.
that he concluded to spend his in
In reality, food scientists explain, Figured On Eve of Yorktown Battle
ried
out.
Touches
of
green
appeared
by
Glover,
“
The
Little
Irish
Girl,
”
by
vacation here,
in the menu which afforded cold Lohr. “The Foggy Dew,” by C. Vin the family needed certain food sub
The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
ham, potato salad garnished cent Milligan and “Danny Boy,” ar stances which are not abundant in
Mr, Stevens was in legitimate baked
most of the root vegetables. These Mrs. A. D. Bird of 40 Camden street
CO HAND IN HAND
green peppers and cucumbers, ranged by Wetherley.
drama many years before going with
are not present in sulphur
into radio, and he recalls two green peas, citron relish, hot rolls, | The final event of the evening was substances
for
the
appended
newspaper
clipping,
Buy From The Guy
cakes with green icing, vanilla the presentation of the playlet, “The at all. and are present only in small which is apropos of the Bi-Centen
previous visits to Rockland, one small
IVho Can Buy From You
quantities
in
molasses.
But
they
are
of the Emblem,” with this
with “Quo Vadis," and the other ice cream with shamrock center, and I Meaning
nial year.
CARBON SALESBOQKS
cast: Victory, Miss Margaret Crock- abundant in dandelion greens, turnip
• ♦ ♦ 4
with “The Man on the Box.” To coffee.
Mrs. Gay was presented with a' ett of Camden; Scroll of Learning greens, mustard, beet tops, poke
Or Specialty Printing ”
those who have taken a keen dis
One winter evening in the year of
salad,
kale,
collards,
chard,
water

for Any Purpose \
like to Hobble Stevens in charac dainty Colonial corsage, and before Miss Loana Spearin; Mercury, Mrs. cress, broccoli, spinach, cabbage—all our Lord 1809 the major told this
ter, it is a source of special delight the opening of the formal program Julia Shattuck; Public and Interna greens in fact.
story:
to find that in real life he is a a messenger boy appeared with a tional Relations, Mrs. Exie Perry and
“It happened this way," he began,
• •
man of such charming person box of roses for Mrs. Emily Stevens, Mrs. Agnes Louraine. Announcers, Nowadays the• •housewife
does not "I was sent by Washington on a
ality and evtrybodv hopes that the club’s efficient treasurer, who was not visible to the audience, included have grandmother's winter
food foraging expedition. It was before
he will reappear in Rockland dur celebrating her birthday Thursday. Mrs. Clara Johnson, Miss Doris problem, so sulphur and molasses
at Yorktown."
ing the summer, perhaps as guest The gift was from the club. While Hyler. and other members of the are out of date. Green foods are theThebattle
major’s eagle eye scanned the
artist at a public entertainment. the tables were being cleared, there club. The playlet closed with the ef- shipped at all seasons to the parts face of his attentive listeners. Every
was chorus singing with Mrs. Mar- , fective singing of the emblem beneone of the company had been an ,
I came across a new station guerite Johnson at the piano.
I diction ‘‘Blessed Be the Tie That of the country where they do not officer in Gen. Washington's army.
grow,
and
fewer
families
need
to
be
Thursday night—WINS of New
Mrs. Gay's topic was “Public Rc- Binds."
Together they had fought in every j
York operating on 1180 kilocycles, lations,” a subject which she handled Those present were: Mrs. Emily without "greens" in winter. For that battle
Bunker Hill to the cap
and presenting a program by The with wisdom and skill. The brief in- Stevens. Mrs. Bertha French Mrs. matter, turnip greens, and some of ture offromCornwallis
at Yorktowq—
Wandering Minstrel.
troduction contained a warm tribute I Agnes Lotvaine. M!rs. Exie Perry, the other more hardy kinds, can be strong of feature, brave of bearing,
••• •••
to the work of. the BPW Clubs, par-: Mrs. Regina Chisholm, Mrs. Anna had1 from the family garden in many their snow white cues falling on vel
The Chevrolet Hour broke its ticularly along constructive lines. Fish. Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs. parts of the country most of the year.
collars, white ruffles at their
At Stews
four-year record Thursday night and the importance of the National Mona McIntosh. Mrs. Julia Shattuck. Properly speaking, "greens" is the vet
wrists, knee breeches, leggings and
term
for
all
green
leafy
vegetables,
when it presented a soprano.
Federation of Business and Profes- : Mrs. Emma Carver, Miss Loana
the
quaint
buckled
shoes
of
colonial
Women’s Clubs, which, with! Spearin, Mrs. Clara, Johnson, Mrs. lettuce and other salad greens as times.
The announcement i.n this sional
its 1325 branches and membership of 1 Evie Perry, Miss Relief Nichols, Miss well as the leaves that are cooked.
There was bluff old Rufus Putnam,
-und ,[ its PRINTING
column that Hobble Stevens was approximately 60.000. is the largest! Frances Hodgdon, Miss Margaret To grandmother, however, and to whose
engineering skill on Dorches
in Rockland created as much in national organization of business Crockett, Mrs. Shirley Rollins. Mrs. many people nowadays, “greens'' are ter Heights
.
Dqn t Forget.
enabled Washington to '
terest as if a Presidential can women ti the world. Harking back Emma Martin, Miss Doris Hylcr. Mrs. the green leaves of plants such as drive the British
from Boston; brave
didate had struck town, and he to
dandelion,
mustard,
or
spinach,
and
days of 1837 Mrs. Gay outlined Emma Harvie. Mrs. Katherine Boynlittle Com. Whipple, who gave birth
was immediately the recipient of thethe
life women of that time ; ton, Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, Mrs. the green tops of beets and turnips; to the American navy by offering the
telephone calls. Accompanied by led, confined
when they had no liberties Annie Collamore, Miss Margaret in other words, the greens which first defiance to England on the sea,
the editor of “On My Set” Mr. whatever, not even being permitted' Robinson, Mrs. Florence McCarty, were usually cooked.
Stevens paid a visit to the insur
Then along came salad. Cold slaw and the commanding figure of Rob- ;
attend educational gatherings, Miss Elizabeth Hannigan, Miss Ethel
ance office of E. C. Moran & Co. to
had
always been popular, but a ert Oliver, who erected the first saw
no voice in money or property Payson. Mrs. Hilda Clayter. Mrs.
Thursday, and the radio star was having
salad
course at dinner was a new and grist mill in Ohio, together witli
matters, and unable to defend their Maude Pillsbury, Mrs. Margaret Marobviously amazed as well as own
idea
some
30 years ago. Presumably Jonathan Devol, one of the first ship
reputation.
The | gerson. Mrs. Maud Sherer, Miss Evein the western country.
pleased at the intimate knowledge gradual personal
it
was
no
accident
that salads came builders
awakening of women was re lyn Sherer, Miss Esther Nickerson,
Striking, even in this distinguished
shown by the members of the viewed, and
in
about
the
time
that
food
special

was paid to the Mrs Delilah Cunningham, Mrs. June
gathering, was the major. He was a
staff in the Stebbins Boys’ pioneers who tribute
ists learned the relation of green lineal descendant of Gov. Bradford of
launched the first seed Kalloch.
sketches, which, by the way, are
foods to health.
colonial Massachusetts. He stood
written five weeks in advance of
MON.-TUES.
At first it was for their mineral
their delivery. While Mr. Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby were en content—calcium and iron especially high in Washington's esteem, and
WARREN
shared
the
friendship
of
Lafavette.
is mainly identified with this
tertained Wednesday evening by Mr. —that greens were considered most
group, he also appears occasion
and Mrs. E. S. Spear at a lobster sup valuable. Now it is for their min He never failed to hold his audience,
"Quilt
Craft"
will
be
the
subject
for
and he had it now.
ally in the Soconvland sketches,
per in honor of the birthday anni
and instruction at the all- versary of Mrs. George Counce. Later eral together with their vitamins.
“We were reconnoitering, in West
and was the skipper in The discussion
day meeting of the Farm Bureau the other members of the Twelve Club In a balanced diet, green leafy vege moreland county, Virginia,” he con
Gloucester Fishermen, presented March
tables
supply
most
of
the
vitamin
A
17
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Olive
a few weeks ago, and for which „ . , with
A HANDSOME
... a picnic
. . dinner
,.
pretty gifts
for and vitamin C. They also furnish tinued; “I chanced upon a fine t-am
at. noon. appeared
" __ with several
,
?
of horses hitched to a plow; they
there are so many requests for a Peabody,
Thncn
whn
tetn
the
h0I10r
B
UeSt
'
The
gening
WBS
MAN
vitamin
B
and
vitamin
G.
Those who attend are asked to take pleasantly spent at cards, prizes going
were driven by a slave.
a repeat.
Two of the vitamins, however, B
quilt pieces including white goods, to Clarence Spear, Mrs A. V. McIn
“Finer animats I have never seen.
PAUL
and C, are easily destroyed in cook When my eyes had feasted on their
sewing equipment, espe tyre and Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby.
“Bine Danube,” as rendered bv white thread,
ing. Therefore some of the foods beauty I cried to the driver, ‘Helio!
scissors, some paper for pat
a Berlin, Germany orchestra, and cially
Preceding the meeting of the S. ol
tern cutting, and each one a square V. Auxiliary last Tuesday, dinner was that contain these vitamins should good fellow. I must have your horses.
brought to this country over short foot
batting. Anyone interested in served by the housekeepers. During often be served raw, according to They are the very animals I have
(courtesy Para
wave, formed an interesting fea this ofwork
nutritionists. Raw cabbage, either been looking for.’
is welcome to attend
mount Pictures)
ture in the I ueky Strike program
the
evening
several
good
readings
shredded for salad, or dressed as cold
“The black man showed his teeth
Thursday night. The reception whether a member of the Farm Bu were given and two applications lor slaw,
SIDNEY
is especially rich in vitamin C.
was quite good, but had that reau or not.
membership were received. The next All the salad greens—lettuce, ro and rolled up the whites of his eyes
while
he
put
the
lash
to
the
horses
peculiar tone which you instinct
The evening of March 17 is the date 1
FOX
and meeting will take place maine, endive, escarole, watercress, and turned up another furrow in the
ively expect when a foreign coun set for the plays to be given by the dinner
March 22 with Mrs. Martha Walts, celery, parsley—are good. The green rich soil. I waited until he had fin
LEWIS
try comes in. The political forum girls of La Dorkasa Klubo and the Miss Winnie Winslow and Miss Ida
leaves, however, are much richer in ished the row, then I threw back my
speaker was Senator Joseph T. Boys’ Ciub. One, a farce, entitled Stevens
STONE
vitamins than are the bleached cavalier cloak.
Robinson of Arkansas, who at "Mr. and Mrs. Borrow,” carries this There ashashousekeepers.
been the sound of much leaves and stems. A salad with green
“
Better
see
missis,
better
see
from
Ihe
tacked this country’s tariff policy. cast: Mr. Borrow, Marshall While; hammering on the smelt stands on
missis.” he cried, wiping his hand to
Brock Pem
Mrs. Borrow, Dorothy Sidelingcr;
banks of the river below the dam. leaves of lettuce, raw carrots sliced the south, where beyond cedar ■
berton stage
or grated, or with tomatoes, is rich
“Life On the Moen,” an opera Sofia Borrow, Vivian Cousins; Mrs. the
Another
sign
of
spring.
hit by Pres
by the 18th century master, Josef Wiggin. Katheryn Starrett; Lina, There was a rehearsal Tuesday in at least four of the essential vita growths rose the towers of a fine old
Virginia mansion.
ton Sturges.
IJavdn, the score of which was maid to the Borrows, Hilda Anderson; evening at O E.S. hall of the officers mins—A, B. C and G.
“I turned up the carriage road, and
Produced
found recently in Germany, after Mehitablc March, neighbor, Betty to preside next week at Past Matrons'
by Carl
having been lost for nearly a Moody; Detective, “Spottem." An and Patrons' night. March 18. Sup Cooked greens, especially spinach, soon my hand was on the brass
La'minle,
century nnd a half, will be broad drew Connell; Dr. Finch, Kenneth per will be served at 6 by the com turnip tops, and collards are rich in knocker. Instantly the door swung
cast in part from 1 to 1.45 p. m.
Jr. Directed
The other is a two-act farce mittee, Alice Brown, Eleanor Barrett, vitamins A and G, but precautions back on its ponderous hinges, and
Sunday, from Schwerin, Germany. Cousins.
by JOHN
"Her Awful Aunt," the characters: Grace Campbell. Ruby Kalloch, Eliza must be taken to retain their vita the majestic form of a woman filled
STAIII,.
Mrs. Hazelton, Doris Bowley; Alice beth Munsey, and Laura Brackett. mins B and C. To do this, and to the empty space.
'Madam,' said I, dropping my hat
The second act of Nikolas Hazelton, Pauline Starrett; Frank The 38th anniversary of this chapter hold the mineral values, the Bureau
Presented
bi
Rimsky-Korsakov’s opera “Sadko” Hazelton, Elmer Jameson, Jr.; Carrie will also be observed following the of Home Economics gives the follow and visibly overcome by her dignity,
CARL
'I
have
come
to
claim
your
horses
in
will be broadcast through WEEI Benton, sweetheart of Frank, Vivian I supper.
LAEMMLE.
ing directions for cooking greens:
at 3 this afternoon.’
After thorough washing, put the the name of the government.’
Cousins; Aunt Matilda Johnson.
Chester Wyllie sang last Sunday aft
“
‘
My
horses?
’
she
bent
UDon
me
Packard; Pete, colored serv ernoon at the concert given by the greens in a small quantity of boiling eyes born to command. 'Sir, you
Hobble Stevens was taken in Florence
ant of the Hazeltons, Gerald Brown; Kr.ox County Men’s Chorus at the salted water. Cook without a cover, cannot have them; my crops are out
hand by ex-Scnator Arthur B. Mr.
a crook, Kenneth Cous Universalist Church in Rockland. for as short a time as possible to and I need the horses In the fields.’
Packard yesterday and in the ins; Wallace,
Dave, his accomplice, Andrew Those attending from Warren were make the greens tender but still firm.
“ ‘I’m sorry,' said I. 'but such are
course of a motor ride found him Connell; Warren police force, Mar
The small quantity of water is rec the orders of mv chief.’
self greatly impressed with the shall White and Dana Smith, Jr. Raymond Hdrt, Louis Robinson, Arn ommended
because some of the min
“ 'Your chief? who is your chief?'
scenery in the vicinity of Mr. There will be specialties between the old Robinson, Harold Overlock. How eral and vitamin
values will be lost she demanded,
with restrained
Packard's, home, notably the Juni acts. Those who remember the play ard Welch. Jr.. David Oxton, Roger if there is so much
water that the warmth.
per Ilill section and Chiekawaukie put on last year by these same toys Teague, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, greens must be drained.
Some
“ 'The commandcr-in-chicf of the
Maurice Wyllie, Virginia Wyllie and
l ake. At the Paokard home he
greens—spinach and young dande American army—Gen. George Wash
and girls will know something of the Mrs, Eva Cogan.
had an Interesting talk with pleasure
lions
—
will
need
no
cooking
water
to
be
anticipated.
ington.' It was now my turn to be
The work committee of the Baptist
Capt. Holbrook former lightkeepRev. H. I. Holt conducted the Church met Thursday afternoon with except that which clings to the leaves grandiose. I squared my shoulders
er at Matinicus, and a visit to the funeral
after
washing.
Cooking
without
a
services
at
Camden
Friday
while a smile of triumph softened the
Miss Tena McCallum, and accom
general store at West Rockport
of the late James C. Morse, plished much in the way of sewing. cover will help to keep the color of sternness of her handsome face.
gave him “a great kick." He also afternoon
the
greens.
died March 9.
“ 'Tell George Washington,’ she
They were served a delicious supper
vis’ted a Rockport shut-in and who
Greens are sometimes cooked in said, 'that his mother said he could
Four children were taken to Dr. by the hostess at 6 o'clock.
delighted the latter with a short Dickey
at Camden Thursday by Mrs.
dramatic recital. He found that Frank Rowe
Miss Edna F. Boggs and Mrs. Ella milk, which adds to the food value, not have her horses.’
and Miss Grace Law Cunningham
“Humbled to the dust," laughed the
TODAY
>hc people of that section were all rence for dental
entertained
jointly because the milk with its own food
work at the clinic. seven tables of bridge Wednesday aft value, plus that cooked out of the major, “I turned away convinced that
SLIM
SI
’MMERVILLE
profoundly interested in the Steb
bins program, and everybody Money to finance it was donated by ernoon from 2 to 5 at the home of the greens, is served in the same dish. I had discovered the source of mv
In
When cooked with meat, greens chief's decision and self-command.’’
want-d to know what became of the Dorcas circle of King's Daugh latter. Inexpensive prizes were given should
“RACING YOUTH”
be put in the cooking water
“Did you report to Washington?"
the S500 cheek. Mr. Stevens left ters Dr. Stephenson’of Union usual the holder of the highest score at
this morning for hts home in ly does this work for Warren children tach table, by the way of novelty, and after the meat itself has cooked. asked a hero of Brandywine.
“Yes," said the major.
Fh'shing. L. I., whollv oelightcd but his services were unavailable on each had the privilege of choosing Otherwise they will be overcooked.
that date.
“What did he say?”
with his visit to Rockland.
from wrapped packages passed by one
At the monthly missionary meeting of the hostesses on a fine old fash
“With one of his rare smiles the
PARK THEATRE
A Paramount Publix Theatre
father of his country reverently
The Stebbins Boys' program, at the Montgomery rooms Wednesday ioned “waiter” or brass tray.
commencing next Monday, will afternoon 16 ladies had the opportu Mrs Howard A. Welch, Mrs. Nelson "Strictly Dishonorable,” one of the bowed his head.”
go on the air at 7.3(1 over WBZ nity of listening to Rev. Helen Carl Moore and Mrs. Laura Seavey were season's most captivating romantic
and WJZ. instead of WEEI.
son of Portland, field worker for the among those who attended the comedy dramas, comes for Monday
W.C.T.U., in an enthusiastic address evangelistic services in Rockland and Tuesday. With a record of
By all means have a referendum illustrating the work of that organi Tuesday afternoon and evening at nearly three years on the New York
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
before declaring war. Then let those zation in various places throughout the First Baptist Church.
stage, and a season in London, this
who want it pav for the darned the United States. One story'of par
scohisticated story has been adapted
thing.—Chico (Cal.) Record.
ticular interest was that of a teacher
for the screen by Universal, and in
WALDO BORG
in a certain district who found that
-r
George Doe and daughter Fern and its motion picture form features a
the mothers as well as the fathers of
cast headed by Paul Lukas, Sidney
the children were in the habit of im Miss Evelyn Collins of Windsor were Fox and Lewis S. Stone. Also in
bibing. Pamphlets were distributed guests of Mr. Doe's cousin, Mrs. Jen cluded in the list of players are Wil
and speakers sent, impressing upon nie Benner, Tuesday at Ka'.er’s Cor liam Ricciardi and George Meeker,
them that the first requisite of Chris ner. '
who appeared in the New York pro
tianity and right living was temper
IN
duction of the play, and are here
ance, with a result that the commu
seen in their original roles. The pic
nity is at present a model of respecta
ture was directed by John M. Stahl,
bility. Rev. Carlson urged upon the
,.. All you’ve hoped for in a
whose recent successful pictures in
listeners the need for upholding the
Cough Drop—medicated with
clude “A Lady Surrenders" and
laws, especially the 18th Amendment.
“Seed,” and has been widely ac
ingredients of |
Mrs. Reta Coburn reported that the
claimed by reviewers in Los Angeles
reading
contest
was
rated
300
points,
Such Good Food
and New York as well as here.—adv.
▼ VapoRub
that there were four more weeks be
fore the reports would be sent to the
NUFF SAID
State head, and that she had more
books in her possession to lend for
All Home Cooking further reading.
Special School Children’s Show Tuesday
Specials Served Daily
Mrs. Annie Watts left Thursday
For
Reliable
and
Complete
Elec

at 4 o’clock
morning for Brockton, Mass., where
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
trical
Service
of
Any
Kind
she will be the guest of her daughter
First Class Work at Fair Prices
Mrs. Paul Gilman for a week.
ALL MAKES OF SETS
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
A Paramount
Home of Para
‘ Ladies of the O.E S. Circle will meet
next Tuesday at 2 o'clock with Miss 585-7 Main St., Rockland, Maine
Opposite Perry's Market
Publix Theatre
mount Pictures
R.
W.
TYLER
Established 1920
M. Grace Walker, and are requested
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
PHONE 58-23
Telephone 721
take their work.
Service: 5 A. M. to 7 P. M. to Mr.
23-tf
and Mrs. George Counce and I

Loyalty
Success
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
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tionalist Church. Afterward the club
retired to the home of Mrs. James
Robertson for regular meeting. Two
anniversaries were celebrated and I
birthday cakes cut by the young
ladies honored, refreshments served j
and a good time continued with pre
sentation of gifts. Three cheers were ;
given Mrs. Robertson as hostess of the j
day and a good time was reported bv
all.

, Barney Oldfield Getting Ready To Race Again??

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

Those who attended the concert I music is a wonderful help in the
Saddleback Ledge
| last Sunday given by the Knox [ treatment of the mentally afflicted,
Keeper
W.
W.
Wells
who
had
been
rier-Gazette
to
find
out
what
they
Hendricks Head
County Men’s Chorus can well be and has been used by distinguished
called home to Lubec by sickness and
News from North Haven is eager are doing at the other stations.
lieve that it is one of the outstand specialists in the field of mental hy
Mrs. Everett Quinn, wife of the first two deaths of members of his family,
ly looked for by each member of the assistant keeper is still at Red Beach . arrived at the light at 11 a. m. Feb. 19
ing musical bodies in this locality, giene.”
one that we all can be justly proud
keeper’s family.
with her mother who is ill.
after being delayed in Vinalhaven 36
SWING LOW, SWEET CHARIOT"
I of. S. T. Constantine as director
Harvard and Maurice Beal set a j hours by winds and seas. He could
Royal Luther, known to all the old
! achieves excellent results with this ; I hear her singing at her work.
er light keepers, and as assistant su gang of traps around the Rock and on ! n°t make a landing that day so had
i group of men drawn from Rockland That swart. mysterious
perintendent one of the most popu Columbia Ledge Feb.25 but owing to to take out suDplies and mail on the
I and the neighbonng towns, ine would be astonished if she knew
bad weather they have been unable to . tee side of the rock, then took aboard
lar members of its personnel within tend them as yet.
i chorus k well balanced, with fine That I. with ease and time to spare,
I Second Assistant Keeper E. H. Mathie,
tonal quality, and exceptionallyf clear i Have ^env.ed her ^a^
the history of the first district, attend
Spring cleaning in the quarters is landed Keeper Wells, and Mr. Mathie
diction, a point that many a chorus o d-time religion, simple faith,
ed town meeting. Both Mr. and Mrs. well under way and all are looking rowed aboard the trawler that
I of far greater prestige “falls down Goes Joyfully to church each night,
forward to suitable weather for out- brought Mr Wells from Vinalhaven.
Luther will be returning here soon.
Believes without a struggle all
Mr. Mathie was enroute to Dennys
ofttimes. It is hoped
that the The
preacher uetta
tells uei
her ui
of vile
the llKIiL
light
,
jacavuci
All were interested in the familiar side work.
ville for 16 davs' leave with his fam
Chorus Will continue to thrive, ana That shines In Heaven. She knows right
names from Peaks Island mentioned
ily,
having
been
delayed
by
Keeper
grow
to
even
more
generous
proporj
From
wrong
—
a
thing
that
puzzles
me.
Indian Island
by R. D. Sterling of Portland Head.
Wells' absence He returned March
tions. Mr. Constantine is always |h®s sings and works and works
A
fresh
breeze
here
Wednesday,
and
und
glad to discuss membership with any 1 u sings.
The baby boy he thought so sturdy is quite cold. Monday of this week the 6 No one had been off this rock since
Feb.
19
owing
to
bad
weather.
AlaHow
gladly
I
would
scrub
and
wash
the
man
Interested
in
singing.
now nearly six feet tall, and the girls barometer was down to 28.55, the low
grease
mander Alley, first assistant, left the
are young ladies. They have now all est Keeper Reed has seen it since he station March 9 for 16 days’ leave
From many dishes Just to know such
Many in the audience last Sunday
peace.
came here. Mr. and Mrs. Reed and with his familv at Beals Island.
completed high school.
—Bv Claire McClure (ln Good House
noted with interest the presence of
keeping).
Town meeting this year passed very t daughter went to Rockland Saturday
It has been rough here for the past
Dr. Samuel Tibbetts In the chorus.
♦ ♦ • •
harmoniously. Soutnport, like North a"d the keeper saw Capt. Lawrie of few (javs. All have been busy cleanDr. Tibbetts in days gone by figured
Haven, is not one of those parsimoni Linalhaven, an old friend he knew in? and painting, starting work Fab
Alfred Human of the radio page
in
all
the
prominent
musical
activi

?3 and it is now weU under wav
ous and "pinch penny economy" when on Saddleback Light.
ties of Rockland and vicinity, and of Musical Courier says that Lily
Keeper Reed has not dene much on T}pS station has to be cleaned and
towns whose sole object is to keep
even though 80 years have passed Pons’ listeners on the air can get
taxes to the lowest possible notch. ! sFr!n* wark ye' as
bas been cold. painted outside and in once a year,
over him, his voice still possesses that only a scant notion of her true
ard
he
has
gone
to
Rockport
everv
from dome to the cellar which is
And like North Haven, it has pros
rich quality which marked him as an beauty of tone. The fault seems to
dav
to
see
his
father
William
Reed
whitewashed, and 50 gallons of wood
pered through its broad policy. In
exceptional bass. It was a joy to all rest somewhere in the mechanical
who
is
86
years
o'd
and
in
poor
preservative are used for breakwater
cluding both Squirrel and Capitol
his friends to hear him again.
I limitation of "picking up" a voice of
hea'th.
He
is
getting
better
however
and platforms.
Islahds, it is becoming more and more
• • • »
j this tessitura.
At that, the Pons
and
Mr.
Reed
will
coon
begin
to
clean
All is O. K. here, well and happv as
popular as a summer resort, with its
John Philip Sousa has laid down voice is infinitely better for such use
and
naint.
He
hopes
for
some
warm
mortals can be away from their
splendid roads, electric lights, and
his baton forever, for death came to than several colleagues of the same
water supply a great asset. Perhaps wfother soon, but one never can tell families. The keepers are much in
the bandmaster, who inspired two genre. One distinguished artist, emwhen
old
man
Winter
has
gone
for
terested in the lighthouse and coast
it has no better view from any point
continents with his stirring composi- I phatically successful in personal apthan that here at the light, where 1 "ood ,™e«rst year the Reeds came guard news as they are acquainted j
tions, Sunday, March 6, in Reading, pearances, has avoided radio broadwithin the rules of the service visit- , ^re. 1925 there was warm weather in with most of the persons named. ■
Pa., where he was attending a ban- casting because of the same meors are always welcome.
March- then Aonl 19 came a heavy Visitors are alwavs welcome at Sad-.
quet in his honor. Sousa died as he chanical conditions. Pons is an exThere were 43 at Sunday school! snowstorm and the next day had to dleback and quite a number come
wishedr—“still in harness," for it was cellent broadcaster of course; but
March 6,
largest
attendance
dn
j
*
h
°Y
el
a
big
bank
of
snow
to
», the __
o'__ ______
_
___
___
i
.,
,
during
the
vacation
months.
One
day
!
.
ont tn r no nnornnnco hut in n
a heart attack that struck down the I radio listeners, it is repeated, can setwo years. Miss Rosa __
Knight teaches
*et
the boathouse, but in a few Hniic
days jn 1930 there were 42 and the keepers
77-year-old March King only a short cure only a fair idea of her true
a class of little folks and Mr. Knight j11 was a-‘ melted away.
made lobster stew for a party of 16—
while after he had led a band worth.
it was “some day.
has an adult class.
* • • •
through
rehearsal.
The funeral
Here is a list of the oldest light- I
Despite the inclement weather, and j
Boon Island
services
were
held
on
Thursday,
with
We
who
listened
to Geraldine
town meeting through the day. nearly j c l Dalzell, second assistant at houses in the first district, taken from
burial in the Congressional Cemetery. Farrar over the radio a few Sundays
a hundred attended the community
station has been transferred to the official U.S.L.H. list: "New Castle"
Sousa was in Reading to attend ago still thrill at the remembrance of
social in Town hall the evening of the 1 geeUin Light, Popham Beach. He Portsmouth Harbor 1789. Portland
a banquet of the Ringold Band in that witching voice, and feel an ac
7th. These socials are held for the writes: "Quite a storm on here Satur- Head 1790. Seguin 1795, White Head
observance of its 80th anniversary companying pang tlyit she has said
benefit of the church and are planned j day the spray is going all over the 1804, Franklin Island 1806, Wood
and was its honor guest, having fre good-bye definitely to all public ap
and supervised by Mr. and Mrs j isi^q The rocks break the seas and Island 1808. West Quoddy Head 1808.
quently attended the organization’s pearances, either on the stage or in
Thomas Marr, Mr. Marr being the son
tlie wind picks it up and it’s Roon Island 1812, Petit Manan 1817.
anniversary celebrations. After con- motion pictures. She will devote
of the former keeper of this station, j aiateh your step, this way for a Pond Island 1821. Isle of Shoals 1821,
ducting a band rehearsal he ap- herself entirely to radio work, and of
Irving Smith, from Damariscove slower. This makes seven days of Libby Island 1822. Monhegan 1824.
peared very tired, and his voice thus she says:
coast guard station, was present wit.r Wjnd and £ea %-hen a good warm fire Owl's Head 1825, Moose Peak 1826.
seemed weak as he addressed the ‘ "Radio is the only field left which
Mrs. Smith. Tlie latter teaches the and tbe radj0 are qUite comfortable, 1 Matinicus Rock 1827, Pemaquid Point
gathering.
1 interests me profoundly. And even
elementary school at West Southport. tjiank you Sorry to say that I have J 1827.
.
A career of more than 65 years in that work, I do not want to sing
The Smiths who came here recently to jeave jUst on the eve of starting the
».***.*,
before the public during which he a weekly grind. I shall sing in Engare a welcome asset to the town. new electric light at this station.,
Heron Neck
Here he ig ,.. Barney Oldfield ... Cigar and ail.,. Greatest race track driver of all time ... Most interested
composed more than 300 works and lls'.l—now and then—as informally as
Three members of the keeper s family Must qjg down for a match and light |Mr. and Mrs.CarrollGregory were
spectator at Sir Malcolm Campbell’* trials at Daytuna Beach . . . Just bought a new Chry sler Eight, he says
directed his famous band in most of ; if I were sitting in my own drawing
attended the social.
the lamD a while longer, but that’s, guestsSunday atHeron Neck Light
to get his eye and equilibrium hack . . . Does that mean the name Oldfield will emblazon the 1933 sky
the principal cities of the world room, accompanying myself in simArthur Marr, another son of the
way goes. Here todav. gone to- and their visit was much enjoyed, also
former keeper, has been ill with a morrow ••
made Sousa one of the most widely 1 pie songs."
again and his motors roar down the beach at Day tona ... Maybe ... Wait and see.
the old fashioned New England boiled I
cold, but was out to the last two so-,
....
known of contemporary American
We wish she might not confine
dinner.
cials. He is one of the town’s live '
musicians.
Throughout his notable herself entirely to English. She is a
Philip Bennett Is busy between > .
wires, and the patrons are always glad :
Petit Manan
career he remained to the last a brilliant linguist, and her songs in
school hours building traps to be •
desperate resort, began talking about
• l’ ; /At
to hear him play the drums.
I Keeper Pierre A. Fagonde went on ready for lobster fishing when his
bandmaster. No activity could per- German, French and Italian are
hydropathy as a remedy for her neu- |
Wednesday there was an all dav leave Feb. 7 and returned to duty Feb. summer vacation arrives. He is a
ralgia with which she was sadly af- !
suade him to abandon his baton, gems, too lovely to be laid aside and
meeting of the Ladies’ Aid. with 25. His father-in-law, Charles R. sophomore at Vinalhaven High
His annual tours at thehead of his withheld from her radio listeners,
fiicted for years, this crack was I
Clara S. Overlock
boiled dinner and other good things Beal died Feb. 21 after more than a School.
famous organization carried the ’ who after all comprise a worthy and
brought into requisition in a way that (
to eat. As various small articles were year of illness. He will be missed by
A great deal of windy weather of
music classics to the smallest com- critical audience.
now seems cruel indeed. She insist
needed for the Aid in serving meals, ’ everybody in Beals. Floyd V. Beal late and very few boats have passed
munities in the hope of awakening
Farrar reached the age of 50 Feb.
ed upon it, however, and after un Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
etc., it was decided tp give a shower, • has been visiting the keeper, also Mrs. by the light.
them to an appreciation of good 23. This half century rests lightly on
dressing she would drape a sheet
each member bringing some gift. Beal McGarvey and daughter are
__
_
Adelia
F.
Veazie
What
is
there
about
a
letter
from
It was with interest that Mr. and
around her and sit directly under the 1
music.
her, even though her hair is white,
These are always pleasant affairs visiting her brother Roscoe L. Fletch- j Mrs. Bennett read in the Boon island '
opening in the floor, while someone 1 the Sunshine City, a beautiful book• * » •
Her skin is fair and unlined and deliand remind Mrs. Knight and Rosa of ; er.
news of the transfer of Mr. Dalzell.1 tMivz iw »w»v/»w4'v7 »)•/ »V7 »w
Who can tell me how many years i cately colored; her teeth are dazzling
poured cold water over her from ]et from a dear friend, or a big
the good times with the Unity Guild . Up to March 5 the weather around He was stationed on this light a short >
package of postcards from a pen ac- ago It was that Sousa and his band ' white, and her eyes remain the deep
It was only a story and a half cot above.
here has been very bad, a strong time last year during the keeper's
of North Haven.
' sea blue as in days of yore. In
It must have been a rather ludicrous
x
..
., . appeared at Farwell Opera House?
• • • •
so
we
had
no
attic,
but
we
had
wind blowing every day since the leave of absence. They wish Mr. and j tage,
„„
th. Performance and I wonder that it Quaintance that sets the blood
» • • •
! Ridgefield, Conn., Miss Farrar lives
keeper
came
back
from
leave
with
no
Mrs. Dalzell the best of luck and hope »me•’purpose'andW^wL Se 1t sleS didn l kiU her’ but 1 doubt “ she re’ a-tinKlin« and «ives one a longing 10
The Cuckolds
Friday afternoon at Metropolitan alone, although her father has a
boats out from Corea or Prospect they will like Seguin.
until I was 15, though when I was i ^yed any
Vs VcT
tWng8? The
Ca"' ““
Opera House "Das Rheingold" was house in the same town. She has six
Mrs. Fred Robinson, widow of a for Harbor since Feb. 25.
*
♦
*
*
mer keeper of this station who gradu
strange —
roads,
quite small I remember sleeping in ment’ If my memory serves me corcor’ ',
a, the seeking afte: presented, and in the cast appeared dogs, a large house, a garden whose
Mr. Fagonde would like to hear
Burnt Island
she was expected to get into i,
ated from a hospital in Boston, is now from Joseph Muise of Baker Island
Ernestine Schumann-Heink in the color scheme she plans herself, a
the trundle bed, which was shoved rectly
bed
and
lie
in
that
wet
sheet
all
the
new
the
beautiful,
the pleasure part of Erda. From the review large library, a music library and lots
nurse in a hospital in Canton, Mass. Light. Mr. Muise used to be a resi
Keeper and Mrs. Staples received a out of sight beneath the cottage bedBefore going to Boston Mrs. Robinson dent of Rockland before he entered telegram Thursday from their grandwhata treat'lfhought!night’ After a few treatments she of returning home and giving to shown in the New York Times I
friends. She runs up to Boston,
. •, 2.
, . ,.
was glad to give it up and get be- others that which they too may quote:
attended Rockland Commercial Col the lighthouse service. Also from Ar daughter Mrs Douglas Larrabee in '
hw home town, often. The renowned
CUiiith
Pm-Hond
Midt,nmmloc
Tv
tO
he.p
COrd
up
that
old
fashioned
f
h
marm
u-nnloii
hlantotc
with
lege.
“During an afternoon that was ' jewels for which Farrar was famous
on. Derson aDDlied the tween her warm woolen blankets with [ crave but never be able to reach.
thur Beal of White Head light and his South Portland, saying Douglas Jr. i
Mrs. A. W. Nicholson (Lauretta assistants, all from Jonesport.
These are some of the many things notable for much fine singing and are in a strong box in a vault in New
0^11^0/th^m^stni^bnne wi.iw'be ' bed ’•’rench t0 the cord- and twisted, a hot flatiron at her feet. She had a
picture 01 the mastoid bone would be .1 while
.
Elliot) has joined her husband in
«•»•
another drove a wooden p/tfl? lady physician at about that time— that go to make travel and sojourn convincing acting, Mme. Schumann- York; she seldom wears them.
Franklin, N. H. Mr. Nicholson has
Mrs (Dr.) Albee, who lived near the such pleasure to those less fortunate. Hetnk's brief appearance attracted
“The Gerry flappers already are
laken.
Douglas
faiher
is
on
Spring
hold
Point light station. Mrs. Staples to noia the
cne cord
corn while
wnne the
tne wrench
wrenen was
w.s corner of Union and Willow streets, Our mutual friend Mr. Messer surely the greatest interest. The contralto, mothers of Pons fans,” Farrar
Fort Point
been promoted as manager of New
u.ons
tn
t»in
j
...
applied
to
the
next
hole.
I
have
seen
The
keeper
is
engaged
in
painting.
went
to
Portland
the
same
day.
___
_
____
_
bury's store in that town.
a man cord one of those bedsteads by i (t'ne house still stands there, I think) has a happy faculty of seeing much who is in her 71st year, has been | laughs. “I still hear from many of
keeper Elliot had a pleasant visit He has just finished a 9 by 12 lino
and I have always connected her with and making others see also. Just singing in opera since 1878, yet she my old admirers—it keeps on. But
with Mr. and Mrs. Staples at Burnt leum rug done in two colors with
Doubling Point Range
, ^“en"crosswi«"of‘the ‘i^ed ro’rdT'fflrt i'’hlS coId w?!€r cur\though it doesn’t happened to see this; “Maine had 317 sang yesterday with astonishing size : my career is really over.”
The regular
Island, Sunday morning. It would satisfying results.
Might and quality of tone and with, of j
» • • •
Keeper Nye is at his usual occupa- jt was a rather shiftless wav and did secm P°"sl"le now that any woman 1 days of sunshine m 1931.
Mi
be impossible to get oft the slip to routine with cleaning and painting tion in the spring time, of washing not make the cord so tight as did the , c°u,d ;nflictsuch a barbarous method not Maane go JFIorida one better on course, the traditional line. Mr.Speaking of Farrar’s jewels, do you
day, Monday, as there is a southeast and care of livestock keeps Mr. and and whitening ceilings, painting and wrench
of torture upon a fellow creature. I this? Maine had rain to settle the Gatti-Casazza. who hag known her remember when Farrar sang at a
gale of wind and a heavy sea running. Mrs. Mitchell busy most of the time. so forth, although his mind is
Alon? h b, b
,h f
f was but a wee scrap of a kid at the dust and Florida did not.
singing for the last thirty-five years , Maine Music Festival “yars and
The keeper has been fortunate in They have a cow and yearling heifer,
I had a letter from St. Pete
said that he considered her a vocal j yars" ago, that the jeweled tiara she
eahv€rhnni^Ofn7i(^f^Pt^
g ’ the Sl°Pin«
hUn« tbe VarloUS Pa‘ time—perhaps 5 or 6, so I may have
being able to get mail every day; with a good flock of Rhode Island Red hbaby,
Not
many
days
ago.
missed
a
point
or
two.
hoping for its safe return^
b
{ herbs w h
grancimiracle. There is no question that ■ was wearing fell from her head,
St. Pete down on the Southern Gulf
a few exceptions has had it regularly hens, dog, cat and two goldfish to
Mme. Schumann-Heink has not gone loosening several of the stones which
M11 mlghtJ* °f„ oreSL . KCeP a mother had gathered during the sumWhere the gentle breezes blow;
date.
all winter.
Marr of
Portland
Breakwater «w.u
and i1
° were keened
5
Where the days are always sunny.
off the gold standard. . . . The audi- members of the chorus gleefully
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